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President Meets With
Congressional Leaders

Carpenters Call Off
Strike During Freeze

A carpenters strike in a 20county area of Western Kentucky
has stopped temporarily because
of President Nixon's freeze on
wages and prices.
The 1,200 carpenters in Kentucky and three other states
walked off the jobs July 1 in a pay
dispute with the Association of
General Contractors in a wage
dispute.
Negotiations will continue

while the wage-price freeze is in overtime pay double the regular
effect.
pay.
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Illiteracy In The South
There are almost a million men and women
in the South who are unable to read or write. And
even worse, there are another million who have
only learned the alphabet to make out simple
sentences.
These functional illiterates are doomed to a
life of ignorance. While they can read enough to
get by, newspapers and magazines remain
mysteries to Weil'. Literary allusions by public
speakers or television commentators leave
bland expressions upon their faces.
The illiteracy rate is highest in the South. No
other region in the country comes close to
matching this unflattering record. And while the
decade of the 60s saw other states making rapid
reductions in the number of these unfortunate
illiterates, the South's educational program
lagged behind.
It has become a ritual for Southern
politicians to promise to improve the lagging
school systems. The facts about illiteracy,
however, contradict these promises.
Worse, the educational system has been
further weakened by the years of segregationist
politics. Southern school have been, and in some
areas continue to be, political footballs.
Operating even at their best, the public schools
fail to reach many students. Many dropouts and
even some who graduate with barely-passing
grades are literate only in the most generous
sense of the word. They are poorly prepared to
understand the complexities of the world they
are entering.
The only answer is to improve efforts to
teach reading. The educational system must be
supported and new programs of adult education
designed to reach those who missed out along the
way should be started. It may cost Southern
taxpayers more money, but the long-range cost
of illiteracy and poor education will be much
hugher.-Memphis (Tenn.)Conunercial Appeal

The Credibility Gap
The revelation that the "secret papers" on
Vietnam printed by William F. Buckley Jr.'s
National Review were a hoax does nothing to
discredit charges of a credibility gap between
publications in general and their readers.
There is an unwritten journalism rule that
unless an entire publication is labeded as
entertainment, its articles should be factual.
Admittedly, such articles in many publications
are sometimes "slanted" to give the views of a
particular group. But they should still be based
on facts, not just the imagination of a few writers
and editors
Newspapers,from small weeklies to big city
dailies, are constantly striving to counteract
these -credibility gap" charges. It does none any
good when a national publication such as
Buckley's engages in such a blatant attempt at
fiction while labeling it as fact.
If the National Review wishes to continue
such articles, perhaps it would be well to see that
its editions are placed among the comic books
and other entertaining publications on our
newsstands.-Wichita Falls (Tex.) Record News

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TOMS PUS

The Calloway Manufacturing Company has been purchased by
Fruit of the Loom, according to a release issued today.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Eula V. Thompson of Nashville,
Tenn , and Mrs Annie Grogan Hickingbottom of Marvel,Ark.
The Clyde Rowland home on Benton Highway was deatroyed by
fire on August 15
Danny Kemp, Howard Steely, Bobby Falwell, and Charles
Eldridge. Jr have been selected to participate in the Kentucky
Youth Seminar at the University of Kentucky August 27-30.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER •TIMES

rim

Richard Ricker, age 15. of McKeesport, Pa., died yesterday at
the Murray Hospital after suffering injuries in a wreck on the
F,ggriers Ferry Bridge on August 14. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ambrose Ricker. and sister, Patsy, were injured but are improving. They were enroute to Malden. Mo., to visit their son,
Robert, who is serving with the Army there.
Clyde Scarbrough has been named principal at Hazel High
School.
Mr. and Mrs Warden Gilbert of Paducah have purchased the
Triangle bin. 12th and Sycamore Streets, Murray.
Miss Frannie Jean Horton, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Horton.and Pfc. Charles Rob Adams.son of Mrs. Mildred Adams.
Were married July 211 at the South Los Angeles Church of God.

't-r.wititc%CM THE RECE6SION WE DIDN'T

The trip from Los Angeles to
Santa Fe had been exciting for
the Fleems family, particularly
for Dave Reems'two boys, who
were enthralled with the desert
Landscape.
It had been a long day's drive
and Dave and his wile Julia
were content to relax on the big
king-size bed at their motel and
watch color television. The kids
were out catching a quick evening dip in the pool.
Tomorrow the Reerns would
drive on into Denver where
they would spend a few days
with Julia's parents. Then it
would be back to L.A.
By the time the one-week excursion was'Over,'Dave Reems
had spent $240, more than he
had expected. Oh well, he reasoned, you might as well
splurge a little on vacation.
After all, it only comes once a
year.
Many vacationers this summer are echoing Dave Reems'
philosophy. But it is entirely
possible to have a fantastic
time, still enjoy the same
scenery and entertainment,
and yet save more than a few
dollars at the same time.
VONE l AL MOST OVER.
If you stop a moment and do
a bit of calculating, you'll probably find that a good percentage of your hard-earned vacation dough goes for auto services. Not just for gasoline and
oil, but for broken fan belts,
overheating engines, flat tires,
blown air-conditioner compressors and other items that never
go bad until you take a trip.
Just because you're rarin' to
proposed trans-Alaska pipeline go, it doesn't mean your car is.
system. But the essential ele- Even a new car should be
ment is not the pipeline itself, checked out thoroughly. A fan
or even • the development of belt at the local parts house
Alaska's North Slope.
may cost you $2. Out on the
"The central issue in this new road, a "friendly" gas station
big battle — one which sudden- may charge you $10.
ly is more difficult than stateA new tire in your home town
hood itself — is whether Alaska may cost $20; on the road it
is a full partner in this nation, could run $50.
Auto airconditioning units
whether it is a sovereign state
of the Union of 50 states, or are habitually overlooked;
whether it is still some sort of many drivers are
they will run fbrever. But just
`second-class fiefdom.
".. Now we have hundreds ask some poor fellow who just
of other people trying to man- crossed the Arizona desert with
age ow affairs from thousands a pooped-out unit and he'll tell
of miles away. We have experts you differently. A tuneup' at
telling the world what is best your dealer may save you
for Alaska. We have a new grief, money and a lot of sweat
statehood battle all over later on.
Gasoline prices seem to rise
again."
The words gain urgency with like the barometer around
a prediction by Labor Commis- vacation time, particularly in
sioner Benson: -Without pipe- the wide expanses of the American West. Stations charging
line activity, we may anticipate
49.9 cents per gallon for regular
one out of three unemployed in
can upset any travel budget;
1972 "
particularly when you're used
to paying 31.9 back home.
.
A trick many motorists are
The Almanac
By United Press International learning is to fill up the tank
whenever they spot reasonable
prices instead of waiting until
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 17, the tank gauge registers empty
he 229th day of 1971.
and they have no choice but to
The moon is between its last , head for a filling station. Some
luarter and new phase.
penny-pinching vacationers
The morning stars are Venus even carry a couple of five-galand Saturn.
lon gas cans that they fill up
The evening stars are Mercu-, whenever the price is right.
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
Additional travel savings can
Those born on this day are be realized by staying away
from those neon-lighted motels
under the sign of Leo.
American frontiersman Davy that line the freeways. By drivCrockett was born Aug. 17,
•
•*•
1786.
•IF * 4‘*•*•al•
On this day in history:
ADULTS *
S
In 1915 a hurricane struck
ALL SHOWS
Galveston, Tex., killing 275
persons.
l:Cti t`.#(1%.
In 1933 first baseman Lou
Gehrig of the New York
Yankees set a major league * LAST NITE at 7:30
*
record by playing in his 1,308th *
NNW
consecutive game.
*
i.u: *
In 1965 the curfew was lifted *
*
in , the Watts section of Los *
al:
1:7
*
-rn , *
Angeles after 34 persons had *
been killed in six days of *
*
violence.
• *
*

Alaska on road
to bankruptcy
port of V,tildex, for tanker shipment to 'the West Coast.
Some 8200 million a year was
anticipated in royalties and
ANCHORAGE, Alaska —
severance taxes by 1978.
Many far-away Americans still
But the 800-mile-long pipeline
think of Alaska as the richest
was blocked by environmental
state in the Union, with a billion
protests and natives' lawsuits.
bucks in the bank to care for
A permit for the line has not
only 290,000 citizens.
been issued by the federal govThat presimmtion soon falls ernment. Instead of a flow of
apart, for a sympathetic black gold, Alaska now foretraveler in Alaska. In terms of sees a flood of red ink.
human needs. Alaska may be
The pipeline &lay has agthe poorest of the United gravated Alaska's basic ecoStates.
nomic flaws — high prices.
Communities count 15, 25, 30 shortage of capital, unemployper cent unemployment. The ment.
welfare load is wrecking the
•'The unemployment rate for
state budget. The cost of living January was 13.6 and for
is out of sight. According to February, close to 15," said
some prominent • Alaskans. Henry A. Benson, Alaska's
,America's biggest state is on commissioner of labor.-This is
the road to bankruptcy. Totally 35 per cent higher than a year
discredited, says Gov. William ago and 72 per cent higher than
A. Egan. is "the illusion of the same period in 1969. Add to
limitless wealth which was these unemployed the vast
popular a . year ago."
number who are not included in
That image, of course, the work force statistics ... and
emerged from the record sale proportions of Alaska's unemof state leases on the arctic ployed then become truly
North Slope,.following the disAt the same time welfare
covery of a major oil field — by
some estimates. greater than needs were on the rise, state
the fabuiolis finds of east lawmakers were obliged to
slash budgets across the board.
Texas.
Alaskans gleefully banked including appropriations for
their $900 million. Suddenly, health and welfare, public
there was enough money to fi- works, highways and economic
nance the entire state budget
for four years. Wasting no development. The crunch ex.
Alaska's few
time, the Alaskan Legislature tended out from
appropriated vast sums to al- modern cities to distant villeviate the state's chrcnic lages. to dash the hopes of
Alaskans living without roads
problems.
decent schools and moderr
Alaska's woes are little ap- medicine.
preciated in the highly deThis sorry plight of Alaska'5
veloped lower 48 states. In size. •'little people" is generally
remoteness and natural ob- blamed here on well-meaning
aacles. Alaska is unlike Maine but badly informed outsiders
and California and everything
"We thought that once state,
in between. For a state of
hood was achieved, the big bat
580,000 square miles there are
tie had been won." said the Anonly 1,500 miles of highway —
chorage Daily Times in a reonly 700 paved. Similar deeditorial. "We were
ficiencies exist in public health, cent
wrong. An even more difficult
education.
buildings and
challenge confronts Alaska toThe original spending spree
was based on the assumption day.
"This problem is brought into
that North Slope oil soon would
focus with the battle over the
be flowing southward to the
By DON DEDERA
Copley News Service

Isn't It The Truth I
One of Mr. Agnew's speech writers has revealed
that the Vice President has no overwhelming desire
to be President and that he sometimes doubts his
capacity to lead: although he is in no doubt about his
capacity to divide.
"A man who is a genius and doesn't
know it, probably isn't."
by Carl Hiblet Jr.

—Stanislaw J. Lec

Bible Thoughtfor Today
They that exercise authority upon them are called tweetertars—Lake 22:25.
Those in authority should be just that, or they have betrayed
their trust.

*

*

*

Q. I recently purchased an
old school bus that I hope to
convert to a motorhome. The
first thing I noticed was the
poor ride of the bus. Now I am
finding other , problems, like
only about 8 miles per gallon of
gas. Did I make a wrong selection in my choice of a school
bus or can the unit be saved and
converted into a comfortable
camper unit? — G.R., New
Mexico
A. School buses hay' never
been noted for their celmfort,
but their roominess and relatively inexpensive cost make"
them desirable for camper conversions. You will be able to

A. Motorcycle safety legislation is highly dependent on the
strength of local motorcycle
lobby groups. Your state, for
example, has been unable to
enact any legislation requiring
the wearing of helmets or protective eye coverings.

il
D301r;11:1(

* New Price Policy *

Adults
s7

Regular
Admission

Children
50C

11

1)1:1\k'•

Plato

1-ir •

I

Candies
10, 15 & 25

;
,
irti ill 1

Ci0000

I

.;
-

Ends Tonit•
“;ARiFOOT EXECUTIVE"

* WED. thru SAT. *,..
iVe0111X4eigon_
&erifk•
Its
'
114.4z,

scrumdyumptiousl
4
,
W

Cm,,uoticoar
•.../40.0$ PC1101 At
scundrimait Maur .IMMIBLIE
rodiallOurff 1020.011

EndsTonito(GP)IYHATS
THEATR

E MATTER WITH HELEN?'

* Starts Tomorrow *
MEET GINGERHer
weapon is her body...
She can cut you, kill you

or cure you!

cAFFAN COLOR by Dilate'
(ADULTS ONLYI

Arso

f.tbl'A 'it

* LAST NITE 7:45 :
Ulf
:Outstanding Adult*
: Double Feature:

• 4173

**
7:15-Start busk
.Tonito & Wed.

Pigesmimmwi :Make Me A Woman:

PREACHERMAN
Is Coming
To Murray!

Ji

By United Press Into
Pete Liske, a ban
ment quarterback, i
out to be the PI
Eagles' best buy.
The Eagles acquil
from the Denver Broi
No. 6 draft choice, a
he has led them
victories. After win
three games all last s
Eagles have to be a
about their acquisitio
Liske passed for t
downs and set up am
a 50-yard bomb to
Gary Ballman Monde
give the Eagles
exhibition over the
Bills.
Li.ske who complete
passes for 202 yi
Ballman on a nine-yi
down pass in the firs
then came back with

-

'THE IMPOSSIBLE *

PLUS
*
* "HOT HOURS" :

Eagles
34-28 1

1'1 11'1 1 11:`

S/II

* "SHAFT"L *

iOCk
g
Your Mormy...

ye
BARBECUE TICK
to the Young Men's I
Harris, Bill Fandrich
meet the football pla,
any member of the c
Stadium.

* Refreshment Pr;:rn,

*
In 1969 Dr. Philip Blaiberg, *
YEARS"
*
the world's longest living heart *
transplant patient, died at the:Starfs Tomorrow:
age of 60.
A thought for today: Irish
novelist George'Moore said, "A
man traTels the world over in
search of what he needs and
returns home to find it."

Q. I ride a motorcycle and on
a recent trip I was stopped by
the police in Maryland for not
wearing a helmet. Why do
some states have strict laws
about cycle wearing apparel
and other states have no laws
at all' — G.K., California

r
T l
PliffeM7111:

[

*

improve the ride by switching
to a different tire and perhaps
softer springs. But remember,
that by the time you have
loaded the unit doiM with a
stove, refrigerator, paneling,
furniture, etc., you may want
some pretty beefy springs because of the added weight As
for mileage, 8 miles per gallon
isn't bad: a lot of campers and
motorhomes do even worse.
You might consider installing a
Late-model engine and automatic transmission for ease of
operation. The most important
thing to keep in mind, though,
is to not expect a conversion to
ride or be as comfortable as a
unit built from the ground up
for the specific purpose of leisure traveling.

ing off into town, you'll probably be able to find a comfortable. clean motel for quite a
bit less. And don't be afraid to
tell the clerk you want to see
he room first
Motorists can also save on
meals. Instead of living on $2
hamburgers and 75-cent milkshakes tying up an hnir or so
for lunch each day — not to
count the time lost for coffee
breaks on the road — carry
sandwich fixings and soft
drinks and fruit. You can feed a
family of four a satisfying
lunch for about $2.
Then you can spend what you
have saved on park admissions
or an extra-nice dinner after
that hard day's drive.

* Starts Tomorrow *
* Adult Entertainment *
E*
*
*
[F * DOUBLE FEATURE *
•i4o.
Low my wire.
POSITIVELY NOT 1 LOVE BY RM.
:"PLEASURE
*
A Paoli 1 VIO($111111,,,,,,•,,
*
woLOVERS"
ELLIOTT GOULD "I LOVE MY WIFE!"
*
•
:
1 Also"IN
•
*
attita•fIlllalflel *****

TENNIS TOURNAhl
division of the city par
Spencer and Janice Ad
Jo Ward, winners. Tb
Bernadette Cooper anc
each week throughou
tournaments. Over 150
years participated in

Florida
With

Fifth in a series of
A major college footba
in the Southeast: Rohl
By DAVID MOFI
UPI Sports Wiii
ATLANTA (UPI)—
Peterson era at Florid
a decade of wide-open,
football—has ended. Bu
like Successor Larr,
plans to pick up rigl
Peterson left off.
"I'd like a more baL
tack than Florida S'
had," said Jones,
thief at Tennessee las
"But, we have to do
personnel dictates. We
to continue to have a
offense with the elm
passing. We'll try to
our running attack but
have much depth them
Jones, 37, is having
a pretty big adjustmer
hacker at LSU during
ing days in the early I
was a defensive ass
Paul Dietzel at ISU,
South Carolina before
to Tennessee.
A year later, when
went to Rice, Jones
Florida State.
"Coach Peterson le
football team," said
think we can have a
ball team. Just how
not sure yet.
"But I'm sure of in
Jones continued, -we
better if we had moil
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Standings Hogue Tops

a

At Reidland

a•ez•coo•o•c-o-o-=.0•04:24:04=C
By United Press International
Saturday night racing fans saw
American Leapt,
Paul Hogue 88, Metropolis, W.
East
perform his driving skill as he
W. L. Pct. GB took the
winners race and the
72 44 .621
Baltimore
Feature race at Keeling Stock
11
/
1
2
.546
65
54
Detroit
Track. Hogue also was the second
1
2
65 56 .537 9/
Boston
top qualifier.
60 61 .496 1444
New York
Bill Keeling 24 Jr., Paducah,
/
2
49 70 .412 241
Washington
took the fu-st heat and Jesse Ladd
48 73 .397 38%
Cleveland
n, Reidland the second. The
third heat was won by Larry
West
W. L. Pct. GB Walston 56, Benton and also the
78 42 .650 ... third qualifying position.
Oakland
Melvin- Woodford 14 Jr.,
Kansas City 63 55 .534 14
Chicago
57 63 .475 21 Paducah was the top qualifier for
California
56 67 .455 231
/
2 the night with 23.58 seconds.
Minnesota
54 65 .454 24 Woodford was unable to complete
Milwaukee
51 68 .429 2644 a race due to a broken tie rod.
Richard Binkley driving car 6,
Monday's Results
had a collision with one of the
Boston 6 California 5
light poles while packing the
Baltimore 3 Milwaukee 2
track, which resulted in a broken
2
Minnesota
11
Cleveland
isnose for him and a busted
(Only games scheduled)
BARBECUE TICICETS -Murray State Football Coach Bill Ferguson, (standing) is selling tickets
steering box for the car.
SIGNS GOLF GRANT-IN-AID-Edd Mabie, seated, is signing a grant-la-aid gad scholarship at
to the Young Men's Business Club annual barbecue to (clockwise from left) Jimmy Boone, Virgil
Top Qualifiers-Melvin Murray State University
while R.T.(Buddy)Hewitt, right, MSU god coach, and Mabie's father, Edd
Wednesday's Lames
Harris, Bill Fandrich and Wells Purdom,Sr. The annual barbecue gives MSU grid fans a chance to
Woodford, 14 Jr., 22.58, Paul Mabee, Sr. look over his shoulders.
meet the football players and coaches as well as enjoying a good meal. Tickets are available from California at Boston
Hague 88, 2171, Larry Walston,
any member of the club or may be purchased at the gate. The barbecue will be held at Cutchin Cleveland at Minnesota, night 56, 24.05. •
Milwaukee,
night
Baltimore
at
Stadium.
First Heat-Bill Keeling,24 Jr.,
Detroit at Chicago, night
Junior Keeling, 99, Johnny Allen,
Oakland at Washington, night
59, Carl Douglas, a. Chester
Kansas City at New York, night
Crunch, 2.
The city park is sponsoring an
Second Heat-Jesse Ladd, 77, Invitational Softball tournament
National League
Bill Myhan, 31, Raymond at the Colt League field at the
Edd
Mabie, 18-year-old in 1970 before finishing one stroke
East
Rodgers, 26, Rudy Collier. 12, part. The tournament began last Springfield, M., golf star, has back of the winner in second
GB
L.
Pct.
W.
night and will continue through signed a grant-in-aid golfing place this past spring. He also
72 50 .590 ... Paul Hogue, 88.
Pittsburgh
By United Press International yard toss to Bob Hawkins for a Cowboys suffered a fractured
scholarship at Murray State won the club championship at the
August 29.
67 55 .549 5
St. Louis
Pete Liske, a bargain base- third period TD. Later in the leg in a game against the New
Third Heat-Larry Walston,50, Three games will be played University, Coach R. T.(Buddy) Bunn Park Men's Club in 1969.
.546
5%
65
54
Chicago
The elder Mabie is the cross
ment quarterback, is turning third period, he hit Ballman on Orleans Saints last Saturday
/
2 Gary Richardson, 5, John each night at 6:30, 7:30 and 8:30. Hewitt, has announced.
59 60 .496 111
New York
country coach at Edison Middle
out to be the Philadelphia a 50-yard pass to set up a one- night, but the damage isn't as
The
McElrath,
220,
Anthony
Peck,
42.
son
of
teams
Mr.
and
Eighteen
are
entered
in
Mrs.
Edd
Philadelphia 53 67 .442 18
School in Springfield, and is a
Eagles' best buy.
yard plunge into the end zone serious as it sounds. The bone Montreal
48 71 .403 22% Fourth Heat-Paul Hogue, 11, the event and represent some of Mabie, Sr., 2605 Poplar Street,
football
and
The Eagles acquired Liske by rookie Tom Bailey.
Raymond Rodgers, 26, Bill the top teams in Western Ken- Springfield, young Mabie is a well-known
was the fibula, which carries
from the Denver Broncos for a
Keeling, 24 Jr., Jesse Ladd, 77, tucky.
graduate
of
Springfield's basketball official in the
Another quarterback, howev- little weight, and Jordan may
West
No. 6 draft choice, and so far er, grabbed more attention than be able to play the remaining
Rudy Collier, 12.
Southeast High School where be Springfield area.
W. L. Pct. GB
At Murray State, young Mabie
he has led them to two Liske without throwing a pass. exhibition games ... Dennis
Feature Race-Paul Hogue.It WAIVERS PASSED
was on the golf team for three
San Francisco 72 51 .585 ...
victories. After winning only Joe Niunath of the New York Dummit, star quarterback at
Bill Myhan, 31, Raymond SAN DIEGO UPI -Outfiel- years and its captain in 1970-71. is expected to major in physical
Los Angeles 65 57 .533 6%
three games all last season, the Jets held a news conference at UCLA, was released on waivers
26, Bill Keeling, 24 Jr., der Bob Jessr and righthanded His coach was Lynn Morrison. Education and recreation with a
64 61 .512 9 Rodgers,
Atlanta
Eagles have to be enthusiastic Lenox trill Hospital and prom- by the Los Angeles Rams. The
Junior Keeling, 99, Johnny Allen, pitcI er Eduardo Acosta paned During the last three years, he minor in mathematics.
Houston
60 61 .496 11
"We are delighted to have a
about their acquisition.
Richardson, 5, Anthony waivers Monday and were has won the Minois State High
ised he will be back when he is Rams also acquired corner Cincinnati
58 65 .477 14 S9, Gary
School District Medal Play young man of Edd's Welty to join
Liske passed for two touch- recovered from the knee injury back Gene Howard and defenPeck, 42.
traded
by
the
Pittsburgh
San Diego
46 77 .374 26
downs and set up another with he suffered in New York's first sive tackle Clovis Swinney in
Pirates to the San Diego Championship in 1969 and in 1971, us here at Murray State," Coach
Monday's Results
a 50-yard bomb to tight end exhibition game.
Padres, compietzng a trainee- and finished second by only one Hewitt said following the signing,
exchange for wide receiver Pittsburgh 8 Houston 3
UNHAPPY FIRST
"and we are confident be will
Gary Ballman Monday night to "Anybody's risking per- Charlie
Williams and
an Chicago 3 Atlanta 0
ARLDiGTON. Tex. (UPI) - bon which sent reliever Bob Szoke in 1970.
give the Eagles a 34-22 manent damage no matter undisclosed draft choice.
Dsaasvort
acatc= Miler from San Diego to die He won the Springfield high make a fine contribution to our
Tugihatto,
Steve the
Cincinnati 6 St. Louis 5
exhibition over the Buffalo what he does," Nemeth ex-, Rookie quarterback Scott
ischool championship in 1969 and golfing program."
13ucz last week
with
New York 6 Los Angeles 0
Bills.
plained. "But I certainly hope'Hunter of Alabama was elevat- (Only games scheduled)
Spurs of the Dixie Association's
Liske who completed 12 of 9 to play again. I haven't even ed to Green Bay's second team
Texas League Division, hit his
penises for 202 yards, hit considered giving up football." after completing five of six
first home run of the season
Ballman on a nine-yard touch- In other National Football passes in the Packers' 16-13
Sunday night.
Wednesday's Genes
down pass in the first quarter, League camps: lineback Lee loss to the Pittsburgh Seteelers Philadelphia at San Francisco
But it was not a happy
Bien carne back with a seven- Roy Jordan of the Dallas last weekend ... the Detroit Houston at Pittsburgh, nig*
occasion. Turgiliatto stumbled
heading for first base and
Lions acquired quarterback Jim Chicago at Atlanta, night
Ward from the New Orleans
St. Louis at Cincinnati, night broke his left elbow. He will be
By NEIL HERSFIEERG
pitching Chicago to a 3-0 game of the year against six
Stints in exchange for lineback- New York at Los Angeles, sight out for the remainder of the
UPI Sparta Wrier
victory over the Atlanta losses.
er Carl Cunningham.
Montreal at San Diego, sight. sc ason.
Ferguson Jerikms made it i Braves.
Divans) tripled in a run in
look easy bid the Chicago albs' Atlanta slogger Hank Aaron's the first, later scoring on
ace righthander will be the test ZIatame hitting streak able Stargell's single. After Dave
to admit the appearances can ended as Jenkins got the Cash walked to start the fourbe deceiving.
Braves star to ground out, pop run fifth, Davalillo doubled both
Jenkins moved to within one up and strike out in three runners across and eventually
,
victory of his fifth straight 20- appearances.
scored on the First of two
game season Monday night as
"It might look easy but don't ma-dice flies by Bob Roberthe gave up only two hits and let that fool you," said the 11- son.
Detroit.
By JOE FROHLINGER
Alomar's ground ball in a fourGeorge Foste singled with
Palmer garnered his 15th run eighth had helped the hit a two-run double while year-old Jenkins. "You have to
UPI Sports Writer
concentrate all the time. Any one out in the ninth inning to
Baltimore's Jim Palmer read triumph of the season by using Angels go ahead 5-3. Bill
time a man comes up to the score Tony Perez and give
his cards well and capitalized one of Milwaukee Brewers Collins' pinch single tied the
plate, he's a big-league player Cincinnati the victory over St.
on one of Milwaukee's built-in County Stadium's built-in game, a sacrifice fly by Jim
and he's up there to hit."
Louis_ The Reds' winning rally
defensive mechanisms to turn a strategems to his advantage - Fregosi accounted for the goJenkins, who has compiled an came after they tied the score
trick on the Brewers.
the infield's high grass which ahead run and the Angels
By United Press International 83-59 log over the past four by bunching four hits, one a
TENNIS TOURNAMENT WINNERS-Winners in the women's
The Baltimore ace righty forces batters to chop down on added a run on reliever Al
lAeadiag Batters
division of the city park tennis tournament are, from left: Joyce
seasons, leads the
major two out bases-loaded- singie by
spaced six hits while Frank the ball.
Lyle's wild pitch before the Red
National League
Spencer and Janice Austin,runnersip.and Shirley T000 and Betty
leagues in complete games with Pete Rose, to score four runs in
Robinson chipped in with a "I'm basically a high ball Sox won the game.
G. AB R. H. Pet. M. Warren Spahn was the last the eighth inning
Jo Ward, winners. The tennis program was run by Chuck and
Harmon Killebrew and Tony
bases-loaded single Monday pitcher but tonight I tried to
12 479 72 170 .355 National League pitcher to win
Bernadette Cooper and Gary Holman. Lessons were given twice
Kern Boswell's bases-loaded
night as the Orioles downed get the ball down into that Oliva contributed two RBI's Torre,SLL
113 455 74 160 .352 at least 20-games five consecu- single in the sixth inning
each week throughout the summer and concluded with the
Milwaukee 3-2 and increased grass," Palmer said of the apiece to help Jim ICaat raise Bckrt, Chi
lournaments. Over 150 persons ranging in age from 6 years to 50
started a four-run rally to back
their American League East Brewers infield.
his season record to 104. Stiehl, Pitt 107 417 47 137 .34 tive seasons.
118 481 79 158 .328 Aaron only had words of the seven-hit pitching of Tom
years participated in the program.
lead to 8% games over idle The 27-year old Palmer Killebrew raised his league- Garr, AU
Omnte,Pitt 103 409 63 132 .323 tribute for Jenkins as his Seaver as the Mets broke a
reeled off four-hitters in his last leading runs batted in total to
JonesN, NY 102 390 44 126 .323 hitting streak was snapped.
five-game losing streak.
two outings and thinks he's a 17 when he smacked a triple
118 479 92 154 .322 "The streak had to end. I'm
The defeat was the third
earlier
better pitcher now than
good for two runs in the sixth Bck, St .L
Alou. SIL
114 466 60 141.318 glad it was done by someone straight for the Dodgers and
Inning.
.his season.
Davis, LA
119 480 64 152 .317 like him," said Aaron. "He's fourth in their last five games.
"I'm basically a high fastball
Srgil, Pitt
107 396 78 124 .313 one of the greatest right- They are now 61
/
2 games behind
pitcher but in the last three
°Aaron, All 108 377 69 118 .313 handers in this league. I don't the league-leading San Francisgames I've been using all my GONZALEZ TO OFFICIATE
American League
think I could have hit him if! co Giants in the Western
Fifth in a series of previews the interior line, at running tackle Don Sparkman of Jack- pitches effectively," he said.
NEW YORK ( UPI) -Pancho
GAB R. H. Pct. stayed out there all night."
Division.
American
In
the
only
other
sonville, Fla. But Jones is
Gonzalez agreed Monday to Olva, Min
A major college football teams back and at linebacker."
98 382 60 137 .359 Jenkins struck out seven
Dodger starter Doyle AlexanBoston
League
scheduled
games,
State.
Florida
Southeast:
Peheavily
on
other
was
7-4
in
banking
Florida
State
sophoofficiate
the
at
the
16-man
in
tennis Mrcr, Ny
117 426 77 142 .333 Braves batters in raising his der gave up singles to Wayne
Minneedged
and
6-5
California
MOFFIT
By DAVID
tournament at Kiamesha Lake, Otis, KC
111 435 66 135 .310 season's total to 203. It marked Garrett, Cleon Jones and Ed
terson's last season with an of- mores to provide depth.
sota beat Cleveland, 11-2_
IJPI Sports Writer
111 401 55 122 .304 the fifth time that Jenkins has Kranep000l before Boswell sinfense built around the passing "This past spring, being our In National League games, N.Y.. on Sept. 14, which Rojas, Kc
ATLANTA (UPI)-The Bill of Tommy Warren and the
first at Florida State, we startInvolves such sports celebrities Tyr, Min
116 488 76 147 .301 gone over the 200-mark.
rungled to drive in two runs.
3-0,
Chicago
Atlanta
blanked
State
Florida
Peterson era at
ning of Tom Bailey, neither of ed out looking for the best 11 Pittsburgh ripped Houston 8-3, as Satchel] Paige, Bobby Rdirdt, Chi 103 382 43 115 .301 Jenkins, now 19-9, gave up a
offensive players and the best
Thomson, Rocky Graziano, Jim Rtnmnd, Bal
a decade of wide-open, pro-type whom returns.
one out single to Ralph Garr in
Cincinnati outdueled St. Louis 6football-has ended. But it looks
102 349 64 104 .296 the fourth and a one out single ATTENTION STUDENTS
Gary Huff, a junior who 11 defensive players," said 5 and New Yok defeated Los Bouton and Otto Graham.
!!!
Jones
Larry
Successor
"After
that,
Jones.
we
started
like
Hrtn, Det
110 420 60 IN .295 to Earl Williams in the fifth.
started occasionally last fall,
Angeles 6-0.
White House Press Secretary
plans to pick up right where succeeds Warren as the No. 1 looking for some depth.
Will
68
137
.294
your
Smith,
Bos
120
468
typewriter
He
also
allowed
a
walk
in
need
the
Brewers had Ronald Ziegler and, possibly,
After
the
Peterson left off.
repairs
before
typing
quarterback and Art Munroe, "We put in a new defense
un- Winston Blount, head of the May, Mil 104 353 55 103 .292 eighth.
"I'd like a more balanced at- James Jarrett and Paul hlagal- and a new offense. We found touched Palmer for two
Home Runs
doubled home two satisfactorily'
Jenkins
the
third,
earned
the
runs
in
US.
Postal
Service,
are
others
Florida
State
has
tack than
National League: Stargell, runs in the ninth. John Callisdri
ski, all seniors, will handle we must stick with the wide Orioles chipped away for a run scheduled to
If so bring it to:
participate in the
open style attack Coach Peterhad," said Jones, defensive most of the running.
Pitt 41; H. Aaroh, Atl and May. led off the inning with a walk
game
the
In
the
fourth
and
won
"strictly for laughs" affair.
son
employed
but
we
changed
chief at Tennessee last year.
Cin 32; Aohnson, Phil 28; and Brock Davis followed with
The Seminoles appear best
Pool Office Equips**
"But, we have to do what our set in receivers, with Rhett the coaching methods. As for In the fifth.
Montane's, Phil. 25.
a single. The Braves caught
with
a
off
Mark
led
Belanger
& Supplies
personnel dictates. We're going Dawson, Barry Smith and Kent defense, we decided to go with
American
League:
C,ash,
Det
advanced BROEG ELECTED
Callison at home on J.C.
to continue to have a wide-open Gaydos returning, and in their the defense used last year at single and Palmer
115 South 4th Street
and Melton, Chi Martin's grounder for the first
26;
Smith,
Bos
COOPERSTOWN,
N.Y.
(UPI)
and
him to third. After a walk
offense with the emphasis on defensive secondary, where cor- Tennessee."
Murray,Ky.-Phone 753-1763
Powell -Bob Broeg, sports Editors of 25; Horton, Det 22; Petrocelli, out of the inning but the big
Independent Florida State a strikeout, Boog
passing. We'll try to develop nerbacks James Thomas and
Bos, Nettles, Clev and Murcer, right-hander followed with a
the
lost
Dispatch,
St.
Louis
choice
fielder's
grounded
into
a
our running attack but we don't Eddie McMillan, rover John meets two Southeastern ConferNY 21.
slashing drive down the left
with.Belanger out attempting to was elected to membership on
have much depth there."
Buns Batted In
Lanahan and safety Bob Ash- ence teams-Mississippi State score at the plate. Robinson the committee on veterans
make
fieldline.
to
and Florida-and a lot of tough
Jones, 37, is having
National League: Stargell,
more return.
his game- Monday at the annual meeting
delivered
then
a pretty big adjustment. A line- "We like this year's sopho- Independents.
Pitt 108; Torre, St. L 97; H. In other National League acof
Baseball
Hall
of
the
National
Lockwood,
Skip
winning
hit
off
backer at LSU during his play- more group," said Jones. "We "We still have a lot of unanAaron, AU 86; Montanez, Phil tion Pittsburgh defeated Houston
eight Fame and Museum.
8-3, New York blanked Los
ing days in the early '50s, Jones may make some personnel swered questions," said Jones. his ninth loss against
81; Williams, Chi 77.
Angeles 6-0 and Cincinnati edged
was a defensive assistant to changes early in fall practice "But I like the attitude and the wins.
American
League:
Killebrew,
playing be- ASTRONJET CLASSIC
Paul Dietzel at 1SU, Army and and this and some of the new- spirit I found here at Florida Billy Conigllaro,
Minn 87; B. Robinson, Bait and St. Louis 6-5, in the only games
(UPI)
SAN
P.R.
JUAN,
put
cause an intestinal virus
scheduled.
South Carolina before switching comers could take pressure off State."
The sixth annual Astrojet golf Bando, Oak 75; F. Robinson, In the American League,
Larry Jones follows a tough Boston's regular centerfielder
to Tennessee.
Bait
and
Petrocelli,
Bos
73.
the problem positions."
of action, classic, a 54-hole two-man best
Boston nipped California 6-5,
A year later, when Peterson Junior college transfer James act. BW Peterson had five Reggie Smith out
Pitching
homer ball tourney pairing football
Milwaukee 3-2,
went to Rice, Jones moved to Malkiewicz had been counted straight winning seasons before smacked a three-run
(Based si Most Victories) Baltimore edged
with none out in the ninth and baseball celebrities, will be
and Minnesota trounced CleveFlorida State.
on as a mainstay of Florida heading west and he had four' Inning to snap a seven-game held -at the new Cerromar National League: Jenkins,
"Coach Peterson left me a State's defense this fall. But bowl teams in a seven-year
Chi 19-9; Ellis, Pitt 174; land 11-2.
losing skein for the Red Sox. Beach Hotel golf course here
football team," said Jones. "I the 220-pound tackle-end was period.
Carlton, St. L 164; Downing, Vic Davalillo, playing in place
next Feb. 4-6.
Reach
of Robert Clemente, socked two
"It is a challenge," said Conigllaro's first homer since
think we can have a good foot- ruled ineligible and this is goLA 14-8; Pappas, Chi 14-10.
-June 9 marked a come-fromfor
triples and a double, breaking a
ball team. Just how good, I'm ing to cause some reshuffling Jones. "But that's what I like
American
League:
Blue,
Oak
VIKINGS TREDUCE SQUAD
2-2 tie in leading the Pirates
about it. I'm not sure what to behind villrory which saw Joe
not sure yet.
in the defensive line.
MANKATO, Minn. (UPI) - 22-4; Lolich, Det 19-8; Dobion past Houston. Willie Stargell
George Scott
Lahoud
and
thing,"
one
of
expect
from
the
team
sure
itself,
"But I'm
and
Palmer,
Salt
and
Drago,
Only one sophomore is tabbed
retraced
Vikings
Boston's other runs The Minnesota
drove in four Pirate runs with
Jones continued, "we would be for a starting post at the mo- But I think we'll be all right if account for
their squad to 56 members KC 15-6; Wood, Chi 15-9; four straight hits to back up
better if we had more depth in ment. He is 250-pound offensive some of the younger players with homers.
Hunter, Oak 15-10.
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
Luis Aparicio's error on Sandy Monday by cutting five fealties.
Dock Ellis, who won his 17th
come through."

Eagles Triumph Over Buffalo
34-28 In Exhibition Monday

Softball Tourney
Underway At Park

Illinois Prep Medal Play
Winner Signs With MSU

Jenkins Within One Game Of
His 5th Twenty Game Season

Orioles Down Milwaukee 3-2;
Twins Roll Over Indians 11-2

Major League
Leaders

Florida State To Continue
With Wide-Open Offenses

This is

KING
EDWARD

-

•••7.

•••

Patio Party Held
At Sasseen Home
For Bride-Elect

Miss Kay Thompson Becomes The Bride Of
James Gantt In Double Ring Ceremony
At The Sunny Slope Church Of Christ

Teasley, August 17

A patio party was given in
Russell's Chapel United
honor of Miss Delilah Joy Swann, Methodist Church WSCS will
bride-elect of Larry Paul Santa have its regular meeting at the
Barbara, on Saturday evening, home of Mrs. Taz Hopson at 1:30
August 7, at eight-thirty o'clock p.m. with Mrs. Betty Lowry
by Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth District President of the WSCS as
Sasseen, uncle and aunt of the guest speaker.
honoree, at their home in
The Baptist Young Women of
Mayfield.
Miss Swann chose to wear from the Sinking Spring Baptist
potluck
the event a maxi dress of blue Church will have a
denim with multi-colored trim. supper at the home of Mrs. Larry
She was presented a corsage of Bogard at seven p.m.
bronze daisies accented with two
The WSCS of the Good
shades of pink matching that of
Shepherd United Methodist,
her attire.
The spacious patio was Church will meet at two p.m. at
beautifully decorated with the church.
daisies, candles, and flaming
Circle I of the First United
torches. The gifts were arranged
on the umbrella table. Refresh- Methodist Church WSCS will
ments were served by Mr. and meet at the home of Mrs. Ruth
Weston at two p.m.
Mrs. Sasseen.
Those present were Miss
Swann, her fiance, Larry Paul The WSCS of the Russells
Santa Barbara, her parents, Mr. Chapel United Methodist Church
and Mrs. Marvin Swann, Messrs will meet at 1:30 p.m.
and Mesdames Dick Castleman,
Wilson Taylor, Wendell Ramage, Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
3. T. Vincent, Cohn Pashcall, of the Rainbow for Girls will hold
Hoyt Gough, Houston Roberts, its regular meeting at seven p.m.
Ray Sasseen, Lube Henley, and at the Masonic Hall.
Leslie Seay, and the hosts.
The Baptist Women of the
First Baptist ChurctrwW meet at
the church at nine a.m.

Holiday Inn Scene
Of Dinner Party
For Bridal Couple

The Holiday Inn was the scene
of a dinner party Friday evening
preceding the Sunday August 8th
wedding of Miss Deborah Mabry
and Louie Greenfield.
Hosts for the occasion were Dr.
and Mrs. Richard H. Graves of
Houston,Texas,and Dr.and Mrs.
C. S. Lowry of Murray. ,
The long table was *conked
with four baskets of white
daisies. Lovely gifts were
presented to the bridal couple.
Guests included the family of
Use bride, Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
Mabry and Phillip; her grandmother, Mrs. W. B. Graves, and
cousins John, David and Paul
Graves; also Dr. Forest Pogue,
of Washington, D.C., who was a
house guest in the Lowry home.
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Wednesday, August 111
The
Calloway
County
Homemakers will have their
Officer Training meeting at 9:30
in the education building at the
First Methodist Church. A
potluck supper will be held.

MOHR ON MODES

Casual clothes
civilized'
are'
By BETH MORE
Copley News Service

„se
"s4.S\Ais.,44,̀
,4,kA,
-7(W.>2

Walved
-W„,457./eVI

Mrs. James Gantt

Sportswear separates for fall
and winter are all mixed up in
classic silhouettes and contemporary approaches to materials.
Blazer,cardigan and hacking
jackets; fitted vests, either
pointed or straight-cut at the
waistline; pleated, flared and
A-line skirts at knee length or a
little longer; straight, neatly
tailored pants, and city shorts
in Bermuda or walking lengths
are classics in keeping with the
"civilized look" coming
through as a leading theme for
the '71-'72 season.
Putting the separates together in a mixture of plaids,
checks, prints, dots and stripes

The systems are numeric, alphabetical, combination
alphabetical-numeric,
geometric, consisting of a
series of straight lines,
markings, notches or perforations on labels or color
schemes of tags.
Imprinting, hot stamping, embossing, perforating
and impressing are among
the various methods used

Restore its life
If you've been using al
shampoo for normal hair,
but your hair has become
somewhat limp and lifeless
try using a shampoo for
dry hair every other shampoo. This will help combat
the dryness caused by summer sun and salt water.
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sentence begini
BIBLE HELPS

THE THOUGH'
A DETERMINI
TO EACH PM

Knitted and woven to go together in harmonizing colors
are plaids in matching patterns
of different size; plaids to go
with checks or stripes; stripes
to mix with abstract or floral
prints, and prints to be paired
with stripes or polka dots.

ENT

Name --Address-Mail To:

Bible Commi
Box 32 Mu

He shall %trek h
also upon the COI
Found between (
11

Forty-Four Year
Old Man Argues
For Education

Miss Peggy Forres
Honored At Coffee
At Johnston Home

Darnall I
&
Salespsignwa

Housden Reunion Is
Held At Bob Noble
Park In Paducah

Mabry & Greenfield
Rehearsal Dinner
Held Southside

.„,
LYNDIA COCHRAN ,.

753-3714 or
MPS. JESSIE H
Rt. 1
Hazel, Ker

But Ihe LOrd
1 4%
upOn thee and ,
be seen upon thee
FOunn between isa,

SOUTH
RESTAU

Fresh Catfish,
Steaks, Counfty
Seating 100
Also Small

Southsido Shop

Like living
on velvet...
SHE VE LVA
.by
VANITY FAIR
All's bright on the home front. Our tri-color zip-on of
Vanity Fair's unique Shevelvoe, o Dacron® polyester
that looks and feels ds luxurious'as velvet, yet is
totally washable.
Sizes 8 to 18. Dress length, $20.
Floor leqgth, $25.

GWEN GI
Rt.
Murray, K

A poOd understai
all they 5*1 do Pus
rnents "
Found between psall
113

Americ
Motors

CAIN &

1104 Coldwatei
7534440

Time for greens

IAGENA
222 S. 1
Murray, X

::„

Announces REGISTRATION :),
...1. Thursday, August 19
2:00 to 6:00
Studio Located
1.
S. 9th Ext. & Fa irlane Dr.
In
3
Tap, Ballet, Jazz,
Acrobatics
:-.

2108XXXXVIMS8.:V00.0%.*

What is the food coding
system and how does it
work? Five principal Coding systems are used by the
food industry according to
a recent survey conducted
by Rutgers University in
New Jersey and released
by the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.

Today, code dating of
consumer packages is common in most companies
surveyed. Industry codes
its products for quality assurance purposes and it
helps to meet specific marketing, technical and legal
objectives. Each state has
its own legal requirements
for food processing; some
of these include coding requirements.

adds the fresh new look. Color
harmony avoids the bizarre
clashes that marked the mod
scene of a few years ago.

Miss Kay Thompson and ceremony a reception was held at
The Baptist Women of Elm James Gantt were united in the building. Assisting with the
Grove Baptist Church will meet marriage in a candlelight serving were Mrs. Judy Cash,
at the church at 7:30 p.m.
ceremony Saturday, August 7, at Miss Brenda Thompson, and
Plaids and checks usually
six-thirty o'clock in the evening Miss Sandy Forsythe.
are chosen for the major items,
The Murray High School 1971 at the Sunny Slope Church of For traveling the bride wore a
including jackets, skirts, pants
graduating seniors may pick up Christ,Paducah. The double-ring lavender knit dress with white
and shorts. Blouses most often
their 1971 annuals on the stage ceremony was performed by accessories and the orchid from
are in the prints, stripes and
auditorium from•three to six p.m. Brother John Dale of Murray. her bridal bouquet.
dots. Vests join either group.
Please bring receipt and any The bride is the daughter of Mr. Following their wedding trip
Blouses, frequently to be found
balance owed on the annual.
and Mrs. Albert Thomspon of the couple will reside in Rolla,
outside the mixed collections,
Gantt
is
the
son
of
Paducah. Mr.
Missouri.
are expected to create the most
Clean up day will be held at the Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Gantt of
individual looks.
Hazel Elementary School from Murray.
nine a.m. to three p.m.
'The ceremony was performed
would have time to answer
before an altar illuminatated
questions children ask over and
Thursday, August 19
with buring cadeLsbra, white
over again.
Murray High School students arch entwined with greenery and
Mr. and Mrs. Ginath Owen
And they would have time "tc
may pick up their 1971 annuals baskets of white gladioli and blue recently
from
returned
deal with the serious Cencerru
the
p.m.
on
from three to six
mums on either side.White and Louisville where they attended
of kids," .
stage auditorium. Please bring blue bows marked the fa4In1Y We wedding of their grand, 51s, PATRICIA
McCORMACIU
receipt and any balance owed on pews.
daughter, Miss Edie Owen, NEW YORK
(UPI)—The furthe annual.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. S. rows of middle age span James
Brides Dress
Owen.
Herndon's creased brow but the
The bride, given in marriage
Miss Peggy Forres, August 21st Clean up day will be held at the by her father, wore a traditional Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Crick and twinkle in his eyes is youthful—
bride-elect of Jimmy Johnson, Hazel Elesnentary School from floor4ength gown of misty white daughter, Kelly, of Almo have bordering on the mischievous.
At 44, Herndon—formerly in
was complimented with a coffee nine a.m. to ten p.m.
organza in a sheath skirt returned home after touring the Merchant
Marine, formerly The annual Housden reunion
held at the lovely home of Mrs.
silhouette. The sleeveless bodice points of interest in Tennessee
Joe Johnston, 1704 Farmer A barbecue for the Baptist of exquisite re-embroidered and North Carolina. They visited a post office worker, formerly was held at Bob Noble Park in
a jazz and classical trumpet Paducah,the first part of
Avenue, on Saturday, August 14. Women and their families ot the Alencon lace touched by the friends in Burlington, N. C.
August.
player and formerly a master
The gracious hostesses for the Sinking Spring Baptist Church magic of looped pearls and
at all kinds of odd jobs—is a Those attending included Mrs.
occasion were Mrs. Johnston, will be held at the City Park at crystals, was created with a petal
teacher in a junior high school. Ruby Housden, Mrs. Margaret
Mn. John Dee Hopkins, Mrs. seven p.m.
Woodall
of
Fort
Mrs.
Ricky
neck and scalloped lace defining
He feels sorry for today's Morton, and Mr. and Mrs. Billy
George James, and Miss Jane
the empire waistline. A mantle Huarache, Arizona, recently
Shoanaker.
Housden of Murray; Mr. and
coat of imported organza with visited her mother, Mrs. Eupis "What's wrong with
education Mrs. Harry Housden, CumThe honoree chose to wear for
long pointed sleeves of re- Thompson, and her mother-in- Is compulsory
education,"
he
the prenuptial event a floor
berland City, Tenn.; Mr. and
embroidered Alencon lace, law,Mrs. Nell Gore. Her humbend
length holism gown of multi- Patrick Darren is the name flowed into a full chapel length is serving with the Army at Fort said in an interview, basing his Mrs. k-F, Coyle, Lisa and Kathy
opinion on 10 years with captive Green of hilanapolis, Ind.; Mr.
colored print. She was presented chosen by Mr and Mrs. Lynn train. Petite bows at the Huarache.
audiences in classrooms outside and Mrs. William Holder and
a gift corsage of pink roses.
Robinson of Murray Route Two shoulders completed the bridal
San Francisco.
Coffee and punch were served for their baby boy, weighing eight ensemble. Her bouffant veil of
Jeanie, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
If you want to know what's Burton, Lee
from the beautifully appointed pounds eight ounces, born on silk illusion
and
Kent,
was tiered and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Grogan el
table in silver and white milk Monday,August 9, at 1:0t p.m. at scalloped; each scallop accented Jacksonville, Fla., attended the going on in schools now, what oorsville, Ind.; Mrs. Shirley
happens
to
theyoung
(some
glass. The table was overlaid the Murray-Calloway County by a tiny lily of the valley. It was graduation of their sons, Lynn
Weaver, Tony and Cindy and
critics have said compulsory Larry Shernn, of Chicago, Ill.
with a white linen cloth and
held by a cluster of com- Allen Grogan, from Murray
centered
with
a
floral They have one daughter, Lisa plementing lace medallions and State on August 6. Also attending education embalms them), Mr. and Mrs. Willie Housden
arrangement in a milk glass Michele, age four. The father is peau de sole rosebuds highlighed the graduation were Mr. and Herndon suggested -you go and and Karen Sue and Richard and
some time in a fourth Miss Sherry Tociliving of Marion,
coffee pot.
the owner of Robinson's
by bridal pearls of sparkling Mrs. Lee Grogan and son, spend
The honoree was presented Trucking Company in Murray. crystals.
Patrick. While in Murray they grade. And watch the kids on Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Urey Houser,
with an automatic toaster, a gift Grandparents are Mi. Helen The bridal bouquet was visited with Mr. Grogan's the playground.
Todd Houser, Renae and Keith
No Running
from the hostesses.
Robinson, South 7th Street,. composed of white carnations parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Watkins, Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs.
Murray,and Mr.and Mrs. Dorrist centered with an orchid, in- Grogan, Mrs. Grogan's mother, "You know on some play- Curtis Housden, Mr. and Mrs.
Ezell of Murray Pcoate Twoi terspersed with flowing white Mrs. Winnie Scarbrough, and grounds there's a teacher with Lois Reid, Mr. and Mrs. James
Great grandparents are Mrs1 streamers tied in love-knots other friends and relatives. This a bullhorn to warn the kids Housden, Sherry and Stephanie,
Autumn Ezell of Murray Route containing lilies of the valley.
was the first visit that Patrick they're not supposed to run," Symaonia.
Two and Mr. and Ma. E. C. The matron of honor, Mrs. Grogan had with his relatives he said. "Imagine not running Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Earl
playground."
Williams of Alm° Route One.
py Sr., and Joe, Mr. and
o
Phyllis
Lowe, and
the here. Their son, Lynn Allen on a
Herndon's picture of school Mrs. Ronnie Byars, Kevin and
Lovely with arrangements of bridesmaids, Mrs. Sharon Grogan, returned to Jacksonville
e
ili
life from the inside out is Jeffry, Benton; Mr.and Mrs. Joe
arsal Dinner for tbl
ietorah
The Rehearsal
yellow daisies gracing the T- Thompson, Miss Dixie Thomp- with his parents.
presented in his new book, Reid, Rhonda and Randal, Mr.
shaped table. Places were laid son, and Miss Janice Thompson,
"How to Survive in Your Native
wedding party was served at the for twenty guests
Mrs. Willie Joe Housden and
wore formal gowns of blue and
Land" (Simon and Schuster).
Southside Restaurant with Mrs. Gifts were presented by the lavender floral chiffon. Their
oe Dale and Rickey, Mr. and
Herndon said there's a sizable
James Hurt, mother of the bridal couple to their attendants, head pieces were matching bows
. Robert Housden and Paula
movement in California to
groom-elect as hostess.
. Brenda Walker, Tommie
and to the organist.
of blue. They carried a single
compuslory
room
was
challenge
educaThe candlelit dining
uanita and Jason, of Paducah
long stemmed white carnation David Stripling of Murray has
"There is some hope in
accented with blue bow and been dismissed from Lourdes tion.
the next 10 years that
Hospital, Paducah.
streamers.
compulsory education will go,"
Miss Rhonda Sullivan, served
A large number of wideas flower girl. She was attired in Mrs. Jerry Humphreys of he said.
ly differing species of
be
challenged
may
on
It
a formal gown identical to those Murray has been a patient at the
plants are grown for uses
of the attendants. She carried a Western Baptist Hospital, constitutional grounds. Legal as "greens." The better
concerned
that
are
people
those known kinds are spinach,
basket filled with lavender lilies. Paducah.
under 18 have no rights. They kale. collards. turnips,
Ernie Williams attended the
Mrs. Thoinas Hopkins of are treated as pupils. They beets, chard, mustard, brocgroom as best man. Groomsmen
were Larry Wilson, Gary Dick, Murray has been a patient at the want to establish the right of a coli leaves, chicory, endive,
Western Baptist Hospital, child not to go to school. AS escarole, dandelion, cress
and Danny Thompson.
long as the schools have these and sorrel. When buying
Paducah.
Mrs. Thompson, mother of the
captives they won't change."
greens look for leaves that
bride, was attired in a dress of
are fresh, young, tender
No Better or Wurse
lavender knit, with matching
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sanderson Herndon, father of sons 13 and free from blemishes
Lavender ribbons.
They should have a good,
The mother of the groom, Mrs. have returned home after and 8, said schools today are no healthy green color except
worse
than
they
or
better
were
Gantt, was attired in a dress of spending a week with her
beet tops and ruby chard
blue crepe with matching blue parents, Mr. and Mrs. James when he was a kid and that's which should show a red
AND
UP
—
4
AGES
Classes
—
reason
for
another
changes
hi
0
accessories. She wore a white Fisher, and her sister and
co! r.
G...)
carnations corsage with mat- husband, Mr. and Mrs. Keith come along.
Instructors:
school
that
a
We 'are all more "fat
was
ching blue ribbons.
Goodnoe, all of Eaton Rapids, In
conseious" than we were a
Lyndia Cochran,
Mich., and another sister ana unstructured, he feels teachers few
years ap,o. Sines' rp, .
The guest register was kept by husband, Mr. and Mrs. William would have time to live there in
classroom like a human expensi%c to trim oft, eSuzanne Fitch,
Miss Sandy Forsythe
Alberts of Lansing, Mich. They the
some tailers who trim closely
also visited Mr. and Mrs. Hilton being "instead of playing
PHONE 753-4647 ii
Trina Nicks
must charge more for lean
which
everyone
role
idiot
knows
Reception
Hughes, Jr., at Novi, Mich., while
meat sold. Most stores w dl
6.' CA,
is an idiot role."
Immediatek followTng the away
Teachers then, he figures, strive for a happy median.

DANCE STUDIO

to code and date. The code
may be located on caps or
lids, labels, can ends, pullstring
opening
devices,
container walls, fames,
front-back-sides of flexible
pouches, shipping containers, case over-wraps, case
surfaces or on inner cartons.

--Lel the lord be
weuch holt, pleab
probberity of 144
Found between PIA
37
•

PECK
Upholster

LITTLETON'S

520 S 4
75174

''Comple114
Select,

SHARON BL
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HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY
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Anyone Can

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 28 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS bow to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE(3) verses ow this page to participate in the award of
38 Bibles that will be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the ZS
weeks program,until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When silibirla fling on this page the THREE 31 identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

a

uI

•
• love then% Mel IOVIPOSIIP; end
tMW, Mat $eek me early shall
find me"
Found between Proverb, 7 end
ayrwmanmvmr•momnarweim

Winners: You may receive

KUT 'N KURL

your Bibles by appearing

BEAUTY SHOP

in person at the business whose

Highway 641&
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T• Bone Steak

advertisement carries your name

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
Following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.

Holy Bible

the nays of our years ere
years and len"
Found between Pistil's 90 and
97

'seer s(or e and

TERRY CLARK
Rt. 1
Murray, Kentucky

"Styling With Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1682

MELISSA BUCY
711 Sycamore Street
Murray, Kentucky

al the

The idols
heathen are
Silver and ciold, lh,
Of
men's bands "
Founds between Psalms 133
and 136

vierk

The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name Address

S. 12th Street
-Fine Food For
Fine Folks."

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

KEITH HOUSTON
Broad St. Extended
Murray, Kentucky

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071
-man that halh
friends must
shew himself friendly "
Found between Proverbs 17
and 70

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

ENTER NOW!

"He shall s Ire lc h I or th his hanci
also upon the countries "
Found between Daniel 10 and
12

Peace be with Mee"
Found between Judges le and
70

than
''Wisdonr
is
be rfer
weapons of war But one sinner
des iroyeth much good "
F mind between Ecclesiastes II
and It

'A, it, hart panteth at tar the
wa ,t, brooks. SO pantelh My
Soul alter thee. 0 GI*/ "
F ound between Psalms 40 and

My soul followelh hard after
thee thy right hand uph011eellt
Found between Psalms 61 and
45

• Gee thy servant an un
derSland,ng heart
Found between I Kings land 4

En v y thou not the oppressor,
and Choose none of his ways"
Found between Proverbs,2 6r•1
6

AA

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day YOu Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way".

HERMAN DARNELL
Farmington, Kentucky

"The beloved cif the Lard shalt
dwell in safety by Him."
Found between Deuteronomy
33 and 35

•

CARROLL VW

LYONS
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets
511 South 12th St
Phone 753-7451

Darnall Marine
Sales & Service
•

TAMMY OVERBY
Box 8
Lynn Grove, Kentucky

MPS. JESSIE HUMPHREYS
Rt. 1
Hazel, Kentucky

But the Lord shall arise
upon thee, and his glory shell
be seen upon thee"
F °um, between Isaiah MI and 62

Be gentle unt0 all men
F mind between 7 Timothy I and

Found between I Peter I and 4

BANK OF MURRAY

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

MICHAEL J. INMAN
Puryear, Tennessee
Rt.

r

40.11

urea,

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER

soutasine Shopping Center
GWEN GENTRY
Rt. 4
Murray, Kentucky

"He that lOveth oreasure snail
be a poor me
ne that loveth
wine and oil snail not be rich "
Found between Proverbs 20
and 33

TV SERVICE
CENTER

Funeral Home

3liviexa
CowdA

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

You may

JO ANN ALLBRIITEN
517 Shady Lane
Murray, Kentucky

ROSINE MAIXX)LM
New Concord, Kentucky

BLALOCK-COLE MAN

IM I
receive your
Award at Main Office

Murray, Ky.

-0 Jerusalem, wash time
heart trorn wickedness, that
mayest be saved "
Found between Jerirntah 3 and
6

I

Judah and the
or dc ol Jerusalem
' Jeremiah
F °ono 1,twee,
and ir
pr de

Singer Sewing Machines

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Countty Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

Drive-In
4th & Sycamore

DESIRIE McGEHEE
410 N. 1st St.
Murray, Kentucky

304 E. fyiain St

the Lord is good unto them
Mal wait for Mrn
,
,
,7
F ounri between Larnentai,
a. I I

K-N ROOT BEER

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

Federal Savings & Loan

BETTY SEAMAN
1506 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Kentucky

"It ye be reproached for the
name of Christ, Happy are

STOKES TRACTOR
MURRAY BRANCH

Phone 753-9131

FELECIA RHODES
Rt. 4 Box 217
Murray, Kentucky

BOO Chestnut St
Murray, Ky.
Call 753-51150

& Implement Co.

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
753-2900
19 years service experience

641 Super Shell
South 12th Street

mignway 14
753-3734 or 7534493

Incorporated

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service.

Metal—Woodcraft, Metal &
Wood furniture.

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

DAVID MARTIN
Rt. 6 Murray, Kentucky

Adiand 9Jnug3
PHONE

753-1462

ilth Si

MURRAY

AY

Only Curtis Mathis Offers
Eight year pro-rated picture
tube warranty

Home Appliances—TV, Tape
player & Acc., car stereo

TREVA PEA Y
Rt. 1 Box 250
Murray, Kentucky

ALLEN POOL
1604 Locust Dr.
Murray, Kentucky

"0 Gad thou art my Gad; early
&nil I sink- thee "
Found behbeen Psalms 61 and ,
64

109 SO
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

713 S. 4th St,
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-4400

U.S. 641 North
Phone-502-753-3219

JANET SMITH
1308 Peggy Ann Dr.
Murray, Kentw•Acy

PAUL BRASHER
Rt. 1
Kirkaey, Kentucky

DENISE CURD
514 Whitnell
Murray, Kentucky

Roy English R. Ph,
Byron Forbes R. Ph.

GENICE POTTS
Rt. 2
Murray, Kentucky

44,

VP.

"..A goOd understanding have
all they that do his command
ments "
Found between Psalms 1011 and
113

'Thy watchmen Shall lift SIP
Pp
voice
Stet th the voice
together shall they sing "
F rand between liatah 51 and 52

SOW WHEW YOU as Ti.

FE American
Motors
CAIN & TREAS

AMI T.A0CMARK

CORVETTE LANES

1106 Coldwater Rd.
753-64411

Pril

Know yr
WiVeS , How
.S In you
Found betwer
and 13

"And who is he Mai will harm
yOu, if ye be followers 01 Met
which is stood?"
Found between • Peter land I

unrn

LINDA JANE McCUISTON
Rt. 5 Box 419
Murray, Kentucky

LAGENA JAMES
/22 S. 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky

Choose you OHS day whom
ye will serve

ri

„

uund between Joshua 22 and
34

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.

Master Tire Service

Point Appliances
Covering, Furniture

Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office

NELL R. EVENS
1809% Hamilton
Murray, Kentucky

UNIROYAL TIRES
Horne 61
TIER PAW
and

UNIROYAL

KRLSTI WRIGHT
902 Poplar St.
Miga•ray Kentucky
../

•

•

THE RAIN TIRE

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1489

SeiERRI REQUARTH
1107 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky

CANDY HARGIS
Rt. 1 Box 41
Almo, Kentucky

"The labour of the fOorian
wearieth every One Of them_ ,m
Found between Ecclesiastes 9
and It

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE

1407 Mai; — 753-4442
Open 7:00 a.m. 8:00 p.m.
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"

2 mi. on 641 N
Phone 753-4566
Open 11:00-5 30
6 Days a Week

ROYAL PARKER
Rt. 1
Dexter, Kentucky

The heavens ere thine, the
earth also rs thine as for the
world and the f unwires thereof,
tho4 heat founded them,"
Found between Platens ss at"
90
.41

I he Lord is my helper, and
I w,11 not fear what 'man shalt
do unto roe '
F ound between Hebrews 17 /AN"
13

OWEN FOOD
MARKET Inc.

Hot

Coldwater Road
IlnInn Oil Dealer

18 Lanes
Mike Stranak, Mgr.
II:00-11:00 Daily
12:30-11:00 Sunday

Kaiser Jeep

rle ,

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
Chestrtit St. — 753,2571,
Your Zenith
Dealer
for

16 years

GAIL TUCKER
Rt. 1
Kirksey, Kentucky

11•1111MIIMMI.1

Let the Lord be magnif tea.
which ha HI PlItasuri
the
Prosperity of his servant "
mind between Platirmi 33 and
17

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
570 S 4th St
753-7494
"Lomplete Fabric
Selection"

SHARON BUCHANON
Rt. 6
Murray, Kentucky

;

'A rid the most proud shall
stumble and fall, and non,
shall raise him up "
Found between Jeremiah 49
and SO

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES

' She., mercy and COMue
stiOns every man to his
brothe'
Found between Zechariah 5
and

HUGHES
PAINT,
STORE

"ROM(' in 'he
d a'
,•
and ainsin I Die ••.,
Found between
?and

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE
EvinrUde—Glastron

Tidecraft
PolarKraft—Starcrail

Phone 753-1442

BARBARA SLEDD
1609 Dodson
Murray, Kentucky

BF-sSIE 0. COLSON
Rt. 6
Murray, Kentucky

He Mat et Of God heareth
God's words "
Found between John 7 and ‘1
Home

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

of

Ord, what will thou hive
roe 10 CIO "
F ound between Arts 7 and 10

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency

Colony PAINTS

Boat

401 Maple it.
Complete Service Shop
Murray
711 South 4th

TRACY BEACH
Rt. 2 Box 28
Murray, Kentucky

DATSUN
sedans-Wagons-Hick-ups
Sort cars

DEBBIE WILSON
1512 Oxford Dr.
Murray, Kentucky

" Declare Ms works re; th
reioic,ng •
Found b•tiveen PselmS HIS end
104

COIOnY Paints

111%-,21/1

604 S. 17th St
Phone (502) 753-7114

•

Campers

On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy. 641 N. S miles
Open 7:00 a.m. Daily
Sunday 1-6

- if he offer a Iamb for Ns en
tering, then shall he oiler
before the Lord "
F ound between Leviticus 1 and

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

901 Sycamore
Phone 753-7724

Concord Road
753-5712

HENRIETTA CURRY
102 Spruce Street
Murray, Kentucky

MRS. BOBBY McKINNEY
509 Whitnell Ave.
.
Murray, Kentucky
4

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy. 121 South

MRS. .NNA LOU WORKMAN
403 Ellis Drive
Murray, Kentucky
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RELIGION: 1971

Law suits involving
schools are endless

Parkway Art
Show & Sale
Set August 29

TUESDAY-AUGUST 11. 1971

Brand° and Paul Newman.
• • •

ly ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD--"One of the
happiest things I can see happening is that the day of movie
=nut - is rapidly drawing to an
end. There's no hope for the
human race in that kind of junk,
nc beauty, no kindness. It's high
time v.'e got rid of it."
It was Rod Steiger talking
op the set of his latest film.
He has always played in hardhitting movies such as "On the
Waterfront." "The Pawnbroker," "In the Heat of the Night,"
for which he won his Oscar, "Al
Capone," and even some artistically-revealing films such as
"The Illustrated Man." But he
is appalled at some of today's
screen vulgarity.
Rod, raised in one of the
toughest sections of Newark,
N.J., has come a long way since
those early days of gang fights,
street running, quitting school.
He's now a cultured man who
appreciates the arts but who
still concerns Ignike.11,, with the
country's poor, with the people's
rights and with, as he puts it,
-man's inhumanity to man." He

"I'M NOT a political creature," he insisted. "But I'll back

and support a man who looks
WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-The
like he's going to give an honest
Mountain Parkway Art Show and
try to solve some of our probsuch
an
inis
becoming
federally
Sale
to-1 decision it declared un- the schools to use
lems. We're in a very bad shape
By CLAIRE COX
constitutional programs in two financed buildings for religious stitution that art lovers who
and we need help."
Copley News Service
purchased a painting some few
states:
Rod just completed the film
purposes after 20 years.
from a particular artist
version of Kurt Vonnegut Jr's.
- Rhode Island's salary
NEW YORK - There apDirectly affected in this years ago
"Happy Birthday Wanda June"
supplement act passed in 1969 ruling were four church-related have been able to add to their
pears to be no end to litigation
in which he speaks out loudly
Though
collection.
each
to
provide
a
15
per
cent
salary
year's
in
universities
involving religion and the
colleges and
against indiscriminate killing
teachers
in
Hoedown
supplement
on
to
held
Island
show,
at
had
public schools.
Connecticut, which
"both of man and beast." Rod
nonpublic
schools
wherever the received grants for the con- Natural Bridge State Resort
No sooner do the courts settle
said he wanted to do the film
one issue than others are put average expenditure per pupil struction of five facilities. But Park near Slade, Ky., attracts
because of what it says and
on secular education was less the decision also applies to the new artists, the familiar faces
before them.
also because of the way it's
said by Vonnegut "who speaks
Only recently the U. S. than the average in public hundreds of other church- with their own special art style
for the young adult today. Also
Supreme Court issued two schools. It decreed that they
affiliated colleges that have will be present.
- because Mark Robson directlandmark rulings, one ap- must be the same courses of- received loans and grants fox
August 29 is the date for this
ed it. His philosophy and mine
proving federal construction fered in public schools and use expansion.
year's show, and indications are
are not too far apart."
grants to church-affiliated the same materials
Two days after these two that 600-800 works of art will be
• • •
colleges for buildings to be used
important rulings were issued, exhibited and offered for sale at
No religion courses were
STEIGER lives at Malibu
in
acted
for nonreligious purposes and involved. Some 250 Roman
the Supreme Court
prices that begin as low as $5 and
Bea ch when he's making a
Red Steiger
the other forbidding states to Catholic schools were the sole
another Connecticut case, this $10.The majority of the paintings
movie in Hollywood. It's apchurch-related beneficiaries at the time the
Vulgurity appalls kiln.
reimburse
one involving the use of state won't be so priced, but enough to
proximately 40 miles from his
school
parochial
primary and secondary schools suit was started.
for
funds
Is a man of strong opinions also beach house to Columbia where
make the day an interesting one
for nonreligious instruction.
textbooks and supplemental for art collectors.
nurtured during his five years he filmed "Wanda." Steiger
- Pennsylvania's nonpublic
of
teachers
salaries for
in the Navy and during his time doesn't like the freeways so he
The public school ruling, on elementary and secondary act
Sponsored
by
the
Powell
nonreligious subjects. The
with a Veterans Administration takes the surface streets from
cases brought in Pennsylvania of 1968 authorizing the state
Country Art Club, the event is
Drama Group, mist ,the Actors home to work and the trip takes
court voted 8 to 0 to declare the
and Rhode Island, has been superintendent of public inartists.
Studio with men liter Marlon him through posh Brentwood,
Connecticut practice un- open to all
received with mixed emotions struction to buy certain
Bel Air, Beverly Hills, down the
In years past as many as 3000
constitutional.
by church and synagogue. "secular educational services"
hip Sunset Strip into Hollywood.
day new suits visitors have taken in the show
same
the
On
"Five mornings a week I see
ranged
from from nonpublic schools. The
Reactions
their tortuous way and sale. Not all of them bought
on
set
were
STATE
GOVERNMENT'S
everything from the land of
jubilation to skepticism.
directly
superintendent
WEEK OF ACT1V1TY
the courts. The paintings, but many homes in
through
millionaires to the junkies. It's
ih bitiEF
Spokesmen were cautious to reimbursed the schools for
American Jewish Congress and Ohio, Indiana, Florida and other
fascinating."
point out that the decision was teacher salaries,textbooks and
the American Civil Liberties states now display art from the
Rod doesn't remain long in
by Gary G. Huddleston
but one step along the way,that instructional materials under
California when a film's comUnion joined in sponsoring Mountain Parkway Art Show.
much more litigation involving contracts made with the
pleted, takes off for someplace
suits in six states seeking to
As the name implies, the state
RUNOFF-Detailed standards for impounding and treating around the world where he's
religion and the schools is participating schools.
halt a variety of forms of state park is easily accessible from
destined for the high court In the second decision
aid to parochial schools.
Mountain Parkway and is a short runoff water from surface mines will be the subject at a public never been before. "I despise
and that the ruling is still to be handed down June 28, the court
The states involved in the distance from the Slade exit. The hearing 10 a.m. Sept. 17 in the State Health Department two thing's," he admitted. "'Yr>
stay in one place too long
enforced.
upheld the Federal Higher
new
cases - Illinois, dining room in Hemlock Lodge auditorium in Frankfort. The proposed standards, drawn by the to fail my natural curiosityand
by
As for the college-aid Education Facilities Act of
Maryland, Minnesota, Ohio, offers delectable foods all' the state Reclamation Commission, would seek to limit acidity and not going places I've never been.
program, educators were 1963, which provides funds to
Vermont and New York - are way from a Kentucky burger to a sedimentation.
I'll go to London where I have
uneasy at the closeness of the church-related colleges for the
providing such aids as tuition full-course meal.
an apartment and then take off
decision -5 to 4.
construction of buildings.
BOUNDARY-The boundary between Kentucky and Illinois at —maybe to Italy next. There
payments, salary supplements
A gift shop in the lodge and a
out
a
ruled
the
court
However,
are
lots of places I have never
What did the court rule on
for teaching nonreligious souvenir shop on the lower Dog Island, in the Ohio River near Smithland, is the subject of a
seen there between Rome and
June 28? Specifically, in an 8- section of the act that allowed
subjects and tax credits to grounds are for
the convenience court suit filed by Illinois Atty. Gen. William J. Scott. The suit Venice—where I've worked."
parents who pay parochial
of those who want to take home a claims the island, future site of twin 1200-foot locks, was once an
Steiger also has an apartment
school tuition.
Illinois peninsula and that its southern perimeter is the state line.
gift
or
New York—Which he rentIn challenging state aid to Kentucky-made
Kentucky
has
jurisdiction
over
the
Ohio
to
the
low-water
mark
on
d to Dyan Cannon, a friend, to
religious schools, the plaintiff remembrance of their visit to the the Illinois side.
use while she's making a movie
organizations declared that the Bluegrass State,
ere. Thus, his homes in CalMrs. Nellie Meadows, popular
Supreme Court had ruled that
CHILDREN-The Task Force on Exceptional Children wound
prtalkiew York and London
no form of support for wildflower artist from Clay Qty up a two-day meeting at Lake Barkley State Park with
e him three convenient iiimpagreement
will
display
a
number
of
her
elementary and secondary
to recommend three legislative proposals to increase state ing off placc.s. And that's tough
originals
as
will
another
Clay
parochial schools was persupport for education of exceptional ehildren. Categories of ex- to beat! He r, bachelor, having
been wed to Clare Bkaosn and
missible beyond issuance of City artist, Mrs. Frank (Iva) ceptional children include
those who are intellectually gifted, the divorced. He says there's little
textbooks and providing bus Daniel.
retarded
and
the
physically
and
environmentally
handicapped. chance he'll ever marry &gin.
Many members of the Blue
transportation.
"I don't play the social game
-The entire thrust of the Grass Artists Assn. and the
MEDICAL-State Health Commissioner William McElwain very much. I don't go to pubSupreme Court decision is to Lexington Art League plan to
lic places and I don't invite
deny government aid to sec- show paintings, as well as artists blames complacency among Kentuckians as a main obstacle to anybody
to my house except
tarian schools," they declared. from Huntington (W. Va.), providing adequate medical care to citizens of the com- very close personal friends. I
"To grant such funds would be Ashland, Catlettsburg, Hazard, monwealth. McElwain told the Frankfort Rotary Club there were simply don't believe one should
In „advance religion and en- West Liberty and other places. only 65 reported cases of measles in the state last year when merchandise his private life or
tangle lloverrater4 in religious
The sitiow is not a judged vaccination was heavy. This year immunizations hive dropped seek to impress somebody in
,and 901 cases of measles have been reportid4telidy..
ofilbryi bq
matters, thereby iholatiag ifle-iosimpatitieskikut- will
be an •
First Amendment."
I formal display of artists' works
DON'T get Rod wrong—he's
Others were cautious in their on a first-come, f. st-serve basis. f. CLOSING-Jefferson Circuit Judge Marvin Sternberg ruled that
reactions to the rulings. One,
Kentucky's Sunday closing law is constitutional, agreeing with not a hermit. When he is seen
The island and lirrounding park
In
public, the girl with him
John W. Baker, acting
lenty of room not the state Court of Appeals that the law's faults are correctible can usually attest to the beauty
executive director of the grounds off
"only by legislative action rather than judicial."
of his beach retreat.
and their painBaptist Joint Committee on only for
The
for
viewers.
tings
but
also
public affairs in Washington,
concluded that the court had show starts at 9 a.m.
-made only a tenuous beginning at a solution to this
problem which has divided the
nation for years."
He observed that the filing of
several opinions in both cases
indicated broad areas of strong
division on the high court.
A decision as divided as the
college ruling "does not
Kentucky's commissioner of
provide sound case law for a
complacency, the
determination of how the court, health cites
even in the immediate future, population explosion and the
will decide on acts which matching of medical talent with
provide state or federal aid to those people who need it as main
r---higher education," he main- problems in providing adequate
Exp. 8/19/71
medical care to citizens of the
tained.
commonwealth.
Rebecca Gratz—the "ley* Philadelphia Jewess."
In a recent speech before the
By JERRY KLEIN
Frankfort Rotary Club, William
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
said the main
P. McElwain
THE ROMANTIC-HISTORIC NOVELS of Sir Walter Scott—
problem in providing adequate
whose 200th birthday will be marked Wednesday, Aug. 25,—
A 15' Drink, an order of Hushpuppies and
medical care IS getting it from
probably will be read so long as ,brave and daring men continue
to win the hearts of lovely and virtuous women. For across the
the personnel qualified to adpages of books like his "Ivanhoe," "Midlothian" and "Rob Roy."
our Tangy Cole Slaw, with this coupon
Minister it to those who need it.
we see a steady stream of heroes and heroines who are almost
He said any myth about "the
too good to believe.
good Md days" in medicine is
However, there 18 at least one character in Scotts fiction we
when you purchase a full order of Fish &
Kentucky's claim to 1304cre founded, and contended that
CAN believe because she was a real, live person. What's more,
future
site
of
twin
Dog
Island,
medical care is much better
she was not an Englishwoman gone on a Crusade to the Holy
1200-foot Ohio River locks two today. As evidence he cited a big
Chips, Chicken Peg Legs, or our Treasure
Land to protect Christianity from the infidel.
She was an American. She was of the Hebrew religious faith. miles up-river from Smithland, decline in the mortality rate
And she gave her name to one of Scott's best-known heroines. has been challenged in court by among infants.
Chest
thelovely "Rebecca" of the novel. "Ivanhoe."
the state of Illinois.
He also said Kentuckians are
In actual life, this "Rebecca" was patterned after a PhiladelIllinois Atty. Gen, William J. becoming complacent about
phia woman named Rebecca
Scott contends that the island was immunization against diseases
Gratz. daughter of a wealthy of Wilson's Creek, in Missouri,
once an Illinois peninsula and and the results are already
merchant and landowner. An she lost one brother on the Unthat its southern perimeter is the becoming apparent.
early fighter for female rights, ion side while a stepbrother
state line, even though water now
McElwain said last year when
her "dignity, grace and noble fought with the Rebels.
•
•
•
separates it from the mainland. measles vaccination was heavy
personal qualities" impressed
NO ONE was more surprised
the American writer, WashingKentucky has jurisdiction over there were only 65 reported cases
-ton Irving, who was a friend of than she at the publication of the Ohio to the low-water mark of the digests. in the state
This
Sir Walter. Irving sang her "Ivanhoe" and its memorable on the Illinois side. The suit
year, 961 cases have been
praises to Scott, and the Briton story of knights and ladies.
"How do you like your Rebec- maintains that the line falls on reported already.
remeenbered them well.
the part of the iland facing The commissioner referred to
"The IrrvetYrhfladelphia Jew- ca?" Scott wrote to Irving when
the environmental problem as a
ess" devoted her life to good the book appeared. "Does she Kentucky.
The suit, filed in Pope County, major factor in determining the
deeds. She founded the Hebrew compare well with the pattern
Ill., seeks a declaratory level of public health. He said
Sunday School Society and or- given"
Few
Philadelphian's ever judgment
agnised orphanages in the city
awarding Illinois state there are more people around
of Brotherly Love. She served learned that Rebecca Gratz fig- income tax and giving the
today than ever before and they
one of them—the Philadelphia ured in a famous novel by Sir Department of Labor in that state
like to enjoy a style of living
Orphan Society—as an officer Walter Scott. Yet the character
control over any construction which requires the use of more
has survived for generations
for almost half-a-century.
and was a favorite movie role activity on the island.
and more resources.
'• • •
of Elisabeth Taylor in 1953
At immediate issue seems to be Everyday,he said, each person
made
no
GRATZ
REBECCA
when she played opposite mat- which of two operating engineer creates an
average of five pounds
mystery of her religious back- inee idol Robert Taylor as
unions at Harrisburg, Ill,, and of garbage, and this must be
some
she
signed
ground. In fact,
"Ivanhoe"
Henderson, Ky., has jurisdiction treated in a sanitary way to
of her letters "A Daughter In
As for the little-known AmerIsrael."
ican woman who was the proto- over construction jobs at the site. prevent disease. He expressed
Preliminary construction is confidence that the army of
The Civil War was especially-type for the part, THAT Redivisive for the Gratz family of becca Fed a quiet and construe- set to begin on the locks in mid- experts lstrrently working on
Philadelphia. Rebecca favored live life that was long, too: she August, with completion ex- solutions to environmental and
the Union, though some of her died at the age of 88, leaving a pected in four year*. Peak other health problems will
be
relatives lived in the South, and will in which she said:
construction menpomptE.figures successful.
one -- Gen. Joseph 0. Shelby ^—. "I cor;imit my spirit to God
are expected to reach 700 in 1974:
was a foremost Confederate who gave it, relying on His
NEW YORK KILLINGS
Total construction costs on the
mercy and rttcleeming love, and
cavalry officer.
There
were 1,117 murders
estimated
at
$150
are
project
a
fine
and
per.
"May God watch over the Un- believing with
and criminal manslaughters in
ion, and help those who labor feet faith in the religion of my million. The entire island will be
New York last year - an infor its preservation." Rebecca fathets Hear. 0 Israel, the removed to make way for the
S\\\'., ,,,\',\
crease of 7.1 per cent over 1969
wrote Yet in Mt at the Battle Lord ‘ait God is one Lord "
locks.

NEWS SUMMARY

Director Robson was Just as
happy that Steiger is not a part
of the social scene or a night
owl -- they completed "Wanda
June" a week ahead of schedule! Thus it's no wonder he
happily gave us a comment on
Rod.
"There are several definitions
of a 'pro' in show biz, but nun,
is simply, 'Rod Steiger.' Always first on the set - no matter how far his drive to work
may be, he was always letter
perfect.
"And Rod was 'prop perfect,'
a tough thing in this film where
he had to handle everything
from a land rover 'to guns, bows
and arrows, animal heads, etc.
But more than that, an actor is
a 'pro' if he has something more
than ability and discipline. He
must above all have respect for
other people."
Maybe Rod Steiger's desire
to be such a loner makes hira
more appreciative of his fellow
actor and man.
Maybe that's how he also
found out the public is fed up
with vulgar films?

STAMPS DEFACED
Seventy defaced stamps in
the series issued for the Ulster
'71 Festival have been discovered bearing the words "Fight
for United Ireland" and havinir
a black cross covering thck:
queen's head.

Problems In
Providing
Care Cited

Well
polyester
4-14.

Movie Star'
NYLON TI
Designed
active little
8-14. White.

stay
209
49c.

Re

Your1
fabrics.

Scott Modeled "Rebecca,"
A Heroine in "Ivanhoe,"
After a Philadelphia Girl

eyl

Girls Perfrla
STONE

4
C_ardigan
3-14. Sc
favorites.

SICKLE MURDERS - Curtis
Otis Smiti
li
iv a 6-foot-5
in custcigly
W.42,4acyjf
ht 'Brown ' In connecs
tion with the sickle hacking murders of two campers July 12 in the foothills
of California's Sier r a s./4

WE'RE HAVING A SPECIAL!

Long John Silver
Fish'N Chips
FREE

Offer

Expires

Thursday!
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USE
LERMAN'S
Convienent
Lay-away Plan
Or Bank Cards

White stripe top.
Reinforced heel and
toe. 100% cotton
washfa at.

In class-charming styles and in easy
care, easy wear fabrics. Prints, plaids
and solids
Designed for the
active little miss. Sizes
8-14. White.
Many colors - Dan River fabrics Western cut - U-shape crotch. Sizes
8-18.

Hi bulk Orlon
stretch. Fits sizes
10-13. 75% orlon
acrylic - 25% nylon.
dad

CREW SOCKS
Girls PANTIES
Reg. 39c

Sort Eid•rion
in cotton rayon
blends in whits and
solid colors. Also
E-Z care Rayon
Tricots. sizes 4-14

Fur trimmed/611nd untrimmed
coats. . .tailored for winter
comfort and good looks
Sizes 4 to 14.

Junior & Junior Petite

Heavy weight for cold
weather wear. Just right for
the outdoor boy.

Men's Long Sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS
2" 3"
Permanent press - regular and ions

DRESSES
899
699
favorite styles and

point collars. Attractive colors - S, M,
XL

Your
fabrics.

Student cut - 14
Western cut.
oz
Sanforized for extra
comfort. Regular
and Slim sizes 6-18.

SORRY: at this low price we
are not allowed to mention
the name of this famous
brand. Regular $8 to $12.

Permanent press, flares and
regular cut, fancy stripes.
Sizes 8 to 18.

Super Slim Levi Jeans
I Off: cotton blue denim Western style
Super slims. Sires 2842.

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNTT

SPORT
DRESSES SHIRTS
—Guaranteed washable
—Comfort wear
—E Z care
—Missy and half sire

Dacron Polyester Cotton all weather coats..
.permanent press to hold their neat
appearance forever. Favorite solid colors. 8
to 18.

IR

Womens and teens casual
footwear in loafer and
dressy low heel
styles—ideal for pant suits
and slacks—softees, tricot
lined loafers. Golden
brown and black. 5 to 10.

attrac

99

All permanent press
Well known brands
Sizes 8 to 18

Rugged cotton
uppers. for
longer wear, more
comfort! Extra
thick cushioned

duck

insoles and arch
protection. Thick
bumper toe guards.

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS

For Back-To-School Boy's and Girl's

PANTIES

Fall and School
Regubr 3.49 Afilkken quality
easily sewn in plaids, solids, 1
fancies, 54 to 60 inches.

Pr.
Extra sizes 8-10. Reg. 69c and 79c

Guaranteed to stay up. 80%
cotton/20'; nylon.

BONDED
ACRYLICS

BASIC NEW STYLES
SIZES 8Y1 to 3

Nylon setin and no-run Rayon
briefs. Sizes 5 1o7 - reg. S9c

Twin bed size - elegance
and warmth in these
beautiful bold plaid
Wreath. Washable cottons,
easy care.

Polyester double knit - short
lengths remnants and
discontinued patterns.

TWIN BED SIZE

BLANKETS
5o.
oatch,
Mod
Zodiac and many
other riandscrimnied
att•rns
7200

Neiscliessicmen. so%
Ciolli•stas
so%
rayon. 100% nylon
binding.

RuMedhEdge
Reversible

Easy are bitud,ioths. firm
and even weave. Beautiful fall and
school fashion patterns.

33,

49
YD.

Tug
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Wort

will be
Lucky P
Frigidair

Your Magic Carpet...

Kell
& Te
Cc

No Pa]

Jr-

To Everywhere... Every Day Of The

Until I
Up To

Week,Every Week Of The Year!
,
NaJnagic carpet could whisk you and your family so yiny places in ksitigle day! THE
LEDGER & TIMES
gives you all of the news of Murray and Calloway Count', tiOces you all
over the world and even to outer space
as a regular occurrence, in every issue. Action wire-photai andl'ec
altit
ilhots help you quick-scan the latest happenings... vivid word pictures let you study in depth the events that ' erest you. It's
all there ... the human
oddities, general interest articles ... the columnists, the cartoons, the editorials,
for you to enjoy, to inform
You ... at your fingertips, in a form you can refer to later.
The pages of the LEDGER & TIMES whirl shoppers all over the
marketplace, keep your buying dollar
on top of the timely best buys.
.
A
The•DAILY LEDGER & TIMES presents you with a galaxy of entertainment features:
Sports, television,
radio, theater, homemaker hints, books, the crossword puzzle, the comics.
Newspapers like the LEDGER & TIMES make you the best informed
citizenry in the world.
ss--

THE ,LEDGER & TIMES . . . YOUR PASSPORT TO THE WHOLE WORLD

ALL ...

AIR(
RE
To Make

Save
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FRIGIDAIRE WASHER
Donated by Ward-Elkins and

FDE

$100" WORTH
of CLOTHING
Donated By

KELLEY'S PEST and
TERMITE CONTROL

5 FULL YEARS WARRANTY ON ALL FRIGIDAIRE WASHERS AND
DRYERS •
PARTS LABOR AND SERVICE!!

FREE FREE

FREE I
FREE!
$100"

THIS NEW 18 LB.
FRIGIDAIRE WASHER
will be given away completely FREE
Sept. 4, 1971, at 4 o'clock
All you have to do is come by Ward-Elkins and
register. You do not have to be present to win.
You may register as many times as you are in
town.

Worth of Clothing
will be given away to the
Lucky Person that wins this
Frigidaire Washer by

Washer and Clothing
to be given
away Sept. 4, 1971,
at 4 o'clock. You do not have to
be present to win!

Kelley's Pest
& Termite
Control

WARD-EL KINS

No Payment Due
Until Nov. 10, 1971
Up To 36 Months To Pay

.Safety-start button. Dryer
won't start until door is
Closed, button pressed.
ift-off Console lets the serviceman diagnose and repair problems quickly and easily, should
problems ever occur. Helps keep
repair costs down.

Spill-savior tops. Help keep
aEc ,dental spills from running
the sides, where they can't
•eached.

Few moving parts . standard1:ed Service, if needed is simpie
an!-', easy.

No gears to wear.
No oil to leak.

Self-locking leveling feet allow,
,pcise leveling for easy installa1 rri; smoothest operation.

ALL ...

Recessed toe space.

•Uft-off top and lower
front panels. To make
service calls simple and
quick. No need to move
dryer for most servicing.
Epoxy painted drying
drum. Smooth, hard finish
that's rust and heatresistant. Light colored
for better visibility.
Huge door opening. 240
sq. in, to make loading,
unloading easier than ever.
19" off the floor.

4-way venting. Installer
can choose any of 4 vent
locations—back, bottom
or either side—fOr the
most convenient, economical installation.
Single belt drive. Simple,
dependable system. Quiet
operation.

AIR CONDITIONERS
REDUCED
To Make Warehouse Space

Save $ $ $ $ $

WARD w ELK I
- NS
Murray, Kentucky

,•••!!:
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FINANC!AL STATEMENT of

Calloway County Board
of Education
For Fiscal Year 1970-71
General Fund

Wholesale Electric Supply Co.-Maintenance
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.-Maintenance
Claude Vaughn Plumbing & Heating-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Bobby Schroader-Maintenance
John M. Morgan-Maintenance
David Key-Maintenance
Calloway Co. Soil Imp. Aaioc.-Maintenance
Fitts Block & Ready Mix-Maintenance
Friden Division,Singer Co.-Maintenance
Steve Higgins-Hauling Commodities
Murray Fire Department-Fire Ext.
West Ky. rtiu-ai Electric-Service
Hazel Water & Sewer-Service

Receipts:

1.44
18.50
497.99
18.17
131.85
30.00
12.61
35.00
3.37
49.35
54.50
21.00
49.00
199.37
55.69

OCTOBER 1970
Local taxes, Stieriff, Co. Treas., Clerk
State Treas., Foundation Pro.
State Treas., other State aid
Federal Aid thru State Treas.
Non-revenue receipts
Transfers;
Capital Outlay
ESEA Title I
Other, School Lunch

$366,051.39
798,434.91
2,791.16
38,856.90
13,109.94
129,960.00
80,648.00
50,183.89
$1,480,035.19

Total
Disbursements:
Purpose

To Whom

Amount

July 1970
Surelite,Inc.-gasoline
Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply-Tires
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Maintenance
Murray Natural Gas System-Gas
Murray Electric System-Electric
Dexter-Almo Water District-Almo School
Murray Water &Sewer System-Office,H.S.
South Central Bell Telephone-Phone
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Holton & Melugin-Treasurer's Bond
Graves-Humphreys,Inc.
West Ky. Rural Electric
Hazel Water &Sewer System
House-Bond

110.72
48.88
8.90
107.34
211.51
31.32
124.82
70.81
6.46
1.00
248.00
480.00
284.11
61.34
1620.00

AUGUST 1970
William B. Miller-Expenses to Meeting
Kirk A.Pool Co.-Office Supplies
Petty Cash-Postage
Winchester Printing Service-Envelopes
Ledger & Times-A&
Kipling Washington Editors,Inc.-Subscription
Central School Supply Co.-Supplies
Hammond & Stephens Co.-Records
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
Murray Auto Parts-Transportation
Gulf Oil Co.-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Oil
Big K-Oil
Master Tire Service-Recapped Tires
Parker Ford-Repair Parts
D Si W Auto Supply-Transportation
Interstate Batteries-One Battery
Williams Radiator & Glass-Transportation
Motor Parts & Bearings--Transportation
E. Blankenship of Ky.-Transportation
Benton Auto Supply-Transportation
Welders Supply Co.-Transportation
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Transportation
Taylor Motors-Transportation
Stokes Tractor & Implement-Transportation
Sholar's Auto Repair-Balance Wheels
Holton Si Melugin Ins.-Insurance, Bond
Murray Ins. Agency-Premium
Murray Natural Gas System-Fuel Gas
Murray Electric System-Electricity
Murray Water & Sewer-Water & Sewer
So. Central Bell Telephone-Service
Huntington Laboratories-Seal-O-San
Schaeffer Mfg.Co.-Maintenance
Paul Rushhig--Maintenance
Joey Williams-Maintenance
David Wyatt-Maintenance
West Ky. Rural Electric -Services
Hazel Water & Sewer-Services
Hammond Si Stephens-Shipping Charges
-

27.32
5.35
50.00
18.70
4.85
24.00
91.60
63.00
613.88
93.92
123.15
84.77
20.62
46.40
18.48
60.00
55.33
79.08
19.00
136.36
228.39
55.40
109.02
6.55
9.72
48.78
8.00
19.25
667.00
9.00
9.20
22.33
33.16
69.87
84.04
280.70
80.00
34.40
92.80
202.32
21.45
3.10

SEPTEMBER 1.870

William B. Miller-Exp.to Meeting
Kirk A.Pool &Co.-Office Supplies
Gene Ohning Co.-Data Proc. Binders
Pee Office Equipment &Supplies-Office Supplies
Winchester Printing Service-LetterHead
Howard D. Happy Co.-Office Supplies
Ledger &Times-Printing
Valiant Instructional Materials-Audio-Visual
Helen Hogancamp-Exp.to Sch. Lu. Meeting
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
Texaco,Inc Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas,Oil
Bilbrey's Car & Home-Tires
Master Tire Service, Inc.-Recapped Tires
Motor Parts & Bearings-Bus Parts
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Bus Parts
Ridgeway Distributors-Bus Parts
Dwain Taylor Chev.,Inc.-Bus Parts
McCuiston Automative Electric-Bus Parts
Shear's Auto Repair-74a Parts
Murray Auto Parts-Bus'Parts
Interstate Battery System-Bus Parts
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Inc.-Bus Parts
Calloway Co. Red Cross-Bus Parts
D & W Auto Supply-Bus Parts
Parker Ford,Inc.-Bus Parts
Benton Auto Supply-Bus Parts
Murray Natural Gas System-Bus Parts
Murray Electric System-Electricity
Murray Water & Sewer System-Water & Sewer
Dexter-Almo Heights Water Dist.-Water & Sewer
South Central Bell Telephone-Service
Huntington Laboratories--Janitor's Supplies
Standard Oil Co.-Janitor's Supplies
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co.-Janitor's Supplies
Commonwealth Chemical Co.-Janitor's Supplies
Tidwell Paint & Floor Covering-Maintenance
Hazel Plumbing Co.-Maintenance
Hughes Paint Store-Maintenance
Bury-Parker Lumber Co.-Maintenance
E. Blankenship of Ky.,Inc.7-Maintenance
Calloway Co.Lunnber Co.-Maintenance
Crain Chemical Co.-Maintenance
Crass Furniture Co.. Inc.-Maintenance
Larry Dunn-Maintenance
Jqkie Newberry-Maintenance

4.20
.60
16.65
3.82
16.60
76.30
432.00
29.90
7.65
3.30
174.97
896.87
226.86
206.16
96.74
9.97
8.30
110.80
7.50
17.50
32.30
60.00
17.25
32.25
107.53
8.94
83.98
9.20
27.58
72.39
20.04
76.66
85.54
23.65
149.96
79.60
72.46
270.50
224.81
50.64
32.73
206.79
207.23
6.00
66.00
450.00

International Business Machines-Typewriter Ribbon
Winchester Printing Service-Envelopes,Grade Cards
Howard D. Happy Co.-Servicing mach.
Chas. M.Leake Co.-Payroll checks
Murray Democrat-Ad for bids
Baker Si Taylor Co.-Library Books
Mid-South Magazine Agency-Magazines
Central School Supply Co.-Auctio-Visaal Material
Society for Visual Education-Film Strips
Imperial International Learning-Audio-Visual Material
Office Outfitters,Inc.-Teaching supplies
University Book Store-Teaching Supplies
Helen Hogancamp-Exp.to Sch. Lu. Meeting
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Usrey General Merchandise-Gas
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
Thweatt's Service Station-Gas
Gulf Oil Co.-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Big K Department Store Oil
Ky. Lake Oil Co.-Oil
Bilbreys Car and Home Supply-Tires
Fenton & Hodge-Tires
Taylor Bus Sales,Inc.-Transportation
Williams Radiator & Glass Co.-Transportation
Parker Ford-Transportation
Interstate Battery System-Transportation
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Transportation
Murray Auto Parts-Transportation
D & W Auto Supply-Transportation
Benton Auto Supply-Transportation
Western Ky.Stages Inc.-Transportation
Motor Parts & Bearings-Transportation
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.-Transportation
Sonny Hook's Wheel Alignment-Bus Repair
Sholar's Auto Repair-Bus Repair
Murray Natural Gas System-Service
Murray Electric System-Service
Murray Water & Sewer System-Service
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District-Service
Western Union Telegraph Co.-Telegram
South Central Bell Telephone-Service
Holton & Melugin Ins. Agency-Ins.
Murray Wholesale Grocery-Janitorial supplies
Commonwealth Chemical Co.-Janitorial supplies
Starks Hardware-Janitorial Service
Steele-Allbritten-Maintenance
Schaeffer Mfg. Co.-Maintenance
L. E.Clifford-Maintenance
Emerson Refrigeration Service-Maintenance
Gail Doron-Maintenance
A. B. Beale &Son-Maintenance
Hutson Chemical Co.-Fertilizer
Jones Iron & Metal Co.-Maintenance
Calloway Co. Lumber Cp.-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co. Inc.-Maintenance
Purdom's-Maintenance
Wholesale Electric Supply-Maintenance
Claude Vaughn Plumbing Si Heating-Maintenance
Murray Ins. Agency-Ins.
Steve Higgins-Hauling Commodities
Huntington Laboratories--Janitor's Supplies
Murray Water & Sewer-service
Purdom & Thurman Agency-insurance
West Ky. Rural Electric-service
Hazel Water & Sewer-service

8.91
101.15
67.50
178.94
8.64
1583.70
285.34
17.39
413.09
40.47
9.50
10.12
42.19
57.51
45.62
42.05
64.47
24.74
942.83
18.48
9.90
195.92
100.00
33.30
11.40
13.06
35.45
65.24
12.47
10.36
12.67
2.85
74.79
7.50
5.00
26.50
21.00
26.35
13.92
56.80
6.30
112.32
7473.34
96.05
65.30
14.62
30.90
129.40
20.00
13.60
65.60
54.99
32.00
4.50
46.47
70.74
11.85
61 68
1520.78
532.00
66.00
358.50
74.19
267.00
427.89
158.81

NOVEMBER We
William B. Miller-Exp.to KSBA meeting
33.18
Lillie Dunn-Ed.Sec. Meeting
7.00
Paulette Woodall-Ed.Sec. Meeting
7.00
Howard D. Happy Co.-Paper
97.40
Pool Office Equipment & Supplies-Paper
3.00
Petty Cash-Stamps
50.00
Murray Democrat-Printing Handbills
46.90
Baker Si Taylor Co.-Library Books
1533.92
Universal Education & Visual Arts-Audio-Visual Supplies 68.00
304.52
Society for Visual Education-Audio-Visual Supplies
138.87
Central School Supply Co.-Audio-Visual Supplies
6.60
'Educational Record Sales-Audio-Visual Supplies
19.76
Harcourt, Brace & World-Tests
2.00
Allen County Board of Education-Teacher Guide
2.00
Bonner);Grocery-Gas
155.03
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
481.20
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
249.49
Shell Oft Co.-Gas
53.64
Usrey's Grocery-Gas
53.17
Thweatt's Service Station-Gas
838 91
Texaco,Inc.-Oil
19.36
Big K Department Store-Oil
423
Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply-Tube
90 00
Master Tire Service,Inc.-Caps
96.63
Murray Auto Parts-Bus Parts
12.50
DIVLIIOTI of Motor Vehicle map.-Windshield Stickers
33.51
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Bus Parts
61.00
Hunts Athletic Goods-Bus Parts
25.00
Division of Motor Vehicle Insp.-License Renewal
154 89
Motor Parts & Bearings-Bus Parts
205 25
D & W Auto Supply-Bus Parts
39.02
E.Blankenship of Ky.-Bus Parts
59 33
Parker Ford,Inc.-Bus Parts
22 50
Sonny Hooks Wheel Alignment-Bus Repair
13966
Kengas-Fuel
36 02
Murray Natural Gas System-Service
162 24
Burton Young Dist. Co. Inc.-Fuel
Murray Electric System-Service
36.94
Murray Water & Sewer System-Service
137 19
Dexter-Almo Heights Water Dial -Service
78 119
South Central Bell-Service
73 44
Nashville Products Co.-United Parcel
36 60
Murray Wholesale Grocery-Janitor's Supplies
166 17
Vaughn Plumbing & Heating-Maintenance
495 77
Calloway Co. Soil Imp. Aaaoc.-Maintenance
41.50
DUI Electric-Maintenance
16.00
Mama'Welding Shop-Maintenance
10.00
Calloway Co. Lumber Co.-Maintenance
199.57
The Sherwin-Williams Co.-Maintenance
31 25
Rowland Refrig. Sales & Service-Maintenance
18.34
Wholesale Electric Supply Co.-Maintenance
96.32
M.h S. Steel Co.-Maintenance
2.00
Bucy-Parker Lumber Co.-Maintenance
6.95
Murray-Supply Co.-Maintenance
'41.82
A. B. Beale & Son-Maintenance
15.00
Max Parrish-Maintenance
35.00

Hale Lock Shop & Trailer Park-Maintenance
Rex Camp-Maintenance
International Bus. Machines Corp.-Agreement
Interstate Battery System-Tractor Battery
The Murray Insurance Co.-Insurance
Steve Higgins-Hauling Commodities
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance supplies
Murray Electric System-Electric bW
WeAl(y. Rural Electric-services
Hazel Water &Sewer System-services

TUESDAY-AUGUST 17, 1971
17.00
55.00
98.50
12.50
153.00
36.00
155.34
276.59
487.61
79.33

DECEMBER 1970
Wdliarn B. Miller-Exp. to Meetings
Uarco, Inc.U-2 Forms
Winchester Printing Services-Letterheads
Ky School Board's Assoc.-Dues
Baker & Taylor Co.-Books
Scheib Industries Inc.-Teaching Supplies
Calif. Test Bureau-Tests
Central School Supply-Teaching Supplies
Central School Supply, Audio-Visual-Teaching Supplies
Alberta Korb-Exp.to Meeting
Model Publishing & School Supply Co.-Records
Hammond & Stephens Co.-Record Books
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
Phillips Petroleum Co.-Gas
Gulf Oil Corporation-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Thweatt's Service Station-Gas
Texaco, Inc.-Gas
Schaeffer Mfg.Co.-Grease TransP.)
Ky. Lake Oil Co.-Oil
Big K Dept. Store-Oil
Master Tire Service,Inc.-Transp.
Williams Radiator Service-Transp.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Transp.
Benton Auto Parts-Transp.
Parker Ford,Inc.-Transp.
Welders Supply,Inc.-Transp.
Interstate Batteries-Transp.
Murray Auto Parts-Transp.
Sholar's Auto Repair-Transp.
D & W Auto Supply-Transp.
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Transp.
Hooks Wheel Alignment-Transp.
E.Blankenship of Ky.,Inc.-Transp.
Motor Parts & Bearings-Transportation
Kengas-Fuel
Burton Young-Fuel
Murray Natural Gas System-Service
Howard D. Happy Co.-Office Supplies
Murray Electric System-Service
Murray Water & Sewer Systems-Service
Dexter-Ahno Heights Water District-Service
South Central Bell-Service
Starks Hardware-Janitorial Supplies
Lovelace-Farmer Co.-Janitorial Supplies
Crain Chemical Co.-Janitorial Supplies
Parker's Food Market-Janitorial Supplies
Murray Wholesale Grocery-Janitorial Supplies
Claude Vaughn Plumbing, Heating-Maintenance
Steele-Albritten-Janitorial Supplies
James E. Rickman-Maintenance
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Morris Dunn-Maintenance
James & Co.-Maintenance
Freed Cotham Co.-Maintenance
Wells Electric Shop-Maintenance
Max Parrish-Maintenance
Ohio Valley Supply Co.-Maintenance
Henry A. Petter Supply Co.-Maintenance
Calloway Co. Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Jones Iron & Metal Co.-Maintenance
M &SSteel Co.-Maintenance
Wholesale Electric Co.-Maintenance
Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply
Steve Higgins-Hauling Commodities
Say-Rite Drug Store-Recorder
Driver Testing Equipment Div.-Porto Clinic
Purdom & Thurman Insurance-Insurance
Murray Insurance Agency-Insurance
Holton & Melugin Insurance-Insurance
State Farm Fire & Casualty Co.-Insurance
Wilson Insurance Agency-Insurance
West Ky. Rural Electric--services
Hazel Water & Sewer System-services

26.22
35.50
20.65
350.00
1,263.46
61.35
71.99
28.54
6.33
28.90
22.07
9.40
162.18
180.88
80.56
55.89
726.44
51.80
1,038.63
49.60
9.72
15.84
60.00
18.00
10.28
21.56
12.84
17.75
50.00
28.62
19.00
47.60
44.48
33.50
10.73
123.78
19.90
286.88
366.58
35.00
69.37
152.60
96.21
75.77
3.19
14.95
79.57
1.14
19.30
1,289.96
48.47
24.14
19.29
96.00
18.48
14.00
207.91
18.50
7.80
30.96
14.34
290.40
39.20
5.24
41.68
1.20
46.00
60.00
365.84
845.00
4,226.00
1,690.00
845.00
845.00
517.96
44.84

JANUARY

Richardson & Trevathan-Prof.. Services
Chas.M. Leake Co -Checks
Baker & Taylor Co.-Books
The Kiplinger Washington Editors-Subscription
Educational Record Sales Film Strips
McGraw-Hill Book Co.Film Strips
Ginn & Co.-Tapes
Central School Supply Co.-T.Supplies
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Thweatt's Service Station-Gas
Union 76 Station-Gas
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
Bonner's Grocery-Gas
Texaco Inc.-Gas
Big K Department Store-Oil
Motor Parts & Bearings-Transportation
E. Blankenship of Ky.-Transportation
Sonny Hook's Wheel Alignment-Transportation
Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply-Transportation
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Transportation
Murray Auto Parts-Transportation
Parker Ford,Inc.-Transportation
Williams Radiator &Masa Co.-Transportation
D & W Auto Supply-Transportation
Henry Richardson Trucking-Coal
Burton Young-Fuel Oil
Murray Natural Gas System-Service
Murray Electric System-Service
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District-Service
Murray Water & Sewer System-Service
South Central Bell-Service
Cotto-Wax Co.-Janitor's Supplies
A. B. Beale &Son-Coal Scoop
Lovelace-Farmer Co. Janitor's Supplies
Standard Oil Co.-Floor Oil & gas
Wells Electric-Service Call
Max Parrish-Maintenance
Calloway Co.Soil Imp. Assoc - Maintenance
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Calloway Co. Umber Co.-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Wholesale Electric Supply Co.-Maintenance
Claude Vaughn Plumbing-Maintenance
Burroughs Corporation-Machine Rental
Nashville Products Co.-Audio:Mania Equip.
Central School Supply Co.-Audio-Visual Equip.
(bucks Music Center-Tape Recorder
Hazel Natural Gas System-Services
West Ky. Rural Electric-Services

1,000.00
62.25
401.95
24.00
115.90
91.57
111.92
67.75
474.92
52.75
14.19
311.17
2.00
1,024.59
19.40
86.36
27.91
14.50
155.37
38.33
11.72
5.89
2.85
4.74
3,387.37
206.97
849.52
73.11
94.52
140.47
71.97
22.50
9.25
47.34
269.72
6.85
49.00
3.65
53.88
11.50
10.28
4.49
717.55
584.50
251.26
161.57
107.75
96.14
502.03

Hazel Water Si Sewer System-Services

48.99
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FEBRUARY
Petty Cash-Postage
Howard D. Happy-Supplies
Pool Office raluipment & supplies-Office Supplies
Baker & Taylor Co.-Books
Society for visual Education-Film Strips
Calif. Test Bureau-Scoring Service
Ginn & Co.-Tests
Baldwin Piano & Organ Co.-Music
Field Enterprises Educational Corp.-Encyclopedia
Litton Educational Publishing Co.-Readers
J. W.Pepper of Atlanta,Inc-Music
University Book Store-Teaching supplies
Central School Supply Co.-Teaching supplies
Mrs. Dixie Hopkins-Exp.to State Meet.
Paducah Board of Education-Film Library S.
Gulf Oil Corp.- Gas & Oil
Phillips Petroleum Co.-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Thweatt's Service Station-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
Big K Department Store-Oil
Murray Auto Parts-Transportation
Parker Ford,Inc.-Transportation
Benton Auto Supply-Transportation
Williams Radiator & Glass-Transportation
Motor Parts & Bearings-Transportation
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Transportation
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.-Transportation
Hook's Wheel Alignment,Inc.-Transportation
Burton Young Texaco Products-Fuel Oil
South Central Bell Telephone -Service
Lovelace-Farmer Co.-Janitorial Supplies
Murray Natural Gas System-High School Gas
Mqrray Electric System-Service
Deter-Alm° Heights Water District-Service
Murray Water & Sewer Systems-Services
Claude Vaughn Plumbing-Maintenance
Western Ky.Stages,Inc.-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Wholesale Electric Supply-Maintenance
Winchester Printing Service-Envelopes
Max Parrish-Labor
Ohio Valley Supply Co.-Maintenance
PPG Industries,Inc.-Maintenance
Henry A. Petter Supply Co.-Maintenance
Freed Cotham Co.,Inc.-Maintenance
Calloway Co.Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Steve Higgins-Hauling Commodities
Royal Typewriter Co.-Typewriter
Nashville Products Co.-Equipment
Central School Supply Co.-Equipment
E. Blankenship & Co.,Inc.-Ag. Teaching
Stratton-Warren Hardware Co.-Ag.Teaching
Rowland Refrigeration Sales & Ser.
American Automobile Association-Teaching Supplies
Hazel Natural Gas System-Services
West Ky. Rural Electric-Services
Hazel Water & Sewer System-Services

49.40
30.00
10.21
20.44
293.61
52.66
7.32
123.24
383.00
26.26
87.34
5.62
29.80
49.83
814.00
212.35
6.90
479.49
62.10
853.75
226.57
221.27
18.48
45.03
36.37
15.60
26.24
58.92
28.97
24.15
10.00
338.30
65.59
33.87
1,018.93
113.68
13.39
127.98
1,506.21
1.20
5.78
5.19
23.20
17.50
23.40
529.00
32.04
15.50
77.24
20.00
159.50
287.96
100.88
378.99
325.21
92.63
116.54
61.57
533.51
70.34

MARCH
William B. Miller-Exp.to Frankfort
University Book Store-Folders
Winchester Printing Services-Office Supplies
Howard D.Happy Co.-OffIce Supplies
Encyclopedia Britannica Corp.-Encyclopedias
Litton Education Publishing-Elem. Books
Central School Supply Co.-Band Sets
Central School Supply-Binder Supplies
Sammons'Bakery-In-Service Exp.
Ed's Food Market-In-Service Exp.
Hammond & Stephens Co.-Record Books
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
Texaco,Inc.--Gas
Phillips Petroleum Co.-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Big K Department Stores
Bilbrey's-Bus Parts
D & W Auto Supply,Inc.-Bus Parts
Murray Auto Parts-Bus Parts
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Bus Parts
E. Blankenship of Ky.,Inc.-Bus Parts
Motor Parts & Bearings-Bus Parts
Interstate Battery Service-Bus Parts
Parker Ford,Inc.-Bus Parts
Tabers Body Shop,Inc.-Wrecker Service
Thweatt's Service Station-Wrecker Service
Hook's Wheel Alignment, Inc.-Bus Parts
Gardner Wrecker Service-Wrecker Service
Williams Radiator & Glass Co.-Bus Repair
Henry Richardson Trucking-Coal
Murray Natural Cis System-Service
Kengas-Fuel
Burton Young Dist. Co.-Fuel
Murray Electric System-Service
Murray Water & Sewer Systems-Service
South Central Bell Telephone-Service
Dexter-Ahno Heights Water Dist.-Service
Dewitt Chemical Co.-Janitor's Supplies
Lovelace-Farmer Janitor's Supplies
Crain Chemical Co.-Janitor's Supplies
Commonwealth Chemical Co.-Janitor's Supplies
Huntington Leboratories-Janitor's Supplies
Revere Chemical Corp.-Maintenance
Western Ky.Stages, Inc.-Maintenance
Wholesale Electric Supply Co.-Maintenance
Ohio Valley Apply Co.-Msfintenance
Dill Electric-Maintenance
Lewis Andrews Radio Shop--Maintenance
Wells Electric Shop-Maintenance
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
A. B. Beale & Son-Maintenance
Claude Vaughn Plumbing-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Calloway Co. Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Pool Office Equipment &Supplies-File Cabinet
Wholesale Electric Supply Co.-Radio
Sargeant-Welch Scientific Co.-Science Equipment
Central School Supply Co.-Projector,etc.
Science Research Associates-Reading Laboratory
Chuck's Music Center--Tape Recorder
Hazel Natural GasSystem-Fuel Oil
West. Ky. Rural Electric-Services
Hazel Water & Sewer System-Services

13.41
2.25
15.20
62.50
115.95
20.28
184.59
459.25
14.40
3.24
65.80
285.65
503.42
45.03
857.51
18.48
284.22
36.85
63.29
68.13
28.38
121.80
60.00
34.75
20.00
12.50
34.00
50.00
44.00
2,483.66
1,075.17
459'94
19.14
118.60
146.19
73.86
48.53
42.00
10.22
203.62
81.90
209.00
90.75
1.10
5.02
22.88
22.00
2.95
35.10
4.28
8.95

173
23
1...82
116
9
43.00
961
49.
.0
95 w
819.60
225.80
135.07
67.83
550.60
70.86

APRIL
William B. Miller-Exp. to St. Board M.
Lillie Dunn-Exp.to Sec. Meeting
Mary Beth Taylor-Exp. to Sec Meeting
Winchester Printing Service-Printing
Petty Cash-Postage
Howard D. Happy Co. Office Supplies

63.69
7.00
7.00
49.20
48 00
79.00

Central School Supp
Pool Office Equip &
State Treasurer-Ai
Baker & Taylor Co.Mid-South Magazini
McGraw-Hill Book(
Soc. for Visual Edt
Weston Woods-Fib
Cornet Instructional
Central School Supp
McGraw-Hill-Test
Follett Library Bool
Litton Educational 1
Office Outfitters, mm
Scotts' Walgreen Ag
Bobbye Berrill-Mu
Dolly W. Redick-E:
Mary Louise Outten
Rachel Neale-Exp
Eleanor Miller-Exi
Central School Supp
W.H Brooks-Envel
Naico-Teaching St

Hammond Si Stephe
Mildred Lassiter-T
Doane Agricultural
Gulf Oil Corporation
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Standard Oil CO -G
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
Thweatt's Service SI
Phillips Petroleum(
Big K Department S
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Bilbrey's Home Supi
Princeton Tire & Re
Motor Parts & Beani
Murray Auto Salvag
D & W Auto Supply,]
Parker Ford,Inc.-1
Murray Auto PartsInterstate Battery S;
Dwain Taylor Chevr
Taylor Motors,Inc.Crain Chemical Co.Hook's Wheel Align!
Henry Richardson T
Burton Young Dist.(
Kengas-Fuel
Murray Natural Gas
Murray Electric Sys
Murray Water & Sew
Dexter-Almo Height
South Central BellLovelace-Farmer Ct
Blankenship of Ky.,'
DeWitt Chemical Co
Cotto-Waxo Co.-,
Blankenship's-Jan.
Crass Furniture Co.
Hazel Plumbing Co..
Rowland Refrigeral
Vaughn Plumbing &
Pete McC-oil-Maint
Calloway Co. Lumbe
William Radiator &
Murray Lumber Co.
Dill Electric-Maint
Wholesale Electric S
SollImp. Assoc. Inc.
Lassiter Plaster CO..
Murray Supply C.o.Int. Business Machir
Urey Houser-Hauli
General Electric Co.
Ward & Elkins-R
Nashville Products(
Central School Suppl
Office Outfitters-Si
Stratton-Warren Ha
Hazel Natural GasWest Ky. Rural Elec
Hazel Water & Sewe
Elaine Brown-Exp

Lillie Dunn-KEA E
Howard D. Happy Ci
Burroughs Corp.-Si
Mid-South Magazim
Crone? Publications

McGraw-Hill Book C
California Test Bure
Readers Digest Ser
Interstate Printers
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Standard Oil Co.-G.
Phillips Petroleum(
Thweatts Service St
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Gulf Oil Corp.-Gas
Ky. Lake Oil Co.-0i
Uncle Jeff's-Lubrit
Princeton Tire & Re
Bilbreys-Bus Parts
Benton Auto Supply
Taylor Motors Inc.Interstate BatteryMotor Parts & Beani
Blankenship of Ky.Parker Ford,Inc.-]
Murray Auto PartsDwain Taylor Chew
D& W Auto Supply
Ridgeway Distribun
Sholar's Auto Repan
Burton Young Dist.(
Murray Natural Cas
Murray Electric Sys
Murray Water &Sea
Dexter-Almo Height
South Central BellLovelace-Famer Co.
C & H Candy Co.Cust
James Co.-Mainten
Pete McCoil-Labor
Hughes Paint StoreMurray Supply Gs.Murray Lumber Co.
Claude Vaughn Phui
Wholesale Electric S
Jones Iron & Metal C
Ken Ramsey-Equit
Urey Houser-Hauli
Sergeant-Werch Scie
Direct Equipment D
Nashville Products(
Central School Supp'
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Central School Supply Co.-Paper
Pool Office Equip & Supply-Office Supplies
State Treasurer-Adm. Misc.
Baker di Taylor Co.-Library Books
Mid-South Magazine Agency-Magazines
McGraw-Hill Book Co.-Film Strips
Soc. for Visual Education-Film Strips
Weston Woods-Film Strips
Cornet Instructional Films-Film Strips
Central School Supply Co.-Film Strips
McGraw-Hill-Tests
Follett Library Book Co.-Books
Litton Educational Pub!. Co.-Books
Office Outfitters, Inc.-C4 Masters
Scotts' Walgreen Agency-Cups & Napkins
Bobbye BerrW-Music
Dolly W.Redick-Exp. to Prof. Meeting
Mary Louise Outland-Exp. to Prof. Meeting
Rachel Neale-Exp to Prof. Meeting
Eleanor Miller-Exp. to Professor Meeting
Central School Supply Co.-Plastic Combs
W.H Brooks-Envelopes,Stamps
Naiico-Teaching Supplies
Hammond & Stephens Co.-Diplomas-Awards
Mildred Lassiter-Toll
Doane Agricultural Service-Subscription
Gulf Oil Corporation-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
Thweatt's Service Station-Gas
Phillips Petroleum Co.-Gas
Big K Department Store-STP
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Bilbrey's Home Supply-T1res-Tubes
Princeton Tire & Recapping-Recaps
Motor Parts di Bearings-transportation
Murray Auto Salvage-Transportation
D di W Auto Supply,Inc.-Bus Parts
Parker Ford,Inc.-Elio Parts
Murray Auto Parts-Bus Parts
Interstate Battery System-Bum Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Bus Parts
Taylor Motors,Inc.-Bus Parts
Crain Chemical Co.-Bus Parts
Hook's Wheel Alignment,Inc.-Bus Repair
Henry Richardson Trucking-Coal
Burton Young Dist. Co.-Fuel
Kengas-Fuel
Murray Natural Gas-Fuel
Murray Electric System-Service
Murray Water & Sewer System-Service
Dexter-Almo Heights Water D.-Service
South Central Bell-Servicv
Lovelace-Farmer Co.-Janitor Supplies
Blankenship of Ky.,Inc.-Floor Wax
DeWitt Chemical Co.-Janitor's Supplies
Cotto-Waxo Co.-Janitorial Supplies
Blankenship's-Janitor's Supplies
Crass Furniture Co.-Linoleum
Hazel Plumbing Co.-Maintenance
Rowland Refrigeration Sales-Maintenance
Vaughn Plumbing & Heating-Maintenance
Pete McCoil-Maintenance
Calloway Co. Lumber-Maintenance
William Radiator & Glass-Maintenance
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
,
DW Electric-Maintenance
Wholesale ElectricSelnance
Soil Imp. Assoc. Inc.-Maintenance
Lassiter Plaster Co.-Maintenance
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Int. Business Machines-Equipment
Urey Houser-Hauling Commodities
General Electric Co.-TV set di Stand
Ward 81 Elkins-Record Players
Nashville Products Co.-Letter file, etc.
Central School Supply-School Equip.
Office Outfitters-School Equip.
Stratton-Warren Hardware Co.-School Equip.
Hazel Natural Gas-Services
West Ky. Rural Electric-Services
Hazel Water & Sewer-Services
Elaine Brown-Expense to meeting

MAY 1971
Lillie Dunn-KEA Exp.
Howard D.Happy Co.-Adm.Supplies
Burroughs Corp.-Supplies
Mid-South Magazine Agency,Inc.-Magazines
Cronets Publications,Inc.-Guidance Supplies
McGraw-Hill Book Co.-Film
California Test Bureau-Tests
Readers Digest Services-Keaders Supplies
Interstate Printers & Publishers-Teaching Supplies
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
Phillips Petroleum Co.-Gas
Thweatts Service Station-Gas
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
Gulf Oil Corp.-Gas
Ky. Lake Oil Co.-Oil
Uncle Jeff's-Lubricant
Princeton Tire di Recapping Co.-Recap. Tire
Bilbreys-Bus Parts
Benton Auto Supply Bus Parts
Taylor Motors Inc.-Bus Parts
Interstate Battery-Bus Parts
Motor Parts & Bearings-Bus Parts
Blankenship of Ky.-Bus Parts
Parker Ford,Inc.-Bus Parts
Murray Auto Parts-Bus Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Transportation
D & W Auto Supply Inc.-Transportation
Ridgeway Distributors-Transportation
Sholar's Auto Repair-Maintenance
Burton Young Dist. Co.-Fuel Oil
Murray Natural Gas System-Gas
Murray Electric SysternService
Murray Water 81 Sewer Systems-Service
Dexter-Almo Heights Water-Service
South Central Bell-Service
Lovelace-Famer Co.-Maintenance
C & H Candy Co.Custodial Supplies
James Co.-Maintenance
Pete McColl-Labor at Hazel S.
Hughes Paint Store-Tiles, Paste
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
Claude Vaughn Plumbing-Maintenance
Wholesale Electric Supply Co.-Maintenance
Jones Iron & Metal Co.-Maintenance
Ken Ramsey-Equipment
Urey Houser-Hauling Commodities
Sergeant-Welch Scientific Co.-Tuning Fork
Direct Equipment Distributors-Storage Cabinet
Nashville Products Co -Maps,Etc.
Central School Supply, Audio Visual-Projectors

TUESDAY-AUGUST 17, 1971
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
•
-2060.50 Elkins, Leland
39.00 Smith,Jtdianne W.
77.86
Ward & Elkins-Record.Player
64.471
1670.42 Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Library Shelves, Almo
6350.00 Elkins,Shellie
107.70 Smith,Martha R.
25.95
s
Chuck's Music Center-Tape Recorder
954.58
936.00 Elkins, W. C.
82.88 Smith,Mary
1.00
William B. Miller-Expense to KEA
3.50
October
7030.00 Finney, Leander
22.58 Smith,Ruth
2,265.22
Hazel Natural Gas-Services
1204.96
156.00 Finney,Lucy
448.11 Spiceland,Limo
189.00
West Ky. Rural Electric-Services
43.87
1375.00 Lucille T. Ross, Travel
1479.00 Futrell, William
58.76 Starks,Brenda
361.63
Hazel Water Si Sewer-Services
8.50
537.50 Ken Ramsey, Repair of Equipment
Steele, Aline M.
6550.00 Garrison, Attie S.
761.04
77.54
1253.00 Lerman Bros., Department Store, Clothes
Stocks, James,Jr.
52.00 Gibson,Peggy A.
93.15
50.33
1724.25 National Stores, Clothes
Stone, Jan
26.00 Greer,Ira
152.00
11.00
4282.50 Dr. Harold G.Gish, Dental Work
Stubblefield, Janice W. 6875.00 Hargrove,Tommy
83.20
JUNE 1971
54.00 Dr. Jeff Johnson,Eye Examination
15.00
Stubblefield,Jimmie L. 1572.50 Hendon,Rachel M.
888.58
1665.00 Jeffry's Dry Goods, Clothes
82.37
6875.00 Hensley, Elizabeth
38.20 Tarry, Louise M.
123.23
Leake Printing Co.-Office Supplies
1243.88 Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Book Shelving
70.77
226.36 Herndon,Lee
13.81 Taylor, Mary E.
47.94
Ledger & Times-Bids on Lunch Room equip.
1536.28
6117.00 Higgins, Hoy
1.87 Thompson,Glenda M.
9.50
Follett Library Bk.Co.-Library book
5700.00
November
2287.60 Higgins, Louise
13.15 Tofalvy, Joy
3.30
Nashville Products Co.-Teaching supplies
3.23
Tucker,
Douglas G.
7260.55 Hill, Arvin
2.85
20.89
Calif. Test Bureau-Elem. Tests
1281.00 Lucille T. Ross, Travel
55.11
2600.00 Hopkins,Fuqua
26.34 Tucker, Marie D.
14.75
Central School Supply to.-Teaching supplies
1651.50 Parker's Food Market,Health Supplies
12.72 1
Underwood,
Eupal
E.
6650.00
12.03
15.14
Alberta A. Korb-Prof. meeting
2121.57 School Health Supply Co., Health Supplies
Hopkins, Novena
46.96
Waldrop,
Cardelle
15.00 Houser, Urey
356.20
16.87
Balfour Company-Diplomas Si Covers
1295.00 Mrs.Carolyn Boggess, Reading Workshop
17/0
6144.15 Hunter,Furg
505.43 Wallace, Janice
15.20
Shell Oil Co.-Gas
119.00 Edward Curd,Film Library Workshop
16.01
166.10
104.37 Wallis, Evelyn
Gulf Oil Corp.-Gas
874.41 McGraw-Hill Book Co., Teaching Supplies
546.00 Johnson, Bill
212.31
641.62 Walston, Milton E.
52.20
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
1295.00 National Stores, Clothes
9296.00 Kelso, Ernest
147.87
898.80 Watson, Ann
38.35
Texaco,Inc.-Gas
1274.00 Lerman's Department Store, Clothes
624.00 Kelso,Fay Nell
53.69
195.04 Wilkerson, Lexie
Standard Oil Co.-Gas
1835.00 Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Medical Supplies
484.00 Lee, William E.
29.88
50.70 Williams, Jo C.
197.32
Thweatt's Service Station-Gas
18.75 Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Book Shelves
6250.00 Margarette,Efibth
42.96
39.00 Wilson, June G.
4.40
Phillips Petroleum Co.-Gas
1295.00 Central School Supply,Co., Filing Cabinets
6837.84 Marr, Verlene M.
405.30
157.00 Wilson, Larry
Princeton Tire & Recapping-Transportation •
17.50
1295.00 Pool Office Equipment,Office Supplies
286.00 McClard,F. B.
3.75
99.08 Woodall, Paulette
36.88
Murray Auto Parts-Transportation
289.62
493.64 Miller, James
11.46 Wood, Ann T.
55.32
Motor Parts & Bearings-Transportation
1265.41
7260.55 Morris,Betty L
December
473.70
9.20 Wrather,Beurdean
Bilbrey's Car di Home supply-lTansportation
4045.00
6875.00 Murdock,Alfred H.
80.33 Adams,Charlie
238.64
Parker Ford,Inc.-Transportation
1295.00 Parker Publishing Co., Adm.Supplies
1660.50 Murdock,Mavis
14.15
22.55 Adams,Janice
79.51
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Transportation
4502.75 California Test Bureau,Tests
52.50 Orr,J. W.
23.72
29.51 Adams,P.L.
84.53
Uncle Jeff's-Transportation
3622.32 Harcourt, Brace & World,Testing Materials
50.00 Overby, Arvil
21.08
18.48
158.50 Adams,Vivian
Mu-ray Natural Gas System-Bill
1665.00 Pierce,Paul
628.43 H. W. Wilson Co.,Teaching Supplies
55.80
1,083.33
55.34 Armstrong,Freda
Murray Electric System-Bill
1660.50 Ginn di Company,Teaching Supplies
1665.00 Potts,Durward M.
776.14
233.37
131.68 Baker,James
Murray Water & Sewer-Bill
1385.00 Teachers College Press,Teaching Supplies
105.00 Raspberry,Shirley J.
15.85
216.00
80.62 Bizzell, Euin
Dexter-Almo Heights Water-Bill
1295.00 Rogers,Larry
248.71 Lucille T. Ross,Travel
59.35 ,
97.76
67.32 Boggess,Doris M.
South Central Bell Telephone-Bill
1123.50 Rose,Thelma
117:3.66 Belk's Department Store, Clothes
129.01
100.00
24.60 Bonner, Max
Lovelace-Farmer Co.-Janitorial Supplies
1575.50 Ruthland,Guy
125.00 Lerman Bros. Dept.Store, Clothes
140.13 '
22.50 Bradley, John
Cotto Waxo Co.-Floor Sweep
26.25
9.50 Jeffrey's Dry Goods, Clothes
10.50 Schroeder, Bobby
221.27
55.03
16.01 Burkeen,Leon
Murray Supply Co.-Maintenance
1263.50
1295.00 Sheridan,Jean D.
23.62
3.36 Cherry,Pat
Whole sale Electric Supply-Maintenance
170.04
76.25 Smith, Kelly
January
98.00
11.15 Chrysler, Mary
Kengas Corp.-Maintenance
1295.00
42.00 Snow,Charlie F.
24.48
3.50 Cossey,George
Calloway Co.Soil Imp.-Maintenance
1087.50 Edward Curd, Title I Conference
2750.00 Walker,J. B.
5.00
28.11
4.45 Cothran, Hubert
Starks Hardware-Maintenance
1291.23 Litton Educational Publishing Co., Sup. Readers
750.00 Willoughby, Wanda
647.14
35.37
Murray Lumber Co.-Maintenance
9.30 Duncan,Willard
1295.00 J. B. Lippincott Company,Sup. Readers
1665.00 Winchester,Orlene B.
37.95
8.75
Vaughn Plumbing & Heating-Maintenance
47.64 Dunn,Chester
1280.73 Scott, Foresman & Company,Sup. Readers
1287.47 Wyatt, Brenda Y.
224.82
598.75
A. B. Beale di Son-Maintenance
.38 Dunn,Jewell
1295.00 H. W. Wilson Company,Teaching Supplies
1295.00 Tankovich,Leo
25.00
239.23
Pete McCoil-Maintenance
54,00 Dunn,Morris
171.50 Howard D. Happy Co.,Teaching Supplies
1291.23 Mathis,Jerldene
70.00
22.99
Calloway Co. Lumber Co.-Maintenance
14.56 Dunn, William E.
40.00 Teacher's College Press,Teaching Supplies
5400.00 Dunn,Larry
12.40
Howard D. Happy-Supplies
919.82
16.05
Science Research Associates, Teaching Supplies
18.38
100.04
William B. Miller-Expense to meeting
MISCELLANEOUS
4.69
Lucille T. Ross,Travel
33.31
125.75
Petty Cash50.00
Lucille T. Ross,Insurance increase
18.00
114.74
Nat
Ryan Hughes,Office Rent
Texaco,Inc.-Gas by bid
614.59
1,020.00
National Stores, Clothes
233.52
85.94
Ridgeway Distributors-Bus Parts
Don Overbey, Attorney
46.37
400.00
Lerman's Department Store, Clothes
59.86
53.05
Social Security Fund
Interstate Batteries-Transportation
34.00
5,620.58
Dr. Harold Gish, Dental Work
69.00
22.93
County
Retirement
Motor Parts 8z Bearings-Transportation
99.52
1,888.17
School Lunch Program
Hazel Natural Gas-Services
4.06
48,916.75
48.53
February
ESEA Title I transfer
West Ky. Rural Electric -Services
466.31
22.50
80,648.00
F.
P.
Capital
Outlay
Hazel
Fund,
Water
transfer
dc Sewer-Services
22.94
129,960.00
61.78
H. W.Wilson Company,Library Supplies
40.00
Calvin Key,per diem & travel
Huntington Laboratoris-Seal o saw
31.13
214.32 (buck's Music Center,Teaching Supplies
90.80
4.45
Ferrell Miller, per diem & travel
Futrell Electric-Maintenance
233.60
190.72
32.30
American Guidance Service,Inc., Teaching Supplies
54.24
Lubie
Parrish,
per
Wholesale Electric-Maintenance
diem
&
travel
33.69
217.34
1.64
Central School Supply Co.,Teaching Supplies
46.01
Robert Ross, per diem 8t travel
Murray Supply Company-Maintenance
243.72
36.60
238.62
Dr. Douglas Wallace,Health Supplies
15.00
Bill Stubblefield, per diem & travel
Stokes Tractor 8c Implement-Maintenance
90.00
3.50
217.34
Parker's Food Market, Health Supplies
4.82
Eugene Chaney, Voc. Ag. Travel & classes
Vaughn Plumbing & Heating-Maintenance
57.90
218.00
484.21
Lucille T. Ross,Travel
44.75
W.
H.
Brooks,
Voc.
Ag. Travel & classes
Calloway Co.Lumber Co.-Maintenance
13.37
637.70
869.14
Kenneth Ramsey,Repair of Equipment
3.50
• i Carmon Parks, Voc. Ag.Travel
& classes
46.93
Murray Democrat-Ad
541.59
4.00
Dr. Harold G. Gish,Dental Work
25.00
Standard Oil-Gas
50.45
409.75
282.9e Milton Walston,Voc. Ag.Travel &classes
Lerman's Dept.Store,Clothes
123.14
'11.53
U.S.Post Office-Lock bos,rent One yr.
176.11
10.4 Lucy Forrest,Home a.Travel exp:
Jeffrey Dry Goods, Clothes
41.21
4.50
Central School Supply-Minute book
154.39
23.35 - Bess Kerlick,Home Ec.Travel,esp.
National Stores,Clothes
115.92
Balfour Company-Postage past due
161.65
13.73
Gulf Oil Corp.-Gas
13.95
44.07
March
Texaco-Gas
18.25
420.99
Murray Lions Club-Brooms
RECAPITULATION A
28.00
180.00
Wallis Drug,50 cups
2.00
Calloway Co. Lumber-Maintenance
146.95
350.47
Gaylord Bros., Library Supplies
19.50
Crass Furniture Co.-Foor Covering
78.00
beginning
Balance
on
of
hand
year
2,024.08
55.78
Central School Supply Co., Audio Visual, Teaching Supplies 50.09
Ridgeway Distributors-Transportation
143.44
Total receipts for year
1,480,035.19
7.21
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Teaching Supplies
108.24
Howard D.Happy Co.-Office Supplies
668.56
35.00
Rose's Stores,cups
1.80
Phillips Petroleum Co.-Gas
300.00
Total receipts and balance
1,482,059.27
16.80
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Health Supplies
92.03
128.78
Linda Williams, Dental Hygienist Services
100.00
45.94
Total expenditures for year
1,272,407.71
SALARIES
Lucille T Ross, Travel
52.80
Hays,Mary Beth
1105.00 Ledger balance close of year
517.81
209,651.56
Hine, Ruth
70.10
364.00 Bank balance close of year
255,818.55
$6613.06 Hogancamp, Helen L.
APF11
7619.00 Outstanding check close of year
16.87 Adams,Sue D.
46,166.99
Allen, Bobby R.
7515.00 Holmes, Anna L.
1895.81 Actual balance at close of year
209,651.56
Edward Curd, Travel
1126
Armstrong, Frances M. 5880.00 Hopkins, Annie Mae
6875.00
Westinghouse Learning Corp., Adm.Supplies
45.50
Bailey, Marion M.
5620.00 Hopkins, Dixie M.
5520.00
Pool Office Supplies, Adm. Supplies
1.97
Baker, Leila
728.00 Humphries, Mary A.
6350.00
Society for Visual Education,Library Supplies
11.38
5980.00 Hutson, Patricia B.
1551.25
23.78 Beach, Marlene E.
RECAPITULATION B
Gaylord, Bros., Inc., Library Supplies
126.16
6824.20 Jackson, Betty L
5520.00
73.70 Berrill, Bobbye J.
Ginn & Co.,Teaching Supplies
1.08
Berry,
David
F.
7060.00
6875.00
Jennings,
22.30
Laura L.
Balance on hand close of year
209,651.56
Science Research Astiociates, Teaching Supplies
154.52
962.00 Jones, Myrtle C.
6875.00 Accounts receivable
155.80 Bohannon, Toni
10,507.77
Modern Curriculum Press.Teachina Supplies
53.18
7750.00 Jones,Susan
5420.00 Balance plus accounts receivable
16.95 Bowen,Shelton F
220,159.33
McGraw-Hill Book Co.,Teaching Supplies
Brinkley, Anne W.
41.07
7300.00 Kerlick, Bess T.
8090.00 Accounts payable
82,187.51
Office Outfitters,Inc.,Teaching Supplies
8.50
9723.00 Key,Gwyn D.
6782.10 Actual balance of deficit June 30
6.05 Brooks, W.H.
137,971.82
3164.15 Korb,Alberta A.
Midvale Dental Supply Co.,Dental Supplies
67.50
8546.11
244.10 Brown,Diana W.
6875.00 Lanier, David A.
Dr. Harold G.Gish,Dental Work
619.00
5980.00
41.63 Brown,Elaine A.
6875.00 Lassiter, Charlie L.
Settle-Workman Co., Clothes
80.19
9921.00 CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
63.46 Calhoun,Ruth
888.00 Lassiter, Mildred T.
Lerman's Dept.Store, Clothes
3.99
7181.65
649.60 Carroll, Cynthia
7300.00 Lassiter, Patricia G.
5320.00 Lillie Dunn, Treasurer
225.56 Cassity, Betty W.
6670.00 Layman,Priscilla
May
130.00
33.32 Cassity, Jacquelyn
10429.00 Lovins,Otis
754.00 Subscribed and sworn to me by Lillie Dunn this the 5th day of
111.06 Chaney, Eugene
78.00 Mathis,Jo A.
Edward Curd,Travel
5420.00 August, 1971.
71.25
857.51 Coleman,Mac
1404.00 McCage,Lorene M.
Society for Visual Education,Library Supplies
6875 00
12.97
52.97 Conley, Elizabeth
7030.00 McCuiston, Barbara A. 5980.00 Edward Curd, Notary Public
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,Inc., Tests
154.06
9.90 Conley,Jerry L
7170.00 McDaniel, Agnes A.
Scholastic Book Services,Sup. Books
6875.00
45.85
18.48 Cothran,Jane L.
7690.00 Meredith,Judith A.
Garrard Pub. Company,Teaching Supplies
5520.00
My Commission Expires sept. 2, 1973
21.51
30.00 Cothran,Roir.
Keystone View Co., Teaching Supplies
6150.00
2.61
171.55 Crawford,Margaret K. 6837.84 Miller, Eleanor
Bank Certificate
6837.84 Miller, William B.
Modern Curriculum Press,Teaching Supplies
12260.00
3.44
53.71 Crawford,Thyra C.
Singer Education az Training Products,Teaching Sup.
7400.00
352.64
-4,38 Crittenden, Howard R. 11288.00 Myers,Geraldine M.
6875.00 Nance, Maurelle C.
Nashville, Products Co.,Teaching Supplies
6875.00 This is to certify that the balance to the credit of the Calloway
7.50
15.00 Cu -d,Charlene W.
9588.00 Neale, Rachel A.
Lucille T. Ross,Travel
6250.00 County Board of Education account at the close of business on
55.63
69.14 Curd,Edward T.
9238.00 Nix, Billy R.
Cal. Co. Bd. of Ed.. Operation of Plant az Maint.
6920.00 June 30, 1971 was $255,818.55
2,379.00
6.92 Curd Freed M.
78.00 Nix, Brenda C.
Lerman's Dept. Store, Clothes
5320.00
62.31
94.89 Curd, Millie
Signed:
William M. Boyd
5570.00 Nutter, Stisan S.
Dr. Harold G. Gish, Dental Work
5520.00
694.00
32.75 D'Urso,Paul E.
Official of Depository Bank
D.
6350.00 Oettinger, Caroline
Edward Curd,Travel
26.00
30.45
44.17 Dailey, Cheryl
3875.00 Outland, Billy D.
Cal. Co. Bd. of Ed.,Supervising 6teachers
9388.00
350.00
7.21 Darnall, Lucinda C.
5620.00 Outhuid,Estelle V.
E & R Development Co.,Supp. Books
1457.88
330.01
54.91 Darnell, Judy A.
6148.66 Outland,Jean Ann
Nashville Products Co.,Teaching Supplies
3406.00
22.10
5.00 Dodson, Juana B.
1568/5 Outland,Louise M.
Central School Supply, Audio-Visual Teaching Sup.
•„1. 0* 2.00
1.15
181.05 Doron,Helen E.
Dulcie
Douglass,
S.
6875.00
Outland, VAt•Wr-W-- 7460.00
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Health Supplies
31.21
777.12
7750.00 • hner,awistelle
Dr. Harold G.Gish, Dental Work
1572.50
125.00
76.17 Dowdy,George W.
6450.00 Parks,Cannon M.
Lucille T. Ross,Travel
10429.00
32.84
147.30 Dunn,Larry J.
Lillie
6600.00
Dunn,
Parks,Crystal B.
7300.00
73.00
Mildred
H.
Dunn,
6875.00 Parks, Ruby
2900.00
Jane
70.00
Twila A.
5420.00 Paschall, Larry L.
6870.00
45.14 Dunn,
Martha Nell
6875.00 Paschall, N.P.
Central School Supply, Audio Visual,Teaching Sup.
7300.00
56.14
20.70 Ellis,
5470.00 Patterson, William T.
England,Larry A
6800.00
E & R Development Co.,Teaching Supplies
6.00
Sharilyn
858.00 Perkins,Thomas
364.00
Central School Supply, Audio Visual, Overhead Projector
5.47 Erwin,
99.00
2960.00
pot,Lou Ann
91.00
Greshman & Kerr, Inc., Construction Drawings
66.80 Falwell, Lorene
540.00
Lillie V.
6875.00 Pinkley,Frances C.
6875.00
37.55 Farris,
8751.00 Potts,Lucile K.
Feltner,James R.
September
6763.52
6.95
Feltner,Linda H.
5320.00 Redden,Mabel C.
Salaries
6875.00
5.85
8090.00
ick,Dolly W.
7310.00 Disbursements
7.00 Forrest,Lucy A.
169.00 Riley,Betty S.
Foster,Isishlee
7750.00
.70
6100.14 Ross, Lucille T.
Bean,Ellen W.
8090.u0
2810. Roberts, Nancy
Martha
Amount Boggess,Carolyn J.
6770.00 To Whom-Purpose
16.26 Galloway,
5305.63 Sykes, Joanna A.
8390.00
James E.
Garrett,
26.00
338.00
Roberts,Ramona
18.25
Dunn,Lillie
•
1760.00 Taylor, Mary E.
905.45
.
Fred
3412
40.82 Freeman,Olga K
binson, Edna
6875.00 Central School Supply Co., Library Supplies
8.00 Gillum,
8090.00 Winchester, Mar garette
Celia E.
6870,00 Rogers,Duma F.
43.02 Jones,John W.
6875.00 Gaylord Bros., Inc., Library Supplies
5.82 Grogan,
6228.00 K.
6837.84
R.
6875.00 Rogers, M.B.
48.47
8219.00 Lucille T. Ross,Travel & Insurance
94.34 Grogen, Virgil
Woodall, Paulette
1494.55
Margaritta
3856.14 Rushing,Thomas
254.65
9588.00 Belles Department Store, Clothes
163.39 Hall,
85.00 Sanders,Enid R.
258.84
6614.88 Lermans Departrnent Store, Clothes
200.50 Hargis, Ernestine
Continued on Next Page
Harris, Glenna F.
1505.14 Sisk, Jane S.
199.83
6670 00 National Stores, Clothes

Calloway County Board
of Education
[SEA Title I
For Fiscal Year 1970-71
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PAGE TWELVE:
Continued

ORDEAL TOLD

from Page It

Miscellaseous
201.21
3,626.66

Social Security Fund
Retirement Fund
Recapitulation
Receipts:
Disbursements
Outstanding Checks
Balance
Bank Balance

69,980.00
69,609.79
6,218.61
370.21
6,588.82

liscio
survives
illness
By JERRY MAGEE
Copley News Service

IRVINE, Calif. - From a
chain around his neck hangs a
medallion which lists his name
as Anthony Fred Liscio. After it
are the words, "marked
allergy to halothane."
They offer a constant
This is to certify that the balance to the credit of the Calloway reminder to him of how close
County Board of Education, ESEA Title I Fund account at the his football career, and his life,
once came to ending.
dose of business on June 30, 1971 was 66,588.82.
Liscio goes on, a big man
Signed: J. P. Ward
with a flat face attempting to
Official of Depository Bank
make the adjustments a man
must make who is with a new
team. He is with the San Diego
Chargers and they are people
who do not know what this
offensive tackle has gone
through to get here.
For the beginning, it is
necessary to go beck through
time and history to the Dallas
Cowboys' 10th game of 1964,
BY
against Philadelphia in the
DAVIDSON
L.
TAYLOR
CqLONEL
Cotton Bowl. The Cowboys are
on offense and their tackle
not be drops back to protect and there
FRANKFORT, Ky.- chances are that he would
is a pileup and the tackle does
"drafted."
Flabbergasted can best describe
between not get up.
rapport
Hopefully
our initial reaction to the gist of a
"I got my leg caught in the
can be rerecent telephone call from a father and son
pileup and the defensive end
that
degree
the
established
to
former neighbor. The crux of the
thereby kept coming," Li.scio recalled.
conversation was the father was Roger will register and
status "I could tell I had hurt it; it
citizen
good
his
regain
concerned about his son Roger,
up."
about our started stiffening been stretchwho had refused to register for even though his beliefs
A ligament had
being in Vietnam may never ed, and a cartilage torn in his
the "draft."
"You and the Draft" believes change.
right knee. Surgery would be
brief background information
performed.
would be appropriated. Roger
On Dec. 2, 1964, Liscio entered Dallas' Baylor Hospital.
was a good student in high school
"And that's where my trouble
and well-liked by his classmates.
started," said Tony.
He was "headstrong" but never August 15, 1971
When he awoke following the
had any teen-age arrest ADULTS 93
operation, he had a fever of 105
problems, such as for minor NURSERY 10
.degrees, he said. It seems he
traffic violations. Quite frankly
was allergic to halothane,
we were impressed by the strong
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
which he described as one of
tie between father and son.
Mrs. Junior Curtis Gore and
When Roger was a junior in twin baby girls, Route 1, Benton. the ingredients of the
anesthetic.
high school the family moved to
Later, his problem was
the western part of the state.
DISMISSALS
diagnosed as -chemical
According to the father when Mrs. Vickie Lynn Williams,
hepatitis." He lost 30 pounds,
Roger entered college the Route 2, Murray, Michael
and Liscio, not a demonstrative
communication link between the William VanDeraa,Route ilitlew man, will admit that as he lay
two began to weaken.
Concord, Dan Clifford Doogan, there he believed he would die.
A few weeks before Roger's Route 1, Mokena, Illinois, John
-I couldn't eat." he
father
told
his
Mb birthday he
Lee Reddick, 3rd Street, Hazel, remembered. "I tried, but it
that be would never register for James Thomas Rose, 804 South didn't taste like food."
the "draft." The father on 9th Street, Murray, Mrs. Wanda
By Christmas Eve, however,
several occasions tried to per- Faye Todd, Route 6, Murray, he had recovered sufficiently
suade his son not to break the law Mrs. Annie Ovia Sanders, Route that he was to be permitted to
simply because he was opposed 1, Farmington, Mrs. Barbara go home.
to the nation's involvement in Jean Chilcutt, 224 South llth
"I went down to the cast
Vietnam. Paternal persuasion Street, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn room, where they were to
failed,however,according to our Murdock Manning and baby boy, remove my large cast and
caller.
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Jane replace it with a walking cast,
Roger was 18 on Jan. 24, 1971, Elizabeth Taylor, Hermitage and when they took it off the
and should
have registered Drive, Murray, Mrs. Frances whole incision was open and
within five days to comply with Estelle Ezell, Route 1, Murray, draining."
Liscio had developed a staph
the "draft" law, Apparently Ivan Millard Gream, Route 5,
the "headstrong" attitude ob- Murray, Henry Erwin, 628 Ellis infection. Such a thing can be
served some years ago did not Drive, Murray, Mrs. Verna fatal.
"They had to give me staphsoften with respect to "draft" Mable Cox (Expired),'Route 8,
cellin shots," he said. "It was
registration judging from the Murray.
just as if someone had taken his
father's conversation.
fist and hit you on the hip and
The father figuratively tried tc
put a bubble on you. This went
pin us down as to what the August 14, 1971
on every four hours for four
consequences would be if Roger ADULTS 85
days. On the fifth, I told them I
intentionally continued to violate NURSERY 8
couldn't take it any longer."
the "draft" law. It is our policy
The infection lingered. "The
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
not to speak "off the head" even
infection messed up my knee so
if it appears to be a willful Mrs. Margaret Arlene Collier much that I couldn't bend it at
violation of a law. Instead we and baby boy, amlin, Mrs. all on my own will," said
suggested that our former neigh- Burnice Sue Allston and baby Liscio. "All during the 1965
bor make °tie maze effort to boy, 203 North 17th, Murray.
season, I'd go down to the
convince hi
son of the
training room every day and
DISMISSALS
seriousness of continuing to be in
the trainer would bend my
Miss Mary Ann Thornton, 629
violation of the law.
As Roger was born in 1953 and Broad St., Murray, Mrs. Marie knee. Every once in a while, I'd
under current policy would not Betts, 624 Broad St., Murray, hear an adhesion bust."
Meanwhile, he was taking
receive a Random Sequence Master Kelly Ray Hill, 1605
Number( RSN1 until the drawing Catalina, Murray, Lomon antibiotics orally. Later it was
of 1972, it was a reasonable Parrish, Route 6, Murray, James decided to put a tube in his leg
assumption that there would be Darrel Burkeen, Route 1, Dexter, and feed antibiotics into his leg
less basis for prosecution Scott Frederick Dunkel, 638 through that method. For six
weeks, for an hour and a half
provided he changes his mind Bloomfield Hills, Mich., Maldie
each day. Liscio would sit in a
Lee
Washburn,
Route
6,
Murray,
and registers.
hospital room while antibiotics
However, on the other side of Mrs. Linda Gale Paschall, Route dripped into his system.
the coin, if he continues 3, Puryear, Tenn., Jerry Lee
"After six weeks, my leg was
adamant in refusing to register, Sheridan, Route 7, Mayfield, still inflamed," he said, "so in
Mrs.
Alice
Diane
Davis,
Canour office has no choice but to
July the doctor decided to go in
recommend that his local board terbury Est., Murray, Mrs. Mary there and clean it out."
report Roger to the United States Katherine Bruce, Route 1,
The stitches from the
District Attorney as a person Dukedom, Tenn., Mrs. Elizabeth previous operation were
Ann
Parrish,
511 South 4th, removed. In December of 1965,
suspected of failing to register. If
such action becomes necessary it Murray, Mrs. Frances Kay Hill a year from the time he subthen will be the District At- and Baby Boy, Route 2 Box 65, nutted to surgery for the first
torney's decision whether to Murray, Mrs. Pearl Woodall, 609 time, liscio was sitting at
Sycamore, Murray, Bluford home when he noticed
prosecute.
"You and the Draft" hopes Harvey Dixon, Route 1, Kirksey, sortiething poking through the
Roger will change his mind and Boss William Darnell, Route 1, skin of his knee.
•'1 got a tweezers and pulled
go to any local board for the Murray, Mrs. Lillie Pogue
purpose of registration. We have Outland, 107 North 7th, Murray, it, and here came a stitch,"
a strong feeling if this young man Wales Oscar Austin, Route-1.. said I.iscio.
-When the doctor removed
wants to be a "martyr" in the Fulton, Raymond Franklin Smith
the stitches, he missed one and
sight of his classmates that such Expired. Route 1, Kirksey.
it was working out. When I
"martyrdom" would soon be
pulled that stitch out, the inshould
he
be
forgotten. However,
cision closed up and I never
convicted of violating a federal
have had any more problems."
law the stigma would long
A man with a knee like this
remain.
wonder how long it is
a Brooklyn car has to
going to hold up. "You think of
rialins
he
was
driven
Should Roger comply with the
Tony admitted, "but
tJusiriess b a constant that."
law and it remains necessary to s ,,A,,r of soot
what am I going to do? I like
that settled on
"draft," there is a chance that
the game. I just hope I can i
arc
legally he may never be required
1r,e of the soot. he make a contribution here.The Chargers are certain he
to serve in the armed forces.
CAlnS11111(iiitlAli
(an Liscio is an accomplished
Much would depend on the "luck Edisor
plant and he is
of the draw" in 1972. With a high suinLi
',fl" $2 :S filliilOn In pass protector and the club too
often has seen its inialterbacks
FLSN and if calls remain low, the Ciatt•i;10-..
Calloway County Board of Education
ESEA Title I Lillie Dunn Treasurer Subscribed and sworn to by
Lillie Dunn this the 5th day of August 1971.
Edward Curd, Notary Public
My Commission Expires Sept. 2, 1973

keys Sc

State Fair-time
Aug. 19-28, 1971
When Rural Kentucky Comes
A Callin'
Rodeo fans say,"Howdy,Festus"

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

k

Peaceful pipe-smoking
contestants

AO"

,

Two Kids

Hospital Report

Cotton candy, ice cream-circus treats are
tasty to Governor Nunn and Kids alike

IrNs„
on the ground. He can play
tackle or he can play guard,
which he did in his return to the
Cowboys in 1966.
When he was dealt to San'
Diego in the Lance Alworth
Jefferson Circuit Court has
deal, Liscio, 31, moved along
quietly.
ruled that Kentucky's Sunday
closing law is constitutional.
agreeing with the state Court of
Appeals that the law's faults are
correctible "only by legislative
For a special be-man salaction rather than judicial."
ad, a salad bowl with lettuce leaves. Arrange on letThe ruling by Judge Marvin
tuce strips of Swiss cheese
Sternberg is the latest chapter in
wedges,
and salami, tomato
a 25-month-old suit brought by
sweet onion separated into
the Retail Merchant Assn. of
rings and, sliced cucumber.
Louisville against more than 80
For the dretbsing, blend
Louisville-area stores.
equal parts of mayonnaise
The suit charges that lawand French dressing,
agencies
enforcerneit
in
onion.
grated
sparked with
Louisville and Jefferson County
Serve with rolls, milk and a
have failed to enforce the Sunday
chocolate sundae.
closing statute.
Sternberg said in the opinion
RADIO HERO
Among early radio's heroes that he would issue a permanent
was Jack Binns, a young radio injunction against the defendant
operator who sent the first stores, and that he would comply
wireless distres.s. signal to save with an Appeals Court order to
his shipmates during an Atlan- hold 20 of the stores in contempt
tic storm in 1909.
of a temporary restraining order
Issued in the case in 1969.

Sunday Closing
Law Is Upheld

Man's salad

The Court of Appeals earlier defendants.
this year directed Sternberg to The statute in question
fine each store at least 50 percent,prohibits the sale of most items
of its total gross sales of mer- on Sunday, but exempts.certain
florid* ftte-_thfritundirt On goods and services on the basis of
which the stores operated in necessity.
violation of the restraining order.
Sternberg set Sept. 20 as the date Sternberg stated that the stores
for a hearing to determine the sold items which were not items
amount of such sales by the of emergency or necessity.

refuting the claim to that effect
by the defendants.
351lth ANNIVERSARY
Gothenburg, Sweden's sec.
ond largest city and it's "Gateway to the West," is celebrating its 350th anniversary this]
. 111
year.
I
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FOUR DIE IN BURNING GREAT LAKES FREIGHTER-Four workmen died in the
bowels of the ore carrier Roger Blough, largest ship ever built on the Great
Lakes, under construction at Lorain, Ohio. Firemen battled the black smokebelching flames for 14 hours before getting it under control.

FISKNIP
SHOP

CAMPUS CASUAL'S

Back To School Fashions
by Bobbie Brooks - Korot of California - Peppergrass Kingsley - and Jane Colby Sportswear
• Lovely CAM
• Mix & Match
• Knee Socks to Match

JUNIOR DRESSES

by Vicky Vaughn - Bobbie Brooks Alfreda - Sizes 3 to 15 PETITES by Robbie Rivers - Vicky
Petites J. P.'s - Sizes 3 to 13

4r•

LINGERIE
4

Car dealer sues
over soot damage

TANGIER IS GOING MOD
'1'..r4_1,
r

by Merryline

Bikini Panties • Bras - Slips & Gown Sets
MISS ELAINE .'GOWNS • GOWN AND ROBE SETS • LOUNGING
CULOTTES • LONG QUILTED NYLON ROBES
* Use Our Lay-Away Early or Your Bank ArnerIcard *

CAMPUS CASUAL SHOP
Open 8-6 Weekdays • 8-5 on

Plenty of Parking In Rear

t.I•tlf•cting the (
11

11

1.1111., '11111,

'It Ind! kt.tpl,“ •

111 (1

By GAY PAULEY
UPI Woomen's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)
it the new freedom in
for the young set. Si
they are wearing b
school is the casual as
fortable in clothes.
Sum up the look v
whole range of denim
graves, levis, jeans. Ade
return of the blazer,
tuition of the pond
booted look, the tied,
tics, the granny dream
to the ankles.
The casual trend is
signer-dictated. The scl
dreams up its own VAI
from dungarees cut off
like hot pants, to
worn on soxless and si
km feet.
What effect this
"worn" look has had c
and Dad'd back-to-echo
ing budget is difficult
termine. One West Phils
mother of 10 said her
would be hard-pressed i
children had to be outl
spiffy new fashions.
"In a family this bi
have to learn pretty qui
share anyway," said M
Flatley. "But I think t
eral trend away from /I
IBM is a good one. The c
seem more healthy not
ing about clothes."
But MIS. .111111C8 Hi
Cincinnati, didn't thii
casual dress trend rea
any less expensive so
buying school clothes v
cem.a.
"Most of the casual
cost just about as it
recular skirts, slack,
shirts," she said. "I don
anyone saves any rnonel
Hines has five children
from 16-year-old twin g
10-year-old.
National survey
A United Press Intern
check of cities, large am
across the nation show
school dress often depe
school
regulations.
schools set strict codes;
allow almost anything
_thasrooms.
The National Ed,
Association says that t
1960s court rulings o
regulations give stude
more freadom-"Now
tend to favor the irk
students are free to d
they please as long as
no actual disruption o
in the classroom or ir
..ment on the freedom o
students.")
Here, by city, are rep
back-to-school style
-Fresno,Calif. Raw
headbands, the old-styl
top) undershirts and 6
tom trousers for the
ckool dresses nearly 0,
teen-age girls. Repli
, hot pants, grann
poets. The "hip" or co
Poaching down to the gi
Oebool ranks with long
boys almost as prevalen
sixth grade as in the 12t,
-Charlotte, NC. Fe
fall, the same as summe

that is bell-bottom jean
crated T-shirts and bai
The jeans-T-shirt comb

ateas*,
_
tirr44$4 JAwbei)
/4011t.

Casual

Located Across From the.kministration Bldg

Saturday

is the basic element of tl
wardrobe. But to ade
riduality, Charlotte's ki
orate them with thei
handicrafts. Take plait
and patch them, stud
and embroider them
stars, names, flowers or'
said Jim Pietro*, 18, IT
of the "Infinity's End
featuring the unisex lool
The no-bra fad
A saleswoman in a CI
boutique for girls said ti
adapting the braless loc
the sense of rebellion at
dom it gives them."
-Loo Angeles. High
en are in jeans, raggedy

George Dunn
Rural Letter
Carrier, Dies

MAYFIELD, Ky., Auj
George Dunning. 58, died
day in an Albuquerque,
hospital following surge
injuries sustained in al
accident earlier in the we
resided here at 001 Centri
Dunning, a rural mall c
leaves his wife, Mrs.
Dunning; a daughter, Mis
Dunning. Louisville:
sister, Mrs. Harold J.
Mayfield.
He was an elder in thi
Christian Church, a men
Mayfield Masonic Lodg
340, past commander of
can Legion Past X, and a
bet of the National Rural
Carriers Association.
Funeral. arrangements
complete. The body will
turned to Byrn Funeral
here Tuesday.
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Casual comfort
keys school styles
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - Call
it the new freedom in fashion
for the young aet. But what
they are wearing back to
school is the casual and comfortable in clothes.
Sum up the look with the
whole range of denims-dungarees, levis, jeans. Add in the
return of the blazer, continuation of the poncho, the
booted look, the tie-dyed fabrics, the granny dresses down
to the ankles.
The casual trend is not designer-dictated. The school set
dream up its own variations,
from dungarees cut off to look
like hot pants, to sneakers
worn on soxless and stockingless feet.
What effect this casual,
"worn" look has had on Mom
and Dad'd back-to-school cloth
ing budget is difficult to determine. One West Philadelphia
mother of 10 said her family
would be hard-pressed if all the
children had to be outfitted in
spiffy new fashions.
"In a family this big, they
have to learn pretty quickly to
share anyway," said Mrs. Lois
Flatley. "But I think the general trend away from materialism is a good one. The children
seem more healthy not worrying about clothes."
But Mrs. James Hines, of
Gncinnati, didn't think the
casual dress trend really was
any less expensive so far as
buying school clothes was concerned.
"Most of the casual clothes
cost just about as much as
regular skirts, slacks and
shirts," she said. "I don't think
anyone saves any money."Mrs.
Hines has five children ranging
from 16-year-old twin girls to a
10-year-old.
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sweat shirts, boots, sandals,
heads and fringe. The smaller
children, the ones whose mothers still shop for them, are not
quite so 'sloppy" but the
trend is to the casual. Bill ROM,
owner of Top Toggery catering
to the 12 and under set, said
he is selling mostly pants for
boys and girls, and when the
mother does select a dress, it's
usually the ankle-length granny.
-Chicago. Anything from
hot pants to granny dresses for
girls at a typical junior high
school. The boys more traditional but one boy showed up
with a purple shirt, lace-trimmed, and purple trousers. A
spokesman for Carson, Pirie
Scott and Co., a large Chicagoarea department store, said
high school boys are buying
mostly denim or corduroy
pants, knit tope, skinny ribs or
turtlenecks. He thought the
1971-72 crop of students
would be "cleaned up a little
but not back to the Ivy League
look." The emphasis is on the
casual and "all the kids want
to look like their peers."
-Boston. A more conservative look, report major stores
in the Boston area. Blazers are
back-" will be as big as hot
pants," said Suomi Guptill, 23,
junior wear buyer for Conrad
and Chandler. "The basically
tailored all-American look is
back in,"she said. Loafers have
reappeared for both sexes.
Knee socks are back on the
scene.

Graves Man
Dies Of
Injuries
BENTON, Ky., Aug. 16-Phillip (Mike) Haley, 69, Mayfield
Rt. 5, died Sunday as a result
of a pedestrian-automobile accident early Sunday morning.
Kentucky State Police reported
diet the accident occurred at
12:40 a.m. Sunday on Kentucky
Highway 80 nine miles west of
Benton.
State police said Mr. Haley
was walking in the westbound
lane when he walked into the
path of an automobile driven
by Richard Daniel Reynolds,
also traveling west on Kentucky
Highway 80.
Mr. Haley was a World War
II veteran.
He ls survived by three sisters, Mrs. Virgie Smith and Mrs.
WInnie Smith, both at Benton
Rt. 3, and Mrs. Mabel Smith,
Mayfield Rt. 5; two half sisters,
Mrs. Hilda Youngblood and Mrs.
Robbie Gore, both of Detroit,
Mich.; a step sister, Mrs. Curt
Phillips, Benton; a half brother,
Lannie Lyles, Benton Rt. 1; a
step brother, Weldon Lyles, Benton Rt. 3.
Funeral services will be held
at 1 p.m. Tuesday at Linn Funeral Chapel with Connie Wyatt officiating. Burial will be in
Holten Cemetery in Graves
County.
Pallbearers will be Homer
Haley, Gather Haley, Ben Hunt
Haley, James E. Haley, Tommy
!Holton, and Forrest Holton.

Services Wednesday
For Miss Travis
Funeral services for Miss Ora
Belle Travis, age 30, will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church with Rev. John Bradley
and Rev. William McKinney
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Barry
Travis, Joe Travis, Joe Pat
Jones, James Mark Ramsey,
Danny Hopkins, and James
Williams. Burial will be in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home. Friends
may call at the Travis residence
on Murray Route Three.
The young woman died Monday
at 9:15 a.m. at her home
following an extended illness. She
was born August 21, 1940,and was
a member of the Brooks Chapel
Church.
, She is survived by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ed Travis of
Murray Route Three; one sister,
Mrs. Sue Taylor of Almo; four
brothers, Will Edd Travis of
Murray Route Four, Jerry
Thomas Travis of Dexter Route
One, Billy Ray and L. A. Travis,
both of Murray Route Three.

Mrs. 011is Denham
Rites Held Today

LUCKY BUTTONS—Brought home in Fremont, Calif.,
by Andy Oddo, 11, a stray kitten touched a tender
spot in the heart of Fraulein Schnitzell Kebschell,

Final Rites Held
Today For Mrs. Cox

an unusually congenial dachshund, and adoption proceedings began. Now the dog and the 4-week-old
kitten named Buttons have a wonderful friendship.

President...

Scholarship
Fund Seeking
Subscribers

The funeral for Mrs. Ohs
. (Continued from Page I)
Denham of 101 South 12th Street,
Treasury Secretary John B. much the exchange value of the
Murray, is being held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the Final rites for Mrs. Verna M. Connally and other officials:
dollar would change.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home Cox, wife of the late M. R. Cox, -The 90-1ay freeze on wages
In Europe, most money
with Rev. Paul Dailey officiating. were held this morning at ten and salaries will prohibit all markets and gold exchanges
chapel
of
o'clock
the
J.
at
H.
the
raises until after Nov. 12 remained closed for the second
Serving as pallbearers are
Frank Turner, Robert Willis, Churchill Funeral Home with including increases which had day in a row to allow FRANKFORT, Ky.-A $50,000
Unisex clothes continue
Glen Willis, Eugene Willis, Rev. A. M. Thomas officiating. been scheduled for months or governments and financial cir- scholarship in honor of Minor
-Philadelphia. Dungarees
Harvey McCuan, and Gene Lear. Pallbearers were William even years under existing cles time to decide what Clark, retired fish and wildlife
and shirts or sweaters as of
NEW YORK (UPI)-Stocks Burial was in the Lassiter Heath, Dan -Clayton, Joe Dunn, employment contracts.
action to take. In Tokyo, the commissioner, had been annow. There are a number of
Hollis Roberts, Clifton Cochran, -Auto manufacturers will be Bank of Japan stepped in for nounced by the League of Keristores in the Philadelphia area opened mixed in heavy trading Cemetery with the arrangements and Vernon Hale. Interment was
required to sell 1972 model cars the second day in a row to buy tucky Sportsmen Board of
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
that sell unisex fashions-shirts, today.
in the Birmingham Cemetery at at 1971 prices during the freeze dollars to prevent the price Directors.
Home.
Many
Wall
Street
analysts
trousers and even jewelry that
Briensburg with the J.H. period. Ford and General from falling. During the morn- The scholarship will be funded
can be worn by either sex. But were asking what the market Mrs. Denham, age 73, died Churchill Funeral Home in
Motors indicated in Detroit that ing session it bought 1200 through the League's subsidiary,
one merchandiser, Richard D. could do for an encore after Sunday at 3:30 a.m. at the
charge of the arrangements.
would rescind previously million. On Monday, it bought the Kentucky Wildlife Federation
they
Murray-Calloway
County.
Monday's
record
shattering
National survey
Wagner, an executive at John
performance. The general belief Hospital. She was a member of Mrs. Cox, age 62, died Sunday announced '72 price hikes.
Foundation.
an estimated 1800 million.
Wanamaker,
sees
girls
going
A United Press International
was the market will continue to the Hazel Baptist Church and the at the Murray-Calloway County --lirocery store prices were
Details or the scholarship will
check of cities, large and small, back to school in tailored-,
survived
by
two
She
is
Hospital.
frozen but the prices of raw
be disclosed at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 2,
pleated slacks instead of faded vibrate with enthusiasm but at wife of Malcolm Denham who
across the nation showed that
daughters, Mrs. Wilbert Outland agricultural products were not.
died in August 1932.
during a Minor Clark Apschool dress often depends on Jeans, or plaid skirts and blu- a more restrained pace in the
ets again. He called it the wake of President Nixon's bold Survivors are four sons, Oscar and Mrs. Thomas Redden, both of Economists at the Agriculture
preciation Dinner at the Phoenix
school
regulations.
Some
Murray; three grandchildren, Department admitted they were
Hotel in Lexington.
schools set strict codes; others "clean wholesome look of the new program to break the back of Nashville, Dolphus of Murray,
period from 1948 to 1950." of inflation and pull the Herbert of Providence, and Bill Mrs. Joe Ryan Cooper of Murray, unable to say just which
Subscriptions to the scholarallow almost anything in the
Wagner said the boys would economy out of its slump.
of Springfield, ID.; two sisters, Mrs. Tom Samuels of Tuscon, products would be exempt from
ship fund are now being received.
nlassroonis.
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
not easily give up their jeans
Dr. William I. La Tourette, Mrs. Jewel Felts of St. LOUIS, Arizona,and Pat Thomas Redden the freeze.
The National Education
women's liberation movement The first, for $100, was from Mrs.
but he thought some would vice
president-research
Association says that the late
for Mo., and Mrs. Call Willis of of Joplin, Mo.; sister, Mrs. -The Office of Emergency has opened fire on colleges and Edgar Paul, president of the
move to the "newer, more E.F. Hutton & Co., said "the Mayfield; one brother, Homer George Smith of Murray; six Preparedness, which will admi1960s court rulings on dress
universities having quotas on Kentuckiana Outdoor Women's
nister the freeze, announced it the number
regulations give students far comfortable knit fabrics."
President's economic measures Cole of St. Louis, Mo.; eleven great grandchildren.
of females admit- Club.
-Marion, Ill. Jeans in &aim should be regarded as a boldly grandchildren; two great
more freadoni-mNsav rulings
would open by Wednesday ted.
Contributions for the establishor
corduroy
for
the
boys.
tend to favor the idea that
offices in Seattle. San Francisconstructive program with bul- grandchildren.
ment of the Clark Scholarship
Many
males
admitted
have
James
C.
Walker,
of Herrin, lish implications for the
students are free to dress as
co, Denver, Dallas, Kansas lower college board examina- Fund will come also from Kenstock
they please as long as there is president of a chain of men's market.
City, Chicago, Atlanta, New tion scores than females who tucky's 339 sportsmen clubs and
no actual disruption of order and boys' clothing stores in
York, Philadelphia and Boston. were denied admission because from
"The
President's
individuals
package
and
in the classroom or impinge- southern Illinois, said one pop- represents an almost perfect
Connally, in an hour-long of the "quota system," says organizations associated with
ular
shirt
material
will
be
the
ment on the freedom of other
news conference Monday, said a National Education Associa- conservation and environmental
skinny-sib knit reminiscent of prescription for a somewhat
From The
students.")
the administration would de- tion task force on students Improvement.
ailing economy and it should
Wallace
Beery
underwear.
The
Here, by city, are reports on
pend more on the economic rights and responsibilities.
speed the recovery significantClark, a resident of Frankfort,
back-to-school s7
ilsegged
trends: girls are taking to hot pants
The task force called for an retired July 1 because of illness.
patriotism of the public than on
ly," La Tourette added.
FRANKFORT-Kentucky
-Fresno,Calif.
levis, worn under a midi-length dress
open admissions policy, de- He had been in the department
Shortly after the opening,
residents bought $610 million the relatively light $5,000 fine
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.i
headbands, the old-style (tank that zips or buttons up,or can
manding that no institution for 35 years.
by
law
for
authorized
violation
be
left
open,
advances
led
declines,
167
once
to
74
the
girls
1970
in
automobiles
top) undershirts and bell botBy United Press International worth of new
of education at any level deny
order.
freeze
of
the
leave
the
campus
among
boundary
324
issues
in
Income from the scholarship
across
the
tom trousers for the boys.
WASHINGTON -Sen. George from 490 franchised new car
admission or access to any
School dresses nearly out with a town that harra -school code. tape. lbe Dow Jones industrial S. McGovern, 1)-S.D., regarding dealers, according to figures "I want to again call upon all .opplicant because of"race, age, fund will be used for a continuing
the teen-age girls. Replaced by Marion High •Ssisool Principal average, however, was off a Nixon's wage and price freeze: released by Robert H. Newberry, Americans, business and labor, marital statur•national origin, annual allotment probably to a
minis, hot pants, grannies and Clay Hunter, said, however, little more than a point at "The President's actions aid Managing Director of the Ken- large and small, American physical handicaps, previous Kentucky udent in ecological
businessmen of whatever kind
pants. The "hip" or cool look that "what's acceptable" gen- 187.56.
big business without providing tucky Automobile Dealers
criminal record, previous polit- study, but details have not been
or character to live up to, and ical
Southern Co. opened un- jobs to meet
finalized.
reaching down to the grammar ally results from taSts with
Inc.
Association,
activity .. . or sex."
the nation's
parents
and
children.
changed at 21% on a block of greatest needs."
school ranks with long-haired
The average Kentucky new car adhere to, and comply with the
-Dallas.
In
this style-con- 22,000 shares.
boys almost as prevalent in the
dealer in 1970 had sales of spirit and the letter of this
scious city, pre-teens and teensixth grade as in the 12th.
Honeywell surrendered % to BELFAST, Northern Ireland $1,240,000. He employed 22 freeze," said Connally, the
-Charlotte, N.C. For early age students stick pretty much 102% among the electronics.
persons and paid an annual administration's chief economic
fall, the same as summer wear, to sophisticated fashions. A Control Data was steady at -John Daly, spokesman for a Payroll of $132,000, Mr. Newberry spokesman.
rights
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civil
check
Catholic
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The jeans-T-shirt combination for the girls, jeans and sports soaring 11 points Monday. nationwide non-violent moveLEXINGTON, Ky.-Taking lively colors you love most. On
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shirts
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is the basic element the teen
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Other Kentucky highlights from
of killing and getting
walls aren't as restful, and they
handicrafts. Take plain jeans hippie or messy looking.
By suspending the convertibi- up with a selection of colors that
Pan American World Airways We're trying something different the report:
-Tulsa. Nothing "far out"
and patch them, stud them,
also tend to "tighten" up the
were
1,375,000 lity of the dollar into gold, will reflect that fascinating rooms in an already small house.
and embroider them with in a city with a rigid school was unchanged at 13 in its now. We're urging everyone to -There
stars, names, flowers or quotes, dress code. Skirts are not to be group. McDonnell Douglas join in our campaign of passive automobiles on Kentucky roads Nixon knocked the props out conglomeration of personalities As for the kids, give them a
in 1970 and 387,000 trucks and from under the world monetary that help give a household its chance to think about color
said Jim Pietras, 18, manager more than two. inches above eased % to 2834 among the resistance."
buses. The U.S. total was 108.9 system drafted in 1944 at "we-live-here" individuality.
of the "Infinity's End" shop the knee, and hiriton the boys aircrafts.
schemes and come up with ones
can't be "excessively" lonf.
Brenton Woods, N.H. U.S. That's the word from Kathryn
DuPont slipped 74 to 14614 in CAIRO
featuring the unisex look.
President million vehicles.
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home
Sebree,
furAnwar Sadat, charging Israel -Kentucky highway users in
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left for the individual teacher of 534 Monday.
Paul
Undersecretary
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Volnishings specialist at the UK rooms and the family room they
with harboring an "impecialist 1970 paid a total of 1287 million in
A saleswoman in a Charlotte to decide. Lots of Orbs wearing
cker, hurried to Europe to College of Agriculture. She's
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state and federal taxes.
8
90 often take over shouldn't
plan";
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levisboutique for girls said they,are
gainer Monday, also turned "If we close our eyes for a
-Average weekly. earnings of begin negotiations for a new been helping families for years reflect their unique personalities
adapting the braless look 'for but neat.
place.
its
to
take
system
lower. It was off % at 90%.
with their special redecorating and life styles? For a youngster,
moment Israel will be able lo new car dealer employees in
the sense of rebellion and freeSony Corp., the Japanese achieve the Zionist dream of Si. Kentucky were $121 in 1970, Although the administration problems and projects, and she it's
often a trig part of what
dom it gives them."
manufacturer of TV sets and greater
the phrase "devalua- puts the emphasis not only on
Israel extending from compared to the national average shunned
makes a house "my own special
Los Angeles. High schooldoubt
little
was
there
tion,"
other products, dropped % to the Nile to the Euphrates."
experts
what
say
the
is
of $141 per week.
place, my home."
ens are in jeans, raggedy shirts,
15%. In Nixon's weekend
-Kentucky's new car dealers that the value of the dollar "correct," but on the kind of
Quality paints come in an
message he announced a 10 per
represented 3.0 per cent of the would drop in comparison to colors and the style of living that almost endless variety of colors,
Federal State Market News
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hard
world's
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most
of
cent surcharge on
most
household
make
each
special.
total
retail
establishments in the
and the water-base paints make
Service August 17, 1971
HOLLYWOOD (UPII-Mem- state.
imports.
"Don't take the easy way out blissfully light work of
Dealer sales of 1610 million currencies.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
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hers
Actors
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Screen
the
Most Americans will feel
American
Telephone, the
by settling for those safe cleaning. Flat-base
in 1970 were 15.7 per cent of the
Market Report Includes 10
enamels,
most widely held stock picked have ratified a new three-year state total, the 165 million annual effect of the change only when neutrals," says Miss Sebree,
Buying Stations
good for woodwork, are not
for
pay
1
4 to 44% on a block of contract, calling
dealer payroll was 12.3 per cent they buy imports-which will be "Unless you just have no spirit of water-soluble, however, nor are
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a
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they
when
expensive-or
shares.
of the state total, and the dealer more
adventure." Magazines are fun
George Dunning, 58, died Satur- Barrows and Gilts 25c lower Sows 10,000
margin of nearly three to one,
their to thumb through and study, but the exterior paints and stains-so
day in an Albuquerque, N.M., Steady to 50c lower
workforce of 10,600 employees travel 'abroad-where
clean up your brushes or rollers
It
was
announced
WELL-NURSED
Monday.
MARIJUANA
was 8.3 per cent of the state total. money will buy less. But unless just let them be idea-triggers for right
hospital following surgery for US 1-3 200-230 lbs. 118.75-19.25;
quick with paint solvent if
The
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to
Mich.
MOUNTAIN,
soon,
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system
is
new
a
auto
injuries sustained in an
you. No use trying to recreate you don't want to invest
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 118.50-18.75; (UPI)-Visitors to City Clerk said John L. Dales, executive
in new
in
chaos
the results could- be
accident earlier in the week. He
that lovely somebody-else's room equipment or a tedious
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 118.00-18.50; E. Rossi's office receive a curt secretary of the Guild.
day-orworld trade.
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in
youtown
house.
It
may
be that
Dunning, a rural mail carrier, US 3-4 280-280 lbs. 117.50-18.00; reply when they mention that The new pact, retroactive to
American tourists who were no idea in the world is completely two-too-late clean-up chore.
Good paints are easily applied
healthy, two-foot high plant in a July 1, covers theatrical and
leaves his wife. Mrs. Zelma Sows
that
discovered
Monday
original, but copy-cats don't have
Four persons were cited by the abroad
Dunning; a daughter, Miss Jane US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $15.0045.50; pot perched on a window sill to television motion pictures and
countries their dollars nearly as much fun as in- with brush or roller. They dry
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You already know the colors work, and it's a great morale
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Mayfield.
task of keeping the marijuana sought, Dales said the Guild
They were two for illegal their hotel bills. Some overseas you like. Your closet is full of booster. Here's the only catch-if
He was an elder in the First
plant alive until Police Chief believes the pay increases will
banks flatly refused to ex- them. Take a look at your
possession
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A.J. Schupp can use it as not be affected by President
change dollars for local curren- favorite clothes and get your you don't do a workmanlike job of
Now You Know
p.m.,
one
for
driving
while
inMayfield Masonic Lodge No.
evidence in a marijuana raid a Nixon's wage-price control
cy or imposed tight restrictins clues right there. There is no preparing the surface for painBy United Press International
369, put commander of Ameriweek ago. She explains the freeze because of the effective toxicated, unnecessary noise, on the size of the transactions "bad" color scheme, if you find it ting, forget it. All surfaces to be
illegal possession on alcohol,
"Hara-kiri" is a word meancan Legion Post 26, and a mempainted should be -pre-Pared,
plant will remain healthy and date.
accept.
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ber of the National Rural Letter ing "belly cutting" and is
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they.
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until
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one
piece
In
currency
Most large-scale
Carriers Assoc1at ion.
considered crude by the JapaFor each 60 cents On public conduct at 11:06 p.m., and one for markets were closed Monday to spiring, or whatever it is you're are sound, clean, and smooth.
Funeral arrangements are in- nese who prefer the word
looking
for
in
that
certain
room.
education in the United states, shoplifting of four pounds
And wheo,you need to hide small
Women are showing more SI is spent on national defense. sausage and two dozen eggs at permit traders to catch their Maybe you'll choose light cracks,
complete. The body will be se- "seppuku," meaning "cutting
rough or patched plaster,
at
study
.
Therefore,
there was no neutrals for backgrounds, with
turned to Byrn Funeral liome open the stomach."
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how
here Tuesday.
Stamford University.
accents
and
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in
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paint is a good choice.
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE

Crossword Puzzle
6 Conjunction
7 Symbol for
1 Vigor (caftan.)
tellurium
4 Winged
8 Competitors
9' Sworithiart
9 Fall behind
10 High
12 Ventilate
13 Kind of
mountain
11 Shipchannel
fabric
14 Guido's high
16 Food fish
18 Send forth
note
15 Attired
20 Country of
3
10
7 (Not
Asia
EaM
bbre
ice
ef.)
21 Honor
19 Anon
22 Rat-bottomed
20 Girl's nano,
21 Son of Adam
boat
24 Threefold
Sieve
2
23
7 Dirninishes
25 Run away
29 Rage
to be
married
scale
26 Evaluates
Skill
28 Frightens
343321 Blemish
33 River islands
Witty
34 Time of day
remark
35 Football
36 Body of
position
rioter
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MILK LINE IN INDIA-Children line up for milk at
Camp Chanseri, a refugee camp in Assam which

SPACE AGE REPORT

Kids' queries aren't
rust flights of fancy
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The other night some friends of ours
and
my husband were at a party. Everyone had a
few drinks,
and I had enough to make me woozy so I went
into the
bedroom and stretched out on the bed. I was lying there with
a cold wash rag over my face and my eyes closed
when
someone came into the bedroom and kissed me. I was afraid
to open my eyes to see who it was, but I am sure it wasn't
my husband.
I an afraid to ask any of the men who were at the party
for fear of asking the wrong one What must I do?
SURPRISED
DEAR SURPRISED: Forget it. Maybe it was one of the
girls.
DEAR ABBY: I have just discovered a very important
fact I hope you will print to save many people from unhappiness:

Marriage is not for everyone. I think this is mainly true
of men, but it applies to some women, too. I was married for
several years to one of the prettiest and nicest women on
earth, but this didn't keep me from being attracted to other
women. We are now divorced for that reason and now
I
realize I never should have been married in the first place.
Some people are simply incapable of being faithful.
No conceit intended, but I am a vzry desirable
man, and
it is impossible for me to be around an attractive
woman
without flirting with her. Now that I am a bachelor
I can do
as I please without worrying about hurting
anyone as I will
limit my attentions to unmarried women. BORN
SWINGER
DEAR SWINGER: Boys flirt. Men prefer a
deeper,
more mauve relationship. No one is incapable
of being
faithful. Bet many are umelliling.
DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I have been engaged
for
four years lb- was in Viet Nam) and we are getting
married
in November. The problem is my mother died five months
ago and my father says he will give me away, but he doesn't
want us to have anything except a ceremony
in the
Methodist church because he just couldn't face people
without mom. My aunt who has been like a mother to me
says I should have a reception afterward regardless of what
dad says, and I realty would like to, but I hate to go against
dad's wishes. I've got .to consider my fiance's family, too.
They deserve something more than a twenty-minute
ceremony.
I've saved my own money for this wedding, Abby, so it's
not costing daddy a penny Please help me decide.

Some American taxpayers
might be tiring of the nation's
space program, with its $8
million Apollo buggies to ride
on the moon and its visions of a
$12 billion space shuttle project
for the late 1970s.
But that's only part of the
story.
A lot of other people still are
searching hungrily for more
knowledge about U. S. space
efforts. The federal space
agency's Manned Spacecraft
Center at Houston receives and
answers an average of 8,000 to
10,000 letters each month, most
of them seeking mere information about one phase or
another of past and current
projects or those down the
road.
A third of the questions come
from foreign countries and
about 60 per cent from schoolage children - the generation
which will have to foot the
space bill in the 1980s and 1990s.
The children often ask the
most pointed questions about
space projects, say officials of
the center's Public Affairs
Office. They offer as an
example this handwritten
letter from a 7-year-old girl:
"Dear Space Agency: You
probably know the story of
'Apollo and Diana,' Well, you
probably know then that Apollo
was the god of the sun and
Diana was the goddess of the
moon.
-I bet you named the rockets
after Apollo, but to me that
does not make scence. Let me
again remind you that Apollo
was the god of the sun, but
nobody has ever dared to go to
the sun.
-However, Diana was the
goddess of the moon and people
have gone there.
"So that is why I think the
rockets should be named Diana
instead of Apollo.
"I have another reason, too. I
have a friend named Diana,
and I really like her!"
This was a letter that needed
answering and actually made a
good point. So one of the six
public affairs staff members
assigned to answer letters
replied this way:
-Thank you, young lady, for
your interest in the Apollo
moon
manned
landing
program, and I'll bet that
nobody who was involved in
naming Apollo thought of it
exactly as you did. • -

BLUE BRIDE
DEAR BRIBE: If your father doesn't want to greet
people after the ceremony, be doesn't have to.' but be
shealidaft deprive you and your fiance of a reception following the ceremony.
DEAR ABBY For that lady who wanted to know how to
discourage door-to-door religious salesmen who ring your
doorbell and expect to be invited in to sell their brand of
religion.
Here is how I solved that problem I tell them I am a
Iaudist, and if they will come in and take their clothes off and
listen to my story, I will then listen to theirs So far, no
takers.
L FRY
What's your problem? You'll feel better if yes get it oef
your chest. Write to ABBY. hos 45700. Los Aogeles, Cal.
99089. Foe a perusal reply earlese sissiped addressed
reveler,.
Abby's asoblet. "How 1 Have a lovely Wedding."
vend Si to Abby. BO% SOTO& Los Angeles at 1•114111.
FIAT

about 6,000 persons, part of the nearly 7 million
East Pakistani war refugees who are flooding India.

holds

-You remember that Apollo
used to ride his chariot across
the sky every day. And that's
what we were thinking aboutthat the astronauts would be
riding this modern chariot.
"Space has many years of
exploration ahead of it, and
many
more
and
newer
spaceships will fly. Certainly
someday we must name some
after the goddesses instead of
the gods - perhaps Diana. the
Huntress, or Minerva, the
Wise, or Athena, the Greek

goddess who was also the
Wise."
(The writer who answered
the little girl's letter mud have
forgotten the United States
already has an Athena test
Center officials emphasize
that while national interest in
the space program builds up to
a crescendo just before and
during an Apollo moon flight,
the stream of space inquiries is
constant the year round.
So public interest in space,
especially among the young,
has not waned altogether.
Space officials are more
concerned these days with the
flagging interest among sorra
of their own astronauts as the
Apollo program moves towarc
a close late next year.
They concede there is reason
for some lack of enthusiasm
among the 45 remaining
spacemen eligible to fly future
missions. This is why:
Of the 45 on active astronaut
flight status, no more than 15
can fly in space by the end of
1973. That includes the six who
will be aboard on Apollo 16 and
17 missions closing out the
lunar exploration program
next year and the nine who will
make up three crews for a trio
of scheduled Skylab space
station orbital flights in 1973.
Many of the 30 astronauts
still grounded after 1973 will be
space rookies - those who
never have flown in space but
joined the space corps in the
belief they would do so
someday. A few will be among
the astronaut-scientist group
selected several years ago to
give the space program more
of a scientific flavor. They
came into the program too late
to participate in either the
early Mercury or follow-on
ARTICULATE BIRDS
SOUTHPORT, England (UPI]
-Police are toruing Southport's
shops
up
to
pet
strike
conversations with
mynah
birds.
They are trying to find
Popeeye, Joe, Mich, Tony, Fred
and Charlie-mynahs stolen
from a Southport park last
week. Six of them can reveal
their identitiee by saying a few
words.
Charles Walls, who looked
after the birds, explained:
"Charlie Walls, for instance,
was given to us by a man from
Wigan, and he still has a strong
Wigan accent. Popeye shouts
for grandad, calls Bingo and
asks if anyone is at the door.
"Joe admits that he's a bad
boy and Fred does the music
hall policeman's 'ello,
'ello."
MELTING SPOONS
LONDON (UPI)-Passengers
have complained to British rail
about new plastic spoons issued
with tea. They say the spoons
are melting faster than the
sugar they are supposed to be
stirring.
"lbe spoons are not up to
usual standard," said a railway
spokesman. We have already
told the makers we don't want
nmy more."

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 713-127*
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It-We Will Get It-Or It Can't Be Had

.;einini manned space flight
ProgramsSome already have resigned
from the astronaut corps after
figuring their chances for an
early flight were slim.
Many of the 30 astronauts
still on the bench after the
Skylab missions have been
completed will be too old to fly
in the next phase of U.S.
manned flight - the shuttle
program to carry men into
space- to and from an earthorbiting station.
That project is scheduled to
get off the ground no earlier
than 1978 and perhaps later,
pecially if Congress is slow in
Unding it.

Computers which forget to
send out bills, or at least until
many months after they become due,are hurting the earnings of many of America's hg
companies.
Gimbel Brothers, the department store chain,said that in a
one-year period, more than $6
million went uncollected in its
New York division, partly because of computer problems.
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You're Invited to the

DR. D. CHRIS
EMMERT
Is now accepting
appointments.
office will be
open, August 30,
1971, 9:00 a.m.

▪ the beautiful Subresze section el Deltoid
Beach Fierida's year-rem/ resort
•King size heated/swimming pool, oceanside

LARGEST VARIETY c

in Kentucky. No ina
prices. Country Boy St
Army Surplus Folks.
from Hopkboaville, Juno
117&$4.Open Sundays
p.m.

SAINT BERNARD pu
regideved. Easy terms.
4788,Paducah,Ky.

THE LDINVILLE Shoe I
be dosed on Sundays I
4
.3?
15,1971. New sto
y tbru Friday ,
41:304:00.
latest fall sh
arrIving daily, also Pal
pant Boots. Now r
Mea's shoes, all famo
brands at Discount Pril
All Ladies Summe
Reduced. All Famou
Brand Shoes at Discount
Prices.

12185'-1970 MOBIL]
Spanish deco, billy carp
bedrooms, two baths,
. Excellent
reasonable prio
after 11:00 p.m.

TELEVISION, RCA de
screen, wood cabin
condition. Nil Olive St
MC.

1111t10

Phone 753-9960

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky take

•Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Beach"
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
Se
• New game fOOM
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
courses
•Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
fishing

DON'T THROW that r
Clean it with Blue Liz
can rent a shampooer
$1.00 at Big K.

DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN

SADDLEMARE, log
Good easy gait.See A.II
Cram Fundtere, or 'cal
after 5:00p.m.

Writs today tar fves imam aad rated

will be CLOSED Mon.-Fri., Aug. 16-20,
due to death in family.
However we will be open Sat and Sun. as usual.
Phone 436-5496

etiCbititte BEACH MOTEL
NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32918 Dopt-

JOT' f316
NOSES

SAM SLINGER

11

Tam.

girl's bicycle
tweeted call 7534016.

CHIROPRACTOR

WHO'S
PITCHINGTODAY ?

SLABS & SAWDUST.
Avery Lauber Co.,

•••

- SPECIAL NOTICE

IT'S TIME
FOR THE
BALL
GAME

Call
753-1916

/ ONLY LIKE TO
WATCH LEFT-HANDED
PITCHERS
N

ME A
MIRROR

TAPPAN RANGE,
condition.Phone'753434

FOR LONGER wear I
pds clean with Blue La1
NeW electric shamp
Western Auto, Home
Wishing Well".

PENTA TREATED
Hesidant to rot and
Ivi iahror boat docks
exposed uses
Ltmther Co., Maple
Murray,Kentucky.

CASH AND CARRY-1
loads distressed dock,
Nom sizes, wall to w
jite back, some co
type, HI denisty rubt
Values to 88.95 sq. yd.,
starts at $2.50 sq. yd.
$2.95 sq. yd. None lug
anything in house whil
Paschall's Discount
Hazel,Ky.4924733.
GIRL'S CLOTHES, sk
Phone 753-6394.

0 cy

="1'11111Mmomr,
The Colonials
0,4 , ME r

I 146‘.wl

TfLOJeil.-ED -TIMES 7
THE I NMUMAIN TAILIES T

E e. A MAKI MUST
Amax POUR WHOLE MOUSES
7-0 PAY HIS YEAIZLY GHAIZE
!
IT'S CILIAAI MAL T T

12'x10' GOLD RUG,
condition,$30.00. Phone
1770.
AC 72 COMBINE,good
Phone 753-6603or 75348
TWO HORSE facto
trailer, saddle, welkin
horse. Hackney and as
yearling, saddle and
Phone 753-1348.
ONE SET of 14" Mal
$75.00.Phone 753-4908.
14' BOAT, 75 H.P.
motor and trailer. Phoi
Pond,9244836.
STROLLER & CAR
cellent condition. Al
clothes,Ix to 10, inched
Phone 7534409.

L11 Abner
CHIEFrr-NOW
THAT I'VE CLEAWED
UP MUGGING IN
TOWN -

-TRANSFER
ME TO
HOMICIDE!!
0

PS5r.r--

ovro

A /LEAL K/LLERff
77'/E DESCR/PPON
WILL AMAZE

YOU!!

NEVER
MIND!!
JUST GO
GET HIM,
FOSDICK-

WANTED TO I
WANT TO RENT; be
cured tobacco.Phone 71
223.
FOR SALE OR I
THREE MONTH old au
mobile home. 3 bedrc
baths, expauision-oet liv
air•eonditioned. Phone:
9827.
LOST & FOUND
LOST E BIRD DOG.3 m
White. lemon spots. I
around Broad Street.If
753.5946 after 1:00 pin.
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

FOR SALE
tie
SAWDUST. W. M'
SLABS
Avery Lttmber Co., Puryear:
Tenn.
TFC
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
in Kentucky. No increase in
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
117 di 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
p.m.
Aug30C

•
•
•

TUESDAY-AUGUST 17 1971

ES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

. AVE LEDGER &

SAINT BERNARD pups, ARC
registered. Easy terms. Call 554TFC
4786,Paducah,Ky.
THE LINNVILLE Shoe Store will
be closed on Sundays beginning
August 15, 1971. New store hours;
Monday thru Friday 8:30-6:00,
Saturday 8:30-5:00.
The latest fall shoes are
arriving daily, also Fall Crinkle
patent Boots. Now receiving
Men's shoes, all famous name
brands at Discount Prices.
All Ladies Summer Shows
Reduced. All Famous Name
Brand Shoes at Discount
A17C
Prices.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

SERVICES OFFERED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

HOMEWORKERS
WANTED:
TWO CAR Garage, $2395.00. No
TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
down payment, built on your lot. part-time,full-time work at home den, living room, bath. Range
mailing
our
circulars. For details
Phone Gene Steely, Building
and refrigerator included. All
A21C rush self-addressed, stamped new carpet. Large lot with outContractor, 753-7850.
linvelope, and 35c to US Enside storage. Call Gene Landon
1-!-VIL
r
rr A\:
Nsir WILL DO trash hauling, terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00
TFC
Mayfield, Kentucky 42086.
reasonable rates. Phone 753p.m.
TFC
,t
,
A21C
6130.
TRUCK DRIVERS
141.
(Straight or Semi)
APPROXIMATELY 7-eight.
f403
El NE MI IN IN lip
/WExperience helpful but not tenths acres, about 3 miles South4O
fe
necessary. Can earn extremely west of Lynn Grove and excellent
'
mail IPY 1 high pay after short training, for location for bwnent. On good
local and over-the-road hauling, road, mail rota and school bus
Write: NATION WIDE SEM/ route. Contact Earl Spann, Route
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road 2, Pochahontas,illinois
FOR RENT at 304 N. 4th Street
A26C
N.E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505 62275.
(Set addi.rieisj
stlindil)
:1CK here)
or call 606-29941912.
Aled
House consisting of 3-bedrooms, 1½ baths, modern kitchen,
Send me freeiniormaben *bout your
SMALL FARM; good location;
ineom• Tax caucus
61
dinette, dining room, living room on main floor.
business or future investment.
DELIVERY
AND
STOCK
man.
Nine
One mile East Murray, apApply
in
Address
writing
to
P.O.
Box
426,
One ground floor 3-room furnished apartment, bath, airMurray,Kentucky.
A18C proximately 10 acres pasture.
conditioned. Another furnished apartment, bath, airState
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
2p
conditioned.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
WANTED BABY-SI1TER in my
For appointment call 436home.Phone 753-8610.
A23C
All private entrances and parking space. Pretty, shady yard.
TFC
2173.

low

I

THIS COUPON:
I

p.

House suitable for large family or for rental by apartments.
Good for home-business arrangement.
Newly decorated.

Shown By Appointment
Mrs. George Hart • 753-1602

12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME
Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
bedrooms, two baths, also airconditioned. Excellent condition. SPACES TO park your trailers at NICE FURNISHED
apartment
Very reasonable price. Phone Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice, for rent, on Kentucky Lake and
TFC quiet, paved street. Telephones, only $90 per month. 17 miles from
753-4456 after 6:00p.m.
Gas, Electricity, and Cable Murray. Completely furnished
28 inch girl's bicycle. If in- vision. Available at $22.50 per Including TV., A.C. and electerested call 7534016.
AlfINC month. Water furnished & gar- tricity for cooking and heating.
bage picked up. Married couples Will accomodate 2 or 3 people.
A23C Phone 436-5320.
TELEVISION, RCA deluxe, 21" only. Call 753-4539.
A21C
screen, wood cabinet. Good
TRAILER; to couple only. See
condition. 607 Olive Street, 753- MODERN
TWO
bedroom
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
6587.
Al8P la d eside furnished
home.
Married students or faculty Court after 4 p.m. No phone calls
A19C
DON'T THROW that rug away. desired. $80.00 per month. Will please.
Clean it with Blue Lustre. You lease September 1 through June
NOTICE
can rent a shampooer for only 30th. Phone 436-5587.
A19C
$1.00at Big K.
A21C
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerTWO BEDROOM house, fur- vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
TAPPAN RANGE, excellent nished, air-conditioned, large Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarTFC
condition. Phone 7534345. Al9C yard. Available September lat. mington,Kentucky.
$135.00 per month. 1637 Catalina
SADDLEMARE, 14 hands high. Drive. Phone 753-2527.
mac WE ARE ready now to deliver or
take your order for, six vein
Good easy gait. See A. B. Crass at
Crass Furniture, or call 753-4818 Isuct Two bedroom fondsbeestoker or four hi seven lump
after 5:00 p.m.
apartment, near University. coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice St
macroal Service,408 South 4th
Phone 753-7550.
Street.
FOR LONGER wear keep carSept.11C
pets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
New electric shampooer $1. apartment,shady back yard, lots IFOUND-HOW to reduce your
Western Auto, Home of 'The of storage space, carpeted medical bills. Let us quote you a
Wishing Well".
Al8C throughout. Phone 753-3312 days price on your next prescription.
A21C No obligation. Uncle Jeff's Safe-T
or 7534096 nights.
PENTA TREATED lumber.
Discount Pharmacy.
A21C
Resistant to rot and termites. TRAILERS ON Kentucky Lake,
Ideal for boat docks and any large lots, air-conditioned. Phone
alAPEMAKERS!!' THE only
weather exposed uses. Murray 436-2427.
easy way to lose weight and inLumber Co., Maple Street,
ches fast. Make an appointment
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC NICE FURNISHED apartments for Free figure analysis. Phone
near campus, reasonable and 753-2962.
A25NC
CASH AND CARRY-Two truck with bath. Also sleeping rooms
loads distressed stock, full rolls, for college boys. Please call, we
10 percent OFF ALL merMom sizes, wall to wall, some may have what you need. Day,
chandise through September 1,
jute back, some commercial 753-8365, night 753-2891.
TFC
Willie's Antique and Gift Shop,
type, Hi denisty rubber back.
10 miles Southeast of Murray of
Values to $6.95 sq. yd., our price
THREE ROOM furnished 121 on 614 Junction. Open 7 days
starts at $2.50 sq. yd. and up to
apartments, carpeting, central Phone 436-2128.
A19P
$3.95 sq. yd. None higher. Pick
heat and air conditioning, garanything in house while it lasts.
bage disposal. Lots of closets.
Paschall's Discount House,
Can be seen at Owen's Food
Hazel,Ky.492-0733.
Al9P Market. 1407 West Main.
A17C

NeD
'2 Pop'ar

753-6251

will send you
free information
on how you can

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

WANTED IMMEDIATELY,man THREE BEDROOM frame house
or woman to supply consumers with air, electric heat, drapes,
with Rawleigh Household garbage disposal and basement.
Products. Can earn $50 weekly Phone 753-3440 for appart time. Write giving phone pointment.
A19P
no.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
Freeport, Ill, or call 815-232-4161
A19C
from 8 to 4:30.

r
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PREACHERMAN

U.S. history,
China covered
Reviewed By
JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
Whether it is a coincidence or
merchandising enterprise is
difficult to determine but with
the approaching American
Bicentennial stirring more
interest daily, publishers are
going to market with volumes
on U. S. history and patriotism.
G. P. Putnam's Sons and the
Newsweek Book Division are
the latest on the scene. Both
have produced beautifully
illustrated books covering
some of the more fascinating
chapters in American history.
And, for some- unexplained
reason, Putnam's has tossed in
a study of China as part of a
package that is dominated by
two U. S. war records_

Reading improved
by guitar-plunking

WANTED: SOMEONE to live in
By PATRICIA MeCORMAOL
with elderly person. Phone 753WILL INSTALL septic tanks and 2980from 8:00 a.m.till 5:00
NEW YORK(UPI)- What's
Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine p.m.
Al9C really new in education? LearnConstruction Co., Murray,
ing to read by playing the
A18C LADIES WANTED, full or part guitar, that's what.
Kentucky,753-8986.
experience necessary.
The unusual educational apFURNITURE REFINISHING. time. No
753-3056 or 767- proach is being investigated by
All work guaranteed. Free pick- We train. Phone
A23C a University of Ilhnois proup and delivery. Free estimate. 4476.
fessor.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Research data being amasTHANKS
CARD
OF
McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C
sed by Dr. Herman H. Slay man
May I say thanks for the food, indicates elementary school
dowers, cards, and your prayers students develop reading skills
4" Plastic Wells
L
r me during my stay in the faster with guitar in hand.
AYLOR WELL
Equally exciting as the inspital and at home. Thanks to
DRILLING
learning speed, accordcreased
the
second
. Marquardt and
ing to Slayman, is the imPhone Puryear, Tenn
r nurses. A special thanks to proved discipline in the class247-5556
Judy Grogan, L.svelle Burton, room. From a group of "wild
Complete Well
and to the Wilson-Hatcher Indians" with no motivation,
Service
family. Bless all. Thanks again. the experimental group made
ITC noticeable improvement in
Burtis Edwards
other subjects as well.
The pilot program conducPROFESSIONAL, EX- Woks can never say enough to
PEFUENCED painter, will work express to the people our thanks ted in the Chicago suburb of
wn included some 80
contract jobs, on hourly basis, for the help in our hour of need.
. During the 1971-72
To the ones that fought the fire to
has own equipment. Call 489year, SIsynum expects
Sept.7C save our home, Hazel Fire
2287.
additional test programs
'Department and Murray Rescue to
SEPTIC TANKS Installed Call Squad and everyone that helped, to verify his earlier data.
Obtaining help from two
for free estimate, Gene Steely, to the ones that helped us clean
A21C us, Ruble Taylor, George Taylor, guitar makers,the Fred Gretsdi
753-7850.
Loyd Allen McClure, Mr. & Mrs. Co. Inc. and the Harmony Co.,
WILL STAY with elderly person Canred Farris and Jimmy and Slay man started the experiat night. Call Mary Edmonson Johnnie Taylor and Della mental program in the 1970during the day at 753-1417. For Boggess; to the ones that sent 71 school year.
"The basic approach is quite
reference contact Mrs James food,to Mrs. Gene Orr Miller and
half
Rudy Allbritten.
Al9P to Jerrie for serving it noon and simple," he said "For
,
an
hour
each day, all the stuevening. You are a wonderful
dents were given guitars to
DAILY CHILD care in my home Wel?* t,
near University.Phone 753May we say "Thank You". May accompany the singing of
Familiar folk tunes and also
7276.
Al9P God bless you.
4for choral reading."
Cbesley & Vivian Farris.
A special teachers manual,
WILL DO house painting, outside
1TP
prepared by Slayman, guides
Oa up
or inside. Truman Edwards,
APARTMENTS,
GIRL'S CLOTHES, dm 7 to 9. FURNISHED
A18P Thanks to all of our friends, the teacher through the six753-6587.
phone
with
rooms,
three
two and
Your Money...
week period.
Phone 753-5394.
Al9C
neighbors and relatives who were
complete kitchen and private
The boys and girls in the
back
cleaning,
so
SEP'11C
TANK
kind
to
us
during
the
illness
experimental class also got a
12'x10' GOLD RUG, excellent bath for college boys near
753Camp,
and death of our loved one Galen bonus. They learned
hoe work. Phone Rex
Al9P
campus. Phone 753-5921
some of
condition,$30.00. Phone.753Sept.21 C. Myers, especially we want to the
59E.
basics of guitar-playing,
Is
Coming
1770.
Al9C
thank
the
nurses
and
hospital
and so did the teacher.
SMALL ONE bedroom trailer,
AUCTION SALE
To Murray!
staff, and Dr. Hugh Houston who
k;
per
Despite the program's initial
AC 72 COMBINE,good condition. air-conditioned. Rent $40.00
was so good to him,always ready
A16C
AUCTION SALE: -Saturday, to come when he was called and a success, Slay man admits more
Phone 753-5506 or 753-9610. A19C month.Phone 489-2595.
research is necessary.
'EL T.;•7j August 21, 1030 a.m. rain or special thanks to Mrs. Imes who
However, he already has
shine at Beane's Grocery,8 miles was so faithful to
TWO HORSE factory built ROOMS FOR girls. Kitchen
visit him. Also made a believer out of one
trailer, saddle, walking quarter facilities. 1624 Hamilton., Call 753- I WILL not be responsible for any East of Murray on Highway 280, Brother John Hicks and Henry men, the superintendent of the
J17C debts other than my own. one mile from old Pottertown Hargis,
horse. Hackney and saddle horse 3401
the singers, all those who experimental .school district.
yearling, saddle and bridles.
Michael N, Butler, Route 2, Box Due to ill health Mr. Beane will Sent food
and flowers, When the loaned guitars were
Phone 753-1348.
A17P offer the entire stock of fresh pallbearers, and the J. H. about to be taken from the
A19C FURNISHED APARTMENTS; 117, Murr*`,Ky.
groceries, meat slicer, 2 sets of
-school, the
living room, kitchen, bathroom
superintendent
Churchill Funeral Home.
ONE SET of 14" Mag wheels, with shower and bath. 1 or 2 SAVE 15 percent on cash scales, cash register and other
stepped in and purchased the
May God bless you all.
prescriptions
at
HOLLAND'S.
$75.00. Phone 753-4908.
items. This is a real new stock of
A19P bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartMrs. G. C. Myers, 40 instruments. Slay man also
Let us quote you a price on your grocereies, also fishing supplies
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
children
and Grandchildren. 1TP got high praise for the program
14' BOAT, 75 H.P. Evinrude 753-6609.
Vx3' minnow box, several pieces
fritar. the principal of the
A23C next prescription. No
obligation.
A21C of household goods. 1951
motor and trailer. Phone Golden
school in which the guitars
AUTOS FOR SALE
Pond,924-5636.
were used.
A19P
Chevrolet truck, fair tires.
WANT TO BUY
AS OF this date, I am no longer (junk). Drinks and eats on the 1964 COMET, automatic, power
Schools
involved
STROLLER & CAR seat, ex- ANT TO BUY; lots and responsible for any debts other ground. List your grocery needs steering, air. Have never had to
A 19P
cellent condition. Also girl's standing timber. Also have for than my own. Danny Williams, and be with us. Not responsible add oil. 747 Riley Court
Two sixth-grade classes in
for
Douglas
accidents.
clothes, dx to 10, Including coats. sale lumber and sawdust. Route 2, Hazel, Kentucky.
two different schools were in1965
convertible,
CHEVY
SS
Al9P
Williams.
and
Lurriber
Saw
Mill
Danny
!Murray
Shoemaker
associate
of
A
19C
Phone 753-6499.
TFC
Shoemaker
Auction
and factory air, power steering and volved in the pilot or demon'Co. Phone 753-4147.
stration program. In one of the
WANTED TO RENT
Livestock will be in charge of brakes, 4 speed. Also 1964 Ford classes, guitars were provided
1968, 1969 or 1970
transtandard
BUY
door,
TO
Custom,
2
WANT
753-3375
for
insale.
Phone
WANT TO RENT; barn for air
each student and strummed
ck-up truck. Low Mileage. In
A19C smission Phone 753-1951. Priced
formation.
cured tobacco. Phone 753753-6030
A19C
Phone
to
for half-an-hour each day in
condition.
sell.
good
Al9P
2263.
connection with reading.
TFNC
fter 5.00p.m.
AUCTION SALE: THURSDAY,
The other class had no guiFOR SALE OR RENT
5:00 p.m. next to the Bunny 1964 FORD GALAXIE 500, one
tars.
Bread place on Highway 121.
owner. See at 1404 Poplar after
THREE MONTH old custom built WANT TO BUY small or medium
Tests of both classes before
Al7C
/
2 sized house in county or on
Doors, windows, electrical 5:00p.m.
mobile home. 3 bedrooms, 11
and after the six-week exper--rtile,
room,
supplies,
floor
living
ceramic
tile,
expansion-on
baths,
Kentucky Lake. Phone 753iment showed that students
nails and nail bins, counters, 1963 CHEVROLET, school bus, in the guitar class increased
air-conditioned. Phone 753Al9P
3624.
Al9C
marble, walnut lumber, scales, makes into a family camper. their reading ability more rap9827.
or locks, paint,, storm doors, Good condition. Call 753idly than the class that did not
WANT TO BUY; aluminum
LOST & FOUND
Al7P use guitars.
*rap lumber and metal pipe.
5666.
storm door, 32" x 80";
Owned by Jackie Burkeen,sale
"Even more exciting is the
LOST: BIRD DOG,3 months old. Myers well pump; bathtub fixby Wayne, Wilson. For further
change in individual attitude
White, lemon spots. Last seen tures; light fixtures; Surveyors
information call 753-3263 or 1963 MERCUliY. good running in this brief period," says
around Broad Street. If found call Philadelphia leveling rod. Phone
A 19C Condition Phone 753-9429. A19C Slav man. "From a problem
Jackie Burkeen
A
19C
753-2959
A19P
753-5946 after 6:00

753-1916

BOOK REVIEW

Unique project

WANTED: DAY car hostess and
cook. Apply in person to K-N Root
Beer Drive-Inn, 401 Sycamore.
Al9C
No phone calls please.

Call

class the group was transformed to a highly motivated
and disciplined unit."
Slayman, a member of the
American Music Conference
Educational Advisory Council,
has been a music educator for
20 years. He conceived the
guitar-reading
improvement
idea four years ago when observing reading machines at an
educators' conference.
"It seemed the reading
machine possessed features of
a rhythmic approach, and I
felt the movement of a hand
strumminf the guitar might be
effective,' he said.
The principal of the school
said"Since starting the project
they have been highly moti
vated, not only in reading
writing and spelling, but also
have shown improvement in
the other content areas and
also in their over-all.behavior.
"Fighting with one another
is negligible, enthusiasm for
school has increased about 100
per cent and group morale had
'gone up 200 to 300 per cent."
tablishmInt, and certain extracurricular activities can seriously affect a student's job earning capabilities and security
dittos for many years after the
information is no longer relevant, the NEA said.
_ As a result, it said, students
are demanding the' riFht to
periodic checks of their own
files, and the legal right to
challenge derogatory statements.
Another major concern of
college and high school students, the report said, is the
right to have a voice in the
selection of curriculum and
other programs and educational
facilities.

THE
AMERICAN
REVOLUTION by Roger
Parkinson; THE AMERICAN
CIVIL WAR by Keith Ellis;
TWENTIETH CENTURY
CHINA by John Robottom.
These are the offerings of
Putnam's, of 128 pages each
and priced at $4.95 each.
Parkinson has written a
graphic account of the
American colonists' fight for
freedom and has pinpointed
British overconfidenc'e. The
principal battles of the fight for
freedom are covered and the
book is replete with sketches,
maps, reproductions of important
papers, famous
paintings - 291 in all. Just as
the publisher intended, 'The
American Revolution" will be a
handy reference as the
Bicentennial nears - even
though the text is terse.
"The American Civil War"
follows the same format and
the illustrations make up the
more interesting part of the
work. Some of Lincoln's
speeches are included, and
famous battles like Pickett's
Charge are covered in text and
illustration. To supplement the
brief text accompanying 294
illustrations there is, as in the
Revolutionary volume, a page
of recommended further
reading.
rPepd it was the Burry of
"Ping-Pong"--itplomacy that
prompted
simultaneous
publication of "Twentieth
Century China," but, whatever
the reason, Robottom has a
timely study of the transformation of China from
isolation to a present-day urge
for a role in the community of
nations. The high and the
mighty in China's history are
analyzed and ttere are
fascinating pictures covering
all phases of China's rich but
hectic history.
The
Newsweek
Book
Division's contribution is
"Statue of Liberty," a $10, 176page illustrated volume, by
Pulitzer Prize-winning
historian Oscar Handlin. There
are 150 illustrations, about 50in
full color, covering everything
from the step-by-step construction of the famed Lady to
the humorous and sometimes
disheartening experience of
immigrants pouring into the
land of freedom. The text
covers the story of the statue
and it also covers /America's
role as the refuge of the
destitute and the wealthy, the
peasant and the aristocrat, the
oppressed in search of a safe
haven. There is a section that
recites writings of both famous
and little-known newcomers to
America, and some of the
things these people remember
are touching indeed.

Home appliances
on rise in Spain

There are approximately five
million television sets in Spain
Calling for student and com- today, or one set for every
munity representation on com- other family in the country, acmittees designed to plan cur- cording to a recent survey.
riculum, the task force report
Practically all homes have
noted that "the institution electric irons and the number
must provide In 4ducational of vacuum cleaners is rising.
program that is adequate by Electric dishwashers are gainthe standards of the students, ing, while refrigerators now
tt`archers, the community, and total 4.6 million for the entire
the administration."
country.
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Hungary
hosts
huntsmen

THE MORAL ANGLE

Nixon's trip to China
raises some questions
By FATHER LESTER
Copley News Service
Dear Father Lester:
The reaction over President
Niion's intended visit to Red
China was not all favorable.
Political complaints I can understand; but did anyone have
any right to moral complaints?
J. D.
Dear J. D.:
Nationalist China undoubtedly has at least the semblance of
one. We had allied ourselves
with Generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek's people as the legitimate but exiled rulers of the
mainland. But Nixon's annoisiced visit de facto recognizes Chairman Mao Tse-tung's
regime as the legitimate rulers
and thus pulls the rug from under the Nationalists not only in
regard to their hopes for the
mainland but probably in regard also to their seat in the
United Nations. Too,this downgrading of the Nationalists increases their chances of being
taken over eventually by the
Red tyranny. Perhaps, though,
circumstances warranted what
otherwise would have been a
betrayal.
Besides Nationalist China,
people throughout the world in
general ordinarily have a right
to complain when any country
recognizes tyrants as legitimate rulers. The country may
claim that it is only being
realistic, but in actuality it is
pretending that injustice is justice and consequently that unrealism often sets the stage for
a compounding of troubles. The
country loses its apparent
right, for instance, to sanction
a rebellion against leaders it
has denominated "legitimate";
likewise, it solidifies the tyrants' power to suppress people
and confuses people over the
very concept of a just government.
Dear Father Lester:
Is there anything morally
wrong with cremation? 1 can't
afford a regular burial, but I'd
have enough money for cremation. And I'd prefer cremation.
Sheila R.
Dear Sheila:
We are morally bound to respect the human body. People
of Western civilization have
traditionally considered burial
far more respectful of the human body than baking it in an
oven like a pie.
However, the traditional attitude about burial is changing —

partly, perhaps, because of the
lack of burial space and the
high cost of funerals — so that
cremation now has begun to be
accepted even by traditional
religious denominations.
Ask your pastor; your church
may presently allow cremation
even though it did not brim:least the change.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
August for the first World
Hunting Exhibition.
The 35-day exhibition will be
centered mainly around 74
acres of international pavilions
featuring all aspects of hunting. An artificial lake has been
(seated, abundant with fish and
other forms of wildlife.
Tourist officials in Budapest,
forever seeking new attracBy ALAN DEAN
tions in their landlocked state,
Copley News Service
are forecasting a tremendous
success for the exhibition. Last
B_IIDAPEST, Hungary —
almost 6.5 million foreign
Hotels in this city astride the year
tourists visited Hungary.
Danube are taking on the air of
The World Hunting Exhibideluxe hunting lodges in
will include a three-day
preparation for thousands of tion
scientific symposium. Among
ardent huntsmen who will conmany topics — 88 papers
verge on Budapest in late the
from 16 countries have been en-

lecting company which is free
to cooperate with the police.
Address year questions to
Father Lester, Copley News
Service, P.O. Box 190, San
Diego, Calif. 92117., enclosing a
;tamped, self-addressed enfeoPe-

tered — air and water pollution
will be discussed along with
methods of wildlife preservation, saving the elk and bison
from extinction, and the siting
of industry and its effects on
wildlife.
Hungary prides itself with
being the huntsman's paradise
in Europe. Budapest's Museum
of Agriculture has on show 50
gold medal stag antlers, the
largest collection in Europe.
The biggest is a 29-pound antler
which under the International
regulations of awarding has
251.16 points.
Hungarian hunters are also
world record holders with
heads of fallow deer and roe
deer.

The exhibition organizers
have not overlooked the ancient
relationship between hunting
and riding.
A special period has been set
aside for what equestrians are
already describmg as an international trials for next year's
Munich Olympics. The first
European Championship of
Coach Driving will also be held
within the framework of the exhibition.
Naturally, dogs have not
been forgotten. Four lucky
canines will go home with the
title, "Winner of the World Exhibition of Hunting, Budapest
1971." So many dog-owning
huntsmen have sent in their 810
entrance fee that the or-

TUESDAY—AUGUST 17. 1971
ganizers are aesperately
searching around Budapest for
kennel facilities.
The citizens ot this city are
expecting a home win, for Hungarian gundogs, especially the
short-haired, and wirehaired
vizsla, are treasured by European hunters. These longlegged pointers have an instinctive game sense and are
endowed with limitless endurance.
The Hungarians don't seem
to have missed a trick in fishing
around for ideas for their exhibition. Keen anglers will get a
chance to cast their rods for
carp in Pecs, in southern Hungary, in an attempt to land the
top prize in the World Competi*inn for rast.ing._

Dear Father Lester:
My wife is getting obscenely
fat and, to top it off, insists on
wearing wild flowered and
print dresses.
Am I wrong in admittedly being ashamed to be seen with
this baby blimp?
Dear Harry:
Help her to lose weight 'ie..
both you and your wife could be
on the verge of an unnecessiry
takeoff.

police in Los Angeles were
tipped that a man and his wife
were using marijuana, so they
asked the refuse collectors to
dump the trash from the
couple's house into a cleared
space in the back of the truck
where the trash could be inspected while the truck moved
along. They found evidence of
"pot" which convicted the
couple. But recently the California Supreme Court overturned the conviction because
it said the couple had "a reasonable expectation that their
trash would not be rummaged
through and picked over by
police officers acting without a
warrant."

Q. Are apart;
included in the fre
A. Yes.
Q. Are pricet
commodities, suet
cars, antiques, an<
housing included in
A. yes.
Q. Are fees for
services such as
lawyers included?
A. Yes. No increi
or fees for partict
are permitted
freeze.
Q. How does the

United Press

500 HOLDS ANY ITEM ON THIS
PAGE IN LAY-A-WAY! USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT CARD AT BIG K!

COUNTRY
DOG
Compare at 13.99

A delightful 25"
foam filled surface
washable toy that
they'll
love
to
cuddle.

But if people throw things into the trash barrel, aren't they
making the things free for the
taking?
Bob H.

Henry is everything
a stuffed toy can be.
Soft and cuddly,
floppy and funny,
with a wide-eyed,
innocent expression
and a body that begs
to be hugged.

LIFE-SIZE
WALKING DOLL

BRIDE DOLL

BABY SOFTINA

66
Compare

Reg. 8.49

at 6.99

SPEEDY TURTLE

Compare at 9.99
32" life size walking
doll with her own comb
and styling set. Assorted fashion outfits, rooted hair, sleeping eyes.

Compare at 5.99
20" teenage bride doll
with rooted hair, sleeping eyes. Dressed in
lace
and
tinsel net
bridal gown, bridal veil,
high heel shoes and
bridal bouquet.

Compare at 8.99

PLUSH TOY
ASSORTMENT
Cuddly and cute plush toto in different animal characterst Choose
from german shep,hard dog, setting
tiger, novelty monkey, vi nyl face
hassock and riding bear, dog or horse:

Compare at 15.99
Girls love him! Boys
adore him! He moves
along inch by inch as
the rocking riders push
forward their legs and
arms propelling Inchworm's body ahead. The
large saddle and sturdy
horns provide
saddle
the proper balance for
children up to 75 pounds.

Red Cross Volu
resume their work in
Calloway County
Convalescent War
nesday, September 1
short vacation in At
Cross spokesman ar
Volunteers will b
each of five poi
formation, diet, X-R
the convalescent

Seen&IArour
Murrz

HENRY!

INCHWORM

Red Cross
Start In S

411111...11.0

Exclusive patterns and assorted colors are used for
our surface washable Turtle,
very lightweight, Shaggy hairpiece and neck ribbon for
trim. The body, legs and
head made in matching solid
Orion. Size: 34" x 23".

TAKING CLOSE LOOK AT MARS Scientists aboard this
, specially equipped Convair 990 !.igh altitude astronomical laboratory (top) are taking advantage of a rare opportunity to study Mars' invisible int, ated light radiations while the Red Planet is ni.kir it. (la, oi bl t,i
piane rnakapproach to Earth. Called the
F:we Fink
ing.enidnight flights over Hawaii.
n it.lei te,,ornei.
of the l'inversity of AriLona calibrat
.inel telescope aboard the

WASHINGTON (
Office of Emergenc
nese has provided
offices with the
questions and ansi
settle queries from
about the wag
freeze:

The Pm
Source of
In Murra
Calloway I

Dear Father Lester:
Some three years ago the

Dear Bob:
As long as the trash has not
been given to public disposal,
the contents still belong to the
owner. He may want to have
second thoughts about the discarded items and be able to retrieve than, like the letter already torn up or the small
block of wood from the two-byfour. But once be sets the
refuse out for the rubbish collectors and they dump it into
their truck, he has adequately
demonstrated that he has given
up ownership of the refuse. It
now belongs to the rubbish col-

Qu

BABY CARRIE
IN CARRIAGE

BABY CARRIE

Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

The YBMC Footb
Dinner is set for toni;
Cutchin Stadium. $2.
costs and everybodj
Coach Furgerson wi
the 1971 Thorough
there.

We've missed s
Rosemary Scott for a
and all of a sudden
into a lovely young

The wonders of life !
amaze me.

We watch with int;
Acorns on the Red
to grow. They are thi
size of the Post
Grapes are dead
Cherries about gore
the birds and Squirr
Wild Grapes "

(Continued on Pag

FAMILY REI.
A reunion of the fa
and Ruby Jewell wii
the Murray City Par
August 20, from ft
dark. A basket sup
served. All friends a
are invited to attend

Compare at 8.49
14" drink and wet doll
with bottle, fully jointed,
moving eyes, rooted pixie
hair, dressed in knitted
cotton outfit trimmed with
lace and embroidered braid,
attached
hood: quilted
nylon carriage coverlet.
Doll seated in sturdy molded plastic carriage.

The Wea

1=11=1IMIMMIC

BEL—AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Acres of Free Parking

After all, isn't that
with most abilities,,
what to do?

We notice the sun
the south some

Compare at 5.99

compare at 5.99
18" drink and wet doll
with bottle, fully jointed,
moving eyes, rooted pixie
hair, dressed in novelty
knit leotard outfit with
matching hat. Doll seated in 3-in-1 plastic seat
for travel, feeding and
sleeping.

16" soft vinyl foam body, •
washable baby doll, vinyl
head, drinks and wets
with bottle, painted eyes,
rooted baby bob hair,
dressed in two piece.
lace
trimmed shortie
dress and panties with
ribbon
bow, matching'
lace trimmed booties:

Mr. and Mrs. Andn
801 Story bring in a
weighs two and th
pounds. This coup
garden which is th
hobby. They moved
from the farm seven
but their love of the s
so they put out a nice
year. Nothing spec
they-geops.tomatoes,
what to do.

BANKAMERICARD
Phone /54-8777

ffidirorm hew

Generally fair
through Thursday
widely scattered an
evening thundershow
east. Little temperat
Highs today and
mostly in the Ekki I
mostly in the 60s

